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Abstract
This thesis is looking at the Czech Chinese relations between 2013 and 2020 which were restarted
in 2013 by Czech president Milos Zeman in a very naïve and open way. Because of that during
those years, the People's Republic of China was able to exercise Sharp power in the Czech
Republic in political-economic, medial, and academic spheres. Done so by the PRC to achieve its
goals as defined by the Sharp power concept it also consequentially distorted democracy in the
Czech Republic. Therefore, this thesis first is looking at the Czech Chinese relations from which
it shows how the usage of the sharp power by the PRC distorts Czech democracy and on those
instances, using the concept of paradox of tolerance, this thesis argues for the need to change the
interaction with the PRC in the spheres where the Sharp power is active and thus presents possible

治
政
society. This thesis concludes that in the political-economic大
sphere the Czech statesmen should
立
consult their policies towards the PRC with experts especially from academia and passing the law
tools which the Czech Republic can employ to defend itself without losing the values of an open

‧ 國

學

aimed at limits of foreign investments into strategic industries. In the media sphere, this work
concludes there is no space for the creation of systemic tools as it would have an impact on the

‧

freedom of speech. The only tool that seems available is to inform consumers about the founding

sit

y

Nat

of media having a connection to the PRC. In the academic sphere, the viable tool is to establish a
body under the ministry of education helping Czech universities and other academic institutions

io

n

al

er

with risk assessment when considering a partnership with their Chinese counterparts.

iv

C Republic of China,
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
The Czech Republic became an independent country after the Velvet revolution in 1989 and
followed the partition of Czechoslovakia which took effect on the 1st of January 1993. Now the
independent Czech Republic could create its own foreign policy which was in the direction of the
necessary changes to be able to join the free market and other international communities. The most
important being joining the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995, joining the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1997, and then in 2014 joining the European Union.
Even though the Czech Republic was now free to create its foreign policy and was no longer forced
to listen to the Soviets, it nonetheless chose to keep the official ties with the People's Republic of

政 治 大

China as was the norm among all major western countries, although the relations were not cordial

立

at all due to the first Czech president Vaclav Havel who used to be a dissident and as a president,
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he was very outspoken about the human rights and a personal friend of His Holiness Dalai Lama
as well as his support for Taiwan rejoining the UN.

‧

The People's Republic of China started to emerge as an important international player in the 1980's

sit

y

Nat

with its economic reforms. With its growing economic importance came the acceptance to the
international community which was finalized in 2001 when it officially became a member of the

io

n
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WTO. From the early 2000s to 2011 China's GDP was growing on average by 10% each year. This

v

i modernization, and bigger
economy might also project itself l into military spending,narms

Ch

U

e n gArmy
professionalization of the People's Liberation
c h i (PLA). The military and economy

traditionally belong to the “hard power” sphere. Hard power defined by Joseph Jr. Nye is an ability
to use a combination of military and economic might – sticks and carrots to make others do what
you want them to do.1 Accumulation of PRC's hard power was an ongoing process that continues
to present day and with Xi Jinping taking power in 2013 and changing the national narrative from:
“Hide your capacities, bide your time” defined by Deng Xiaoping to: “Striving for Achievement”
projection of Chinese hard power is more visible in recent years in areas like the South China Sea.

1

NYE, Joseph. Propaganda Isn't the Way: Soft Power. [online]. International Herald Tribune, 2003. Retrieved from:
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/10/opinion/IHT-soft-power-propaganda-isnt-the-way.html. [visited: 18.2.2020].
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From the early 2000s, PRC started to work on building up its soft power as well. Nye defines soft
power as the opposite of hard power. Where hard power is to make others do what you want, soft
power is to make others want to do what you want as well. According to him, this is done by the
state capturing so-called soft power resources that come from the state’s values, organizations,
policies that promote these values, and culture which arises from free civil society.2 Therefore the
government can either reinforce or jeopardize one's soft power by arrogant, hypocritical behavior
in the international community.3 In the case of PRC, activities like support for Confucius institutes
from 2004, the organization of the Beijing Olympics in 2008, contribution to peacekeeping
initiatives under the United Nations (UN) framework, promoting its economic development, and
others were seen as an attempt to utilize soft power. These and similar activities belong to the
regular public diplomacy sphere serving as a promotion of one’s country.

政 治 大
As was discussed before, the Czech Chinese relations since the 90s were not the warmest due to
立
the Vaclav Havel and general orientation of the Czech foreign policy towards the emphasis on

‧ 國
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human rights. But that started to change during the late 2010s, and the year 2013 marks an official
change in the Czech Chinese relations. That year Milos Zeman was elected as a president of the

‧

Czech Republic and in PRC Xi Jinping took power as a General Party Secretary of the Chinese
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Communist Party. When Xi announced his One Belt One Road Initiative (OBOR), later renamed
to Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) Milos Zeman became a public supporter of warming Chinese

io
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Czech relations and campaigned for more economic cooperation. Zeman and his turn towards the

v

PRC were criticized by many expertsl as there was no consideration
n i of the specifics of the Chinese

Ch

U

e n g c this
h i incredible wealth will just start to flow
regime and viewed it as naïve to think that somehow
to the Czech Republic. Nonetheless, huge investments by Chinese enterprises were promised as
well as the opening of the Chinese market to Czech companies. Direct flight connections between
Prague and major Chinese cities were established to promote tourism and additional scholarships
were offered to Czech students to study the Chinese language in China.
But in 2016 it started to be obvious that this very open, warm, and even naïve approach to PRC
from the Czech side would not payout. Chinese state-own enterprise (SOE) CEFC China Energy

2

NYE, Joseph. Soft Power the Means to Success in World Politics/ [online]. New York: Public Affairs, 2004.
Retrieved from: https://www.academia.edu/28699788/Soft_Power_the_Means_to_Success_in_World_Politics__Joseph_S._Nye_Jr. ISBN 13-978-1-58648-306-7. [visited: 20.2.2020]. Page 7.
3
Ibid, Page 14.
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Company Limited (CEFC) which was labeled as a flagship for Chinese investments in the Czech
Republic, and in broader sphere CEFC also was part of BRI, had come to attention as its CEO Ye
Jianming was arrested in China for corruption and its vice-chairman Patrick Ho was arrested in
New York in 2017 for bribing the president of Chad on behalf of CEFC. The lack of promised
investments was apparent more and more every year and the promised opening of the Chinese
market to the Czech companies did not happen as well. Other issues that came to light such as
Chinese influence in media, politics, and academia together with the increasing warnings from the
security community against the Chinese activities brought attention to Chinese presence in the
Czech Republic.
Even though problems of the promised Chinese investments and Chinese influence activities are

政 治 大
ways open and naïve as in 2013. Therefore, this thesis aims to explore possible directions that the
立
Czech Republic can take and what tools it can employ to be able to continue its relationship with

known, any significant change did not occur as the approach towards the PRC remains in many

‧ 國

學

PRC on a more balanced base and protect itself from the Chinese sharp power at the same time
without losing its openness.

‧

1.2 Research Motivation and Purpose

y

Nat

sit

The motivation of this thesis is that because the so-called restart of the Czech Chinese relations

er

io

initiated in 2013 was done in a very open way from the side of the Czech Republic without any

n

a
consideration of the nature of the Chinese
Communist Party, its vtactics and its goals. The Czech
l

ni

C hsolely by economic
side responsible for the restart was driven
i U interests. This was criticized at the
e
ngch

beginning by many experts since this open approach towards the PRC might be dangerous and it
would be naïve to think that PRC would not want anything back for all that money it intended to
invest in the Czech Republic. But it was dismissed as the promise of economic growth and wealth

had bigger importance.
When it became apparent that the Chinese capital would not be flowing to the Czech Republic as
promised, other issues concerning the Czech Chinese interaction came to light as well. Experts,
and later on the mainstream media, started to point out that the Chinese activities in the Czech
Republic are not regular public diplomacy or just plain economic investments. This phenomenon
is connected with Christopher Walker who noted in his research that some of these activities
conducted by the authoritarian regimes of the Russian Federation and the People's Republic of
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China that at first glance appear as they come from grassroots associations or as a form of soft
power and parts of public diplomacy are in fact using local actors for conducting government
propaganda. This and other tactics Walker labels as “Sharp power” as the purpose is not to win the
hearts and minds as it is the goal of soft power but more to manipulate others, by poisoning the
information stream. Sharp power essentially works like a knife to cut, into society and amplify
already-existing division, penetrating political and social environment in the target country using
manipulation and co-optation while masking it for standard public diplomacy strategy and soft
power techniques.4 Similar tactics employ not only authoritarian regimes of Russia and PRC but
other authoritarian countries do too as well as liberal democracies all around the world differing
in the scope, funds, and targets. Practices like these do not belong only to the state actors but
private international corporations do the same to secure their businesses. In the case of the Czech

政 治 大

Republic domestic and international actors, private and state actors, liberal and authoritarian actors

立

all have their interests which might differ in the sphere of influence scope and goals, but the term

‧ 國
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Sharp power only refers to the authoritarian regimes of PRC and Russia and this thesis is concerned
only with the Chinese one in the Czech Republic.

‧

The naivety connected with the restart of the Czech Chinese relations and followed the execution

y

Nat

of the Sharp power in the Czech Republic brings this thesis to the Paradox of Tolerance defined

io

sit

by Karl Popper. It states that “if we extend unlimited tolerance even to those who are intolerant,

n

a

er

if we are not prepared to defend a tolerant society against the onslaught of the intolerant, then the

v

i
l with them.”5 As wasnmentioned
tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance
prior, the restart of the

Ch

U

eng
h i open even naïve way in other words in
Czech Chinese relations in 2013 was established
in c
a very
a very tolerant way towards the PRC and its regime. In time as the interaction with the PRC
continued the issues emerged along with corrosive effects in the Czech Republic as well. With the
gained influence of the PRC in the Czech Republic, the environment became distorted and

4

WALKER Ch., LUDWIG J., CARDENAL J. P., KUCHARCZYK J., MASEZNIKOV G., PLESCHOVA G. Sharp
Power: Rising Authoritarian Influence: New Forum Report. [online]. National Endowment for Democracy, 2017.
Retrieved from: https://www.ned.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Sharp-Power-Rising-Authoritarian-InfluenceFull-Report.pdf. [visited: 20.2.2020]. Page 6.
5
POPPER, Karl. The Open Society and Its Enemies. [online]. Routledge & Kegan Paul Plc, 1966. Retrieved from:
https://monoskop.org/images/5/5f/Popper_Karl_The_Open_Society_and_Its_Enemies_Vols_1-2_5th_ed.pdf. ISBN
0-691-01968-1. [visited: 20.2.2020]. Page 543.
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corroded by the Chinese sharp power activities, in other words the tolerant would be destroyed by
the intolerant.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to first look at the warming up the Chinese–Czech
Relations and then their later development. At the same time look at Chinese activities in the Czech
Republic in various spheres ranging from economy, politics, media to academia, therefore the ones
corresponding with the targets of the sharp power. Explore how the specific spheres were impacted
by the Chinese sharp power and therefore examine the way how the Czech Republic can defend

itself against the Chinese sharp power. To do that, using the paradox of tolerance, the way is to
stop tolerating the Chinese, in other words, by redefining the relations by drawing new lines in the
Czech Chinese relations. But it cannot be done at the expense of our own liberal values of openness

政 治 大
are limited in the PRC, it would automatically become a closed society like the PRC.
立

because if the Czech Republic ought to limit Chinese webpages the same way Czech webpages

‧ 國

學

The People's Republic of China is a major country that cannot be omitted from the international
community. That is why the cooperation between the PRC and the Czech Republic should continue

‧

as both countries no matter the size has many things they can offer to each other in terms of culture,

trade, and science. But as the new information concerning Chinese influence in Czech politics,

Nat

sit

y

business and academia are coming out almost every month, not just from a journalist but the

er

io

intelligence agencies as well, the need for new rules for engaging with PRC is becoming more and

n

more apparent but it cannot be donea on expense of liberal values.

1.3 Research Question

iv
l C
n
hengchi U

This research thesis is looking at the Czech Chinese relations which were opened in a very naïve
(tolerant) way because the motivation was driven by economic interests. Because of that, the PRC
was able to exercise a certain form of Sharp power in the Czech Republic which led to a corrosive
effect in the spheres that sharp power aims at such as academia, media, etc. Therefore, this work
argues that this naïve way (tolerant way) has to be stopped as the paradox of tolerance says, and
Czech Chinese interaction has to be redefined accordingly. This means new lines have to be drawn
especially in those areas where China is exercising the Sharp power without becoming intolerant
by bluntly cutting off any relationship with the PRC. For those reasons, this thesis aims to answer
two research questions.
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The first and main research question is concerning the open approach of the Czech Republic
towards the PRC and its followed execution of the sharp power and its impact on the Czech
Republic: Does the Chinese exercise of Sharp power in the Czech Republic lead to the distortion
of the democracy?
To find possible ways for the Czech Republic how to defend against the Chinese sharp power, this
thesis operates with the second research question: What tools can the Czech Republic employ to
combat Chinese influence activities in the Czech Republic while maintaining its openness in terms

of the values of an open society?

1.4 Research Method
To answer the two research questions with which this thesis operates it uses an interpretive

政 治 大

approach. It is very similar to qualitative research as this thesis is not working with any

立

numerological data but is relying on word-based data mainly gained from the interviews. This

‧ 國

學

approach puts the meaning-making actions of individual actors or groups into the center of the
research. Then analytically disclosing those meaning-making practices, while showing how those

‧

practices configure to generate observable outcomes. In other words, this method starts with data

and tries to derive a theory about the phenomenon of interest from the observed data which is

y

Nat

sit

opposite to the positivist method, where the researcher starts with a theory and tests theoretical

er

io

postulates using empirical data. This research method is suitable for this research as this thesis is

n

looking at the action of the actorsa in the Czech Chinese relations.
v The topic of international

l

ni

C hare highly contextual
relations and political sphere and others
i U rather than isolationist therefore
e
ngch

interpretive analysis is much more suitable. It is suitable especially for the main research question
as in social science changes in the society or this case of democracy cannot be quantified very well
or almost at all.6 Therefore, by looking at the main event in the Czech Chinese relations in seven

years and their outcomes the thesis will interpret their importance for the democracy in terms of
qualitative changes or possible changes if the trends would be ongoing in the future. That will
provide for the need to answer the second research question and come up with possible
recommendations on how to mitigate the Chinese sharp power in the Czech Republic.

6

PEZL, Bill. Research Methods for Social Sciences: Chapter 12 Interpretive Research. [online]. Herkimer College,
2020.
Retrieved
from:
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-hccc-research-methods/chapter/chapter-12interpretive-research/. [visited: 15.5.2020].
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The research was conducted through analysis of primary and secondary literature together with the
in-depth and written interviews. The literature review firstly focuses on the concept of power.
Using the work of Joseph Nye concerning hard and soft power helps to layout the ground
foundation to a better understanding of sharp power coined by Christopher Walker as sharp power
employs tactics of hard power, partially posing as soft power.
Then the literature review is looking at the Paradox of Tolerance coined by 20th century
philosopher Karl Popper. This paradox states that unlimited tolerance must lead to the

disappearance of tolerance because if the unlimited tolerance is extended to those who are
intolerant they will eventually destroy the tolerant one and tolerance with them. This paradox
serves as a catalyst for a debate where the lines of tolerance should be drawn but it poses the threat

政 治 大
tolerance and open society as well. Using works of Mill, Locke, Jefferson, and others who already
立
toyed with this dilemma, just under different names serve to this thesis as a guideline to navigate
that in drawing lines the tolerant will become intolerant. Therefore, this part is looking at the term

‧ 國

學

the pen in drawing the line. Because the first research question aims to provide data on whether
the Chinese sharp power distorts democracy in the Czech Republic the literature review is also

‧

looking at the definition of democracy. This thesis is using the definition of democracy proposed

sit

y

Nat

by Kimber.

er

io

To gain a deep understanding of the Czech Chinese relations and Chinese influence activities in
the country, the third chapter of thisa work will look at Chinese activities in the Czech Republic. It

n

iv
l C
n
will be done by a compilation methodh of primary and
e n g c h i U secondary literature to provide a
chronological development of Chinese-Czech relations from its restart in 2013 till the present day.
The year 2013 was chosen as the time when Milos Zeman took the presidential office in the Czech
Republic and announced the restart and also at the similar time Xi Jinping took power in the PRC

and he directed the country more outward with his Belt and Road Initiative to which the Czech
Republic under the president Zeman joined. This section is using media articles as relations
develop until the beginning of 2020. This section will heavily rely on news articles. As there is
more information available in Czech language media this thesis will try to mitigate its usage by
using English language sources if available. Using this method this chapter will illustrate the
development of Chinese-Czech interaction and on specific events demonstrates the presence and
specifics of Chinese influence activates in the country. Afterward, this thesis offers a timeline of
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all important milestones in the Czech Chinese relations starting in 2004 until 2020. This timeline
recapitulates all the events from the previous parts and serves to a reader to orient better in such a
long period and many events with which this thesis works.
Having a theoretical foundation and systematically organized Czech Chinese relations, this thesis
will conduct in-depth interviews with the people from the spheres which are vulnerable to any
influenced activities. From academia, media-publishing, politics to culture. Interviews will be
conducted over the internet call or email. This work aims to interview four individuals.

The first person to interview is Filip Jirouš who works for the Prague-based Sinopsis, focusing on
China’s United Front work in the Czech Republic, Xinjiang, and Digital Leninism. He studies
Sinology at Charles University in Prague.

政 治 大

Tomas Etzler is a television journalist with 27 years of experience. He worked as a correspondent

立

for CNN from 2000 to 2007. He spent 4 years covering stories in war zones of Afghanistan and

‧ 國

學

Iraq. From 2007 he moved to PRC as a correspondent from Czech Television until 2014.
Another one is Hana Do. She studied sinology at Charles University. Since her studies, she works

‧

as a translator for China Center Z. S. and Skoda Auto and other institutions for which she provides

sit

y

Nat

her translating expertise. Since 2017 she started to translate Chinese literature to the Czech

er

io

language. Her last translation was Ball Lighting (球状闪电, Kulovy blesk) by Lui Cixin.

n

a

v

i and lived there for two years
l C visited China sincen2011
The last person is Bao Do. He has regularly

U

h

i
g c h manager
as part of his studies. Currently, he works asea n
program
for China Tours and sometimes
leads the tours to PRC himself as a tour guide. His other occupation is as a translator working with
major Czech companies like Skoda Auto.

1.5 Scope and Limitations
As was stated in the previous parts, this thesis focuses on the Chinese sharp power and its effect
on democracy in the Czech Republic. It is important to note that there are many reasons why
democracy in the Czech Republic is degrading. The People's Republic of China is not the only
actor responsible for this trend. There are many actors not only foreign but domestic as well.
In the case of the Czech domestic actors, there are those coming from the private and public sphere.
The private companies have their own profit in mind and always will act upon this premise which
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through corruption or excessive lobbying can have an impact on the democracy in the country.
The public sphere can be connected with the private sector as some public figures will accept
bribes or, on the other hand, will offer public projects to their friends and families and their
respective companies. This type of behavior has an impact on the general democracy in the Czech
Republic. A similar thing can be said about the foreign private companies operating in the Czech
Republic as well.
From the perspective of the foreign state actors, there is a general difference between the same

minded countries, in other words democratic allied states such as other European countries, and
then authoritarian countries such as the Russian Federation and the People's Republic of China. It
is only natural that both groups will have their own interest in the Czech Republic equal to their

政 治 大
have at their disposal might be different or sometimes they might be the same, but it is apparent
立
that in their attempts to execute their will this will have an impact on the Czech democracy as well.

needs and both groups will attempt to exercise their power. In some cases, the tools they might

‧ 國
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How the scale of the impact differs is of no importance but the point is that pressures on the
democracy come from all sides and within, and there is no single entity responsible for the

‧

distortion as a whole. Therefore, tackling this topic as a whole would need an enormous amount

sit

y
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of time and resources, and this thesis chooses only one of many actors, the People's Republic of
China, its activities, and its following impact in the Czech Republic as would be the appropriate
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amount given the size of the master’s thesis.
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The limitation of this thesis is the limitedhaccess to the information
as it can only rely on public
engchi U
information. For example, when relying on the information from the secret services, they released
only the part of the information to the public, and any other information that could be important
was classified, therefore this thesis relies heavily on the newspaper articles and the work of

investigative reporters. Here lies the limitation as today the objectivity of the media is problematic
everywhere. Therefore, this thesis in the majority uses the articles published by the Czech National
Television which is a public-service media paid directly by the people to the agency and is not
owned by an individual or a company. The investigative journalists, whose work this thesis uses,
do work for privately-owned media and here the problem of objectivity can arise, but their work
and the media they work for are considered to be one of the most independent in the Czech
Republic.
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As was said prior this thesis due to its size, resources, and time capabilities of the author cannot
provide a holistic answer regarding the degradation of the democracy in the Czech Republic but
can only look at the Chinese sharp power as a contributing factor to it and offer possible
recommendations in order to add to a debate on how to rebalance the Czech Chinese relations
without cutting PRC out completely doing so by using the Paradox of Tolerance in the sphere of
international relations as a theoretical foundation for this need.

1.6 Chapters Arrangements
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Chapter 2. Literature review
2.1 Concept of Power
Power is fundamental for international relations. The earliest conceptualization of power comes
from realists like Hans Morgenthau taken over by later ones in the 80s and 90s like Kenneth Waltz
and John Mearsheimer who connected power to tangible things such as geography, wealth and
military. Therefore at that time research concerning power solely focused on the superpowers and
other strong states as the weak ones did not pose enough tangible sources to portray power.7 With

the end of the Cold War and the beginning of the 21st century, the approach to who holds the power
changed as the view of power tangibility changed from geography, military and wealth to relations,
culture, smaller states, and transnational organizations like the United Nations and various NGOs

政 治 大
called Soft power presented by Joseph Nye branded the previous realist view as hard power. In
立

became relevant actors in the power debate as well.8 This new concept of non-tangible power
2017 Christopher Walker coined a new term of “Sharp power” as a new type of power. He argues
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that it is mainly employed by Russian Federation and the People's Republic of China focusing on
projecting state power towards democratic countries could no longer be described as soft power

‧

either hard power9 therefore for better understanding it is important to look at hard and soft power
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2.1.1 Hard power
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first.
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a is an ability to use a combination
According to Joseph Nye, hard power
of military and economic
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l C
n
might – sticks and carrots in order to make
you want them to do.10 This was very
h others
e n gdoc what
hi U

easy to do in the past when economies of countries were not interdependent and the use of force
was a more acceptable solution to disagreements among state actors. Nye in his work Soft power

7

MATTERN, Janice Bially. The Concept of power and the (un) Discipline of International Relations. [online]. The
Oxfords
Handbook
of
International
Relations,
2008.
Retrieved
from:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/7003025/The%20Concept%20of%20Power.pdf.
[visited:
23.2.2020]. Page 683.
8
CRAWFORD, C. Neta. Argument and Change in World Politics. [online]. Cambridge University Press, 2002.
Retrieved
from:
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/argument-and-change-in-worldpolitics/6FB2DA4D8A879C0F0584D41BCF555DC2. [visited: 23.2.2020]. Page 67.
9
WALKER, Christopher and LUDWIG, Jessica. “Soft Power” to “Sharp Power”: Rising Authoritarian Influence in
the Democratic World. [online]. National Endowment for Democracy, 2017. Retrieved from:
https://www.ned.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Introduction-Sharp-Power-Rising-Authoritarian-Influence.pdf.
[visited: 23.2.2020]. Page 6.
10
NYE, Joseph. Propaganda Isn't the Way: Soft Power. [visited: 16.12.2019].
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which was published in 1990 points out a very important change in the world. First thing is that
sheer military power cannot be transferred equally to other spheres such as economic,
environment, etc. If that would be the case nothing would change and the military might would
correctly predict the world hierarchy. But in the 90s and even more today military power is costlier
and even less transferable. Reason Nye offers is that world of politics after the Cold war is more
fragmented into various spheres which makes powerless transferable. 11
Nye not only points out fragmentation but a new trend of power diffusion as well. In the post-Cold

War, world power is being diffused from all the great powers. This development in his view is
caused by many trends while he puts out five major ones: economic interdependence, transnational
actors, nationalism in weak states, the spread of technology, and changing political issues.12 New

政 治 大
the international business has become a huge part of countries’ economies and made international
立
companies new power actors in today's world enabling them to have an impact on one's national

technologies of transport and communication have a huge impact on economic interdependence as
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interest. As an example of this Nye presents how American officials were pressuring Europe to
open its market to Japanese automobiles produced in the USA. This de facto means that

‧

transnational investment has directed impact and therefore shaped the American interest.13
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Modernization and urbanization has an impact on society as a whole meaning that this modern
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society will react more harshly towards the usage of military power, making it costlier for a specific
government. Spread of modern technology
means many developing countries are now able to put
a
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up a bigger fight as they developed significant
industries thus making a regional intervention
h e arms
ngchi U
costlier now than in the 1950s. Last but not least is the change in the nature of political issues.
Many world issues are no longer being one state against another but are of a global character that
requires cooperation in order to produce comprehensive solutions. Therefore pure military power

is not a valid solution here.14
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NYE, Joseph. Soft power. [online]. Washington Post, 1990. Retrieved from: http://www.jstor.org/stable/1148580.
[visited: 16.12.2019]. Page 159.
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Ibid, [visited: 16.12.2019]. Page 160.
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Ibid, [visited: 16.12.2019]. Page 161.
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Ibid, [visited: 16.12.2019]. Page 163.
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2.1.2 Soft power
These changes and severe consequences suggest a new way of how to exercise power. Instead of
ordering other countries what to do the second possibility is to get other countries to want the same
thing. This Nye calls co-optive or soft power. Today the term “soft power” is wildly spread
therefore this thesis will be using “soft power”.15 As military capacity and economic might are
main sources for hard power, for soft power there are three primary sources: culture, political
values, and foreign policies. Nye separates culture into a high culture such as literature, art together
with education which is especially appealing to elites and the second type is popular culture
focusing on masses. If culture is also a carrier of universal values and policies that others share,
then it can generate soft power due to the relationship of attraction.16

政 治 大
impact on the preferences of others. In the past, it was for example the Soviet Union who benefited
立
from the appeal of communist ideology of social equality or the myth of inevitability. After the
Political values that country is favoring at home as well as in its actions abroad have a strong
17
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Cold war, the perception has changed and championed values shifted towards democracy,
promotion of peace and human rights as well as participation in international institutions and

‧

working well with others.18
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The third currency of soft power is governmental policies both domestic and more important
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foreign. Domestic policies such as segregation laws in the USA after WWII damaged American
soft power in Africa or today capital
a punishment, weak gun control laws are undermining
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American soft power in European countries.
policies are affecting soft power in the same
h eForeign
ngchi U
way and maybe even more. For example, US human rights policies increased soft power in 1990's
Argentina when Peronists came to power even though two decades earlier those same policies
were refused as the military junta was in charge of Argentina.19 On the other hand, in the early

2000s, American soft power declined due to the war in Iraq as many opposed it. In general
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NYE, Joseph. Soft power. [visited: 16.12.2019]. Page 166.
NYE, Joseph. Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. [visited: 17.12.2019]. Page 11.
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NYE, Joseph. Soft power. [visited: 17.12.2019]. Page 167.
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NYE, Joseph. Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. [visited: 17.12.2019]. Page 14.
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according to Nye if domestic or foreign policies are hypocritical, arrogant, and don’t consider
others or are based on a narrow approach to the national interest they will damage soft power.20
It is important to realize though that unlike hard power which assets are under government control
such as military or others like national resources that are national, soft power is not. The popular
culture created in Hollywood is under no circumstances under Washington’s control therefore
many parts of soft power are standing separately from government. Sometimes they are in
alignment and sometimes they are opposing governmental direction.21 What is crucial to note is

the separation of government and soft power and contrasting views that might occur in the same
country. As Hollywood in its creations often promotes things like consumerism, sex, and violence,
on the other hand, the same piece of creation might also promote, upward mobility, freedom, and

政 治 大
young people, on the other hand, will watch these smuggled Hollywood films showing both
立
sides.
gender equality. Because of that Iranian officials might portray America as a “great Satan” but
22
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Soft power is often criticized, especially by realists, for main two reasons. First is that because it
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is not under government control, as Nye points out, main sources of American soft power come

from Harvard, Michael Jordan, Hollywood, and Apple but the fact that it is all produced by civil
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society does not disprove its existence and exactly because of its source governments should create
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their policies in alignment with them to reinforce the soft power as he stresses that government
cannot and should not control the culture.
a 23
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The second criticism he addresses is the h
issue
e nofgmeasurement
c h i U of soft power. Some argue that
public polls measuring the popularity of a certain country is constantly changing, therefore, cannot
be taken seriously. Nye argues that even though polls have their limitation and cannot be taken as
a dogma they are a good first approximation of one's popularity especially when the same question
is asked over some period therefore some trend of popularity can be observed.24
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NYE, Joseph. Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. New York: Public Affairs, 2004. ISBN 1568648-306-4. [visited: 17.12.2019]. Page 14.
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When it comes to PRC and its soft power Nye points out that PRC started to work on its soft power
since the 2000s and hit the peak in the 2008 Olympics but any significant progress then was
destroyed by human rights abuses and crackdowns in Tibet and years later in Xinjiang. He also
points out that because soft power comes from the free civil society which is very limited in PRC,
therefore, any grass-root trends that could have world impact, thus promote Chinese soft power,
have no chance to succeed as the most of their soft power is state-led, in media and narrative of
development. 25 Because of the promotion of this development narrative, Blanchard and Lu argue
that China's soft power is contextual therefore works in some parts of the world. For example, in
Africa, this development narrative is extremely popular as economic prosperity has a higher
priority than human rights.26 But in recent years researchers started to observe new phenomena
especially connected with the various incidents concerning Confucius Institutes at American
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universities or Chinese media influence in Australia affecting Chinese diasporas. Institutions and
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their activities that should normally be considered as a standard part of public diplomacy and soft
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power started to take “harder” shape and approach. These incidents led to the creation of a new
concept of power connected with PRC's activities together with Russia's and Iran's as well.
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2.1.3 Sharp power
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Sharp power is a relatively new term that has been introduced in the 2017 essay called From “Soft
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Power” to “Sharp Power”: Rising Authoritarian Influence in the Democratic World27 by
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Christopher Walker and Jessica Ludwig. The Sharp power employs the usage of the manipulative
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diplomatic policies together with thel management of the information
about itself in the media,
ni
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e ntogmislead
c h i or divide the public opinion in a target
academia, and public space of another country

country. The second aim might be also diverting from the negative information about itself in the
target country. This concept was later on published Foreign Affairs magazine under the name: The
Meaning of Sharp Power: How Authoritarian States Project Influence28, and finally their essay
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NYE, Joseph. Why China Is Weak on Soft Power. [online]. New York Times, 2018. Retrieved from:
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has become an introduction in a broader report by National Endowment for Democracy (NED)
called Sharp Power: Rising Authoritarian Influence: New Forum Report.29
In the broader context of the globalized world, it is apparent that every country is trying to
influence other countries through various means. Bigger and stronger country have richer means
and its reach is far more reaching. Influencing was historically done by democracies like the USA
or UK and today it is still happening by almost everyone. Nonetheless, the term sharp power was
created to describe such activities conducted by the authoritarian countries namely PRC and Russia

as they are using the imbalance in the openness of their regimes and democratic regimes.
In the mid-2000s we can observe two main things happening connected to sharp power
phenomena. First is the establishment of “Russian television” in 2005 which was later renamed to
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overlooked
by the mainstream
立

RT from which it is harder to recognize its country of origin and affiliation. According to their
webpage: “RT covers stories

media, provides alternative
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perspectives on current affairs, and acquaints international audiences with a Russian viewpoint
on major global events.”30
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The second thing of similar importance happened in the People's Republic of China (PRC). In
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2004 program of establishing Confucius Institutes have begun in order to promote Chinese culture
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and forge new relationships abroad. This was later on in 2007 reaffirmed by the General Secretary
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of Chinese soft power.31
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of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China Hu Jintao who called for a new vision
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One would say that any efforts by these two
countries would be dismissed
immediately by democratic countries and their people because how these states can get any appeal
when they are well known for their crippling issues such as political repressions, human rights

abuses, and government-led censorship. But they were exploiting a fundamental characteristic of
any democratic nation which is openness and freedom of speech and media therefore by the
technique of try and error they could alter their messages and in time get more viewers, readers,
and listeners. They found out that they do not have to make their regime type appealing but
29
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decreasing the appeal of democracy is enough, this is especially true to the Russian strategy. The
continuous attack on the prestige of the democratic system especially the United States of America
and the European Union. The Chinese strategy is similar in degree but with more resources, its
scope is broader and goals are more ambitious as with a business footprint over the globe its
policies are masking the efforts to suppress any criticism towards the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) beyond PRC's borders. They are using co-optation and manipulation focusing on academia,
media, and policy community. Even though both approaches are different in scope and shape both
are identical in promoting state power over individual liberty while at the same time are hostile
towards, freedom of expression of any kind, open debate, and independent thought.32
What is striking, Walker points out, is the domestic situation in both countries and governmental
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there is state-led censorship and people are being persecuted for free speech and independent
立
thoughts why the methods of these governments should be any different when they decided to

attitudes especially towards their media and citizens has to be taken into consideration. Where
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reach abroad he asks.33 As Chinese tech companies in which all of them employ self-censorship
methods, Beijing is pushing the same manners towards western academia which talks about what
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PRC view as sensitive topics and any debate about home would be punished harshly. The nature
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of PRC and Russia have to be counted with when thinking about their influence efforts as they did
not come to win the minds and hearts which is soft power's goal but instead, they have come to
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repress, divide, confuse and manipulate.34
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What makes sharp power so problematic h
to discover is thatUsome activities PRC and Russia that
engchi
they undertake certainly fit the box of normal public diplomacy but many others do not. Chinese
cultural and educational initiatives that suppress alternative narratives and exploit partner
institutions or Russian idea of the kleptocratic regime with the same ruler for almost two decades

and now able to stay in power until 2034 is something “normal” is something new and there is a
need to describe this phenomenon of soft power when speaking about authoritarian countries.35
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Term sharp power might be more proper as these influence efforts are “sharp” in a sense that they
pierce, penetrate or perforate the information environment. These methods should be seen as the
tip of a knife because they indeed pierce. Sharp power also enables them to cut into society
amplifying existing divisions. These tactics employ a degree of stealth as they are taking advantage
of the open information nature in democratic nations, they are very hard to detect thus sharp power
is also benefiting from a time difference before the target country realizes there is a problem. Sharp
power perfectly captures the nature of these regimes which have little resemblance with soft power
as their message propagates state monopoly on power, top-down control, censorship, or purchased
loyalty, all of it projected outwards therefore those affected cannot be considered as an audience
but much more as victims.36

政 治 大
“It is a natural disadvantage of democracy that it ties the hands of those who wish it well, and
立
2.2 Paradox of Tolerance

opens unlimited possibilities for those who do not take it seriously,” – Vaclav Havel
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2.2.1 Tolerance and Open Society
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Tolerance or Toleration means that one will put up with something that one does not like, in other

words, one has a fair, objective, and permissive attitude towards other people whose opinions,
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practices, believes, race, sexual orientation, etc. is different from one's own.37 In today's globalized
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world the importance of toleration is vital as the communities in the cosmopolitan centers all over
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the world would not be able to exist.
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h e n g and
i U The oldest example is the Indian
Historically tolerance was connected with religion
c hbeliefs.
emperor Ashoka who lived in 3rd century BC and through his edicts promoted toleration of all
sects.39 Later on, various toleration existed in the Ottoman Empire where among the heterogeneous
Muslim population existed millets which very autonomous self-governing religious communities
either Christian or Jewish.40 The most important was the time of the Enlightenment during which
36
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religious toleration started to emerge in Europe, mostly influenced by John Locke's A Letter
Concerning Toleration (1690) and a century later had an impact on Thomas Jefferson's Bill for
Establishing Religious Freedom in Virginia.41
It was John Stuart Mill who broadens the meaning of toleration from only a religious perspective
to a developed concept of freedom of speech as he states there should not be any attempt to control
the expression of opinion.42 Mill also advocated for personal expression which cannot be
persecuted by others but he adds that each person is not truly an isolated individual and thus one's

expression could have an impact on others and when it does violate others, intervention is
justifiable.43
Locke's and Mill's ideas laid out the foundation in theory which has been throughout time
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individual that has later on transferred
立 into a binding document such as Universal Declaration of
transferred into practice such as separation of church and state, constitutional protection of
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Human Rights (1948).44

Today's liberal democracies are being characterized as open societies. Even though the concept of
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tolerant society presented by Locke and Mill comes already from ancient Greece the term we use
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today, “Open Society”, that encompasses these ideas was coined by Henri Bergson for who open
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society, an opposite to the close society, is when the love and embracement will be broadened to
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all humankind.45 For him, open society becomes dynamic and open to moral universalism46, in
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contrast to closed society with closed
as static.47
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g cKarl Popper. He argued that open society is a
The concept of open society was later developed by
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historical evolution from tribal society, to closed one and finally to open one. For him the process
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was started by Greeks as the dream of unity and perfection is the symptom of the lost group spirit
of tribalism. He argues that once the closed society is awaken – once individuals realized ideas of
individualism, humanism, and ability to criticize they cannot go back to the closed society. 48
Even though there are a lot of areas for improvement, Western liberal society in the 21st century is
much more tolerant of other religions, sexes, ideas, sexual orientation, etc. than it was a century
ago. However, with the toleration and open society comes new challenges from those actors, either
domestic or foreign, which have their interests in the dissolution of open pluralistic society which

reveals the paradox of tolerance.
2.2.2 Paradox
The Paradox of Tolerance was defined by Karl Popper in his book The Open Society and Its
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World War II as totalitarian regimes
立took root in Germany and Russia. His book was therefore a
Enemies (1945). He was influenced by the political turmoil in Europe between World War I and
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defense of open society which he characterizes by having institutions that allow people to search
for pragmatic solutions to social and political problems. This corresponds with modern institutions
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in a liberal democracy. For Popper, the enemies were the ones who tried to limit, undermine, or

overthrow these institutions. He chose Plato as the one who gave the foundation to the formation
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of autoreactive regimes later on as, for Popper, Plato's Republic was, in essence, a rigid society
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and its philosopher-king whose knowledge of Forms would save the society from decay which for
Plato was unavoidable therefore new
a society would be not changing in time. For Plato that was
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justice but for Popper, it had signs of totalitarianism
as this
hengch
i Usociety would be based on a strong
state, collectivism, the censorship that would be enforced by state propaganda which Plato called
Noble lies.49 50
Popper lays out a critique of Hegel and Marx as well because he argues that they as Plato believe
in these trans-historical laws that govern human history. As Popper was an eye witness to the rise
of nationalism in Austria before the World War II and following Anschluss51 together with the rise
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of nationalism in Germany using the historical deterministic narrative and he lived throughout the
time of establishing the Soviet Union which was using Marx historicism for overthrowing Tsar as
socialism was a natural future development in human history, he was very critical to anyone using
historical laws guiding humanity especially when the atrocities of those regimes which rise on that
historical premise came to light. This personal experience made Popper die-hard defender of
democracy and in order to preserve it in his work, he formulated the paradox of tolerance.
Unlimited tolerance must lead to the disappearance of tolerance. If we extend unlimited tolerance

even to those who are intolerant, if we are not prepared to defend a tolerant society against the
onslaught of the intolerant, then the tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance with them.52
He continues his argumentation that intolerant philosophies should be always suppressed as long

政 治 大
they should be kept in check by public
立 opinion, as suppression, in this case, would be unwise.

as they cannot be countered by rational argument. If they can be met with a ration argumentation
53
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But he argues that the right to suppress them if there is a need should be always reserved and that
applies to usage of force as well. This non-renouncing the violence he bases on the fact that the

‧

intolerant could not be prepared to engage on the level of rational argument, but instead they begin

to denounce all argument as well as they may forbid their followers to listen to ration argument,
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because they view it as deceptive, and instead of them they may teach them to answer arguments
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by the usage of force.54 Therefore he claims the right not to tolerate the intolerant, in the name of
tolerance. Any movement preaching
a intolerance by definition places itself outside of the law and
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the society should consider persecuting it h
the same way as murder
or kidnapping is.55
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Popper was the first one to deal with this paradox but others derivate from his argumentation. John
Rawls in his book A Theory of Justice. He argues that a just society has to tolerate the intolerant
otherwise the society would become unjust as well. But he follows Popper's argument that such a
society has to have a reasonable right for self-preservation:
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“While an intolerant sect does not itself have title to complain of intolerance, its freedom should
be restricted only when the tolerant sincerely and with reason believe that their own security and
that of the institutions of liberty are in danger.”56
Michael Walzer and his work called On Toleration are asking “Should we tolerate the intolerant?”
Even though his discussion is focusing on the groups and toleration within a one-state entity he
concludes that most minority religious or ethnic groups living in the tolerant society and benefiting
from it and in some aspect intolerant. He argues that intolerant people living in the tolerant

environment could learn to tolerate or at least to act as they possess this virtue as encounters with
the other groups are unavoidable but in the end, they would support the state in crafting policies
to separate them as a way of protecting themselves due to the fear of potential fanaticism from the
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This issue has been addressed even立
before the 20 century even though at the time it did not have
other group.57
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a coined term. In the USA it was Thomas Jefferson who gave a thought to the notion of a tolerant
society. During his first inauguration speech in 1801, he warned those who might try to destabilize
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the unity of the US, stating:
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"Let them stand undisturbed as monuments of the safety with which error of opinion may be
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tolerated where reason is left free to combat it."58

Others did not focus solely on tolerance and its paradox but because the concept of freedom of
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speech is tied with the paradox they lfocused
n i Rosenfeld points out why the
C on it instead. Michael

i U

he

n g c h who, if they ought to gain power, would
society should give freedom of speech to the extremists
ruthlessly suppress the speech of those whom they disagree? He points out that there is a difference

in approach to hate speech between European states and the USA in which there is no limitation

of speech whatsoever.59
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This dilemma on which speech should be tolerated and which should be suppressed was already
discussed before it was put into the framework of the paradox of tolerance. In the 19th century it
was John Stuart Mill in his work On Liberty (1859) he defines that every opinion is either 1) true,
2) false or 3) partially true. He argues that a person does not have a priori insight into the truth, the
mind has to be open to revision and observation. There could be a debate that some believes even
though true could be thought of as harmful but argue that it should be suppressed means either that
believe is infallibility on its harmfulness or the debate on that topic has to be allowed which lead
to a debate on the issue, therefore, believes from the case number one should not be suppressed.
Mill argues that cases in category number two, those that are false, should not be suppressed as
well as affirmation of them being false leads to debate that transfers to better understanding. He
argues that false claims should be put under dispute which allows us to hear opposite arguments
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to the truth which will serve as its re-articulation.60 Case three for Mill is the case of those areas
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where truth has more sides to it such as morality. He argues that individuals are unable to see the
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whole truth and the only possible way for them to see is to reunite and combine the opposites. 61
It is apparent that Mill and Jefferson do not advocate for immediately silencing the intolerant or
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false information as long as the debate will occur and the protagonists of those opinions will be
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for immediate silencing those who are intolerant and if given power would squash tolerance
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This thesis is looking at the Czech Chinese
relations whichUwere opened in 2013 in a very naive
he
ngchi
and tolerant way towards the People's Republic of China. Because PRC domestically is a very
restrictive regime, in other words very intolerant to anything else that is not given by the CCP,
having very open relations for the Czech Republic means giving the PRC opportunity to exercise

sharp power in the Czech Republic. Therefore, bringing its intolerant practices to the country and
thus having a negative effect on the democracy in the Czech Republic. Therefore, according to this
paradox, the Czech Republic cannot be unlimitedly tolerant of the PRC as it would lose its
tolerance in the long term. Thus according to this paradox the Czech Republic has the right to
suppress the intolerant. The paradox does not immediately advocate silencing the intolerant but if
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other means can be employed to keep them in check they should be used first. In Czech Chinese
relations it means to redefine the relations to be more balanced and equal not to reach for shortsided solutions like blocking the Chinese social media as the Czech Republic would lose its
openness and become as intolerant as the PRC. This thesis thus will use the paradox of tolerance
to draw new lines in the Czech Chinese relations especially in the spheres where the Chinese sharp
power focuses the most.
2.2.3 Democracy

It is important for this thesis to also define what constitutes democracy. That has to be done because
the first research question is examining whether the Chinese sharp power has an impact on the
state of Czech democracy. The debate about what constitutes democracy is long and very broad.

政 治 大
legislative authorities which then enact laws and policies on their behalf. Who are the people
立
who are picking the authorities, what are the relations among them are the main questions of the
In general, democracy is defined as a system where the people have the authority to pick their
62
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democratic theory. Core topics of this issue are various freedoms, equality, minorities, and their
position, voting and elections, and rights too.
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Joseph Schumpeter defines democracy in a minimalistic way as a system where people can elect
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On the other hand, a more developed description of what constitutes democracy
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for the votes.
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their representatives to perform their will on their behalf where the people elected are competing
provides Larry Diamond who forms
a ten necessary conditions. The first is that the state controls
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key decisions which are all under the authority
civilian leadership. In a democracy, the
h e nofgelected
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c
executive power is constrained. No group that adheres to constitutional principles cannot be
forbidden to form a party and participate in the elections. Cultural, ethnic, religious, and other
minorities are not prohibited from expression. People have other means for expression than just

elections. There are other sources of information such as independent media. Substantial various
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freedoms for people. People are equal in front of the law. Independent judiciary system protecting
the liberties of people. Rule of law.64
Robert Dahl in his book Democracy and Its Critics from 1989 argues that no state in history did
not achieve a democratic regime and he calls it a political utopia. From his perspective, he argues
that to be truly democratic society has to meet five criteria. They are effective participation, voting
equality at the decisive stage, enlightened understanding, control of the agenda, and inclusiveness.
The effective participation states that people must have adequate and equal chances to form their

preferences and ask questions about the public agenda together with the expression of their reasons
for one outcome of the other. The second criterion, voting equality at the decisive stage states that
the judgment of every citizen will be weighted and counted as equal to everyone else. The

政 治 大
discover and confirm what choice立
would serve his or her interest the best. The fourth criterion,
enlightened understanding is concerned with equal opportunities for each citizen to be able to
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called control of the agenda states that demos must have the chance to decide what political issues
and agenda matter and what should be brought up for deliberation. The last one, inclusiveness is

the political process.65
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concerned with the equality which must apply to all citizens as everyone has a legitimate stake in
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Another scholar conceptualizing the democracy was David Easton. He does not use a similar
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approach to the usage of the specific criteria that are normally associated with the democracy such
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a l freedoms, and other main
as the need for elections, a list of specific
i v points today referred to as the
n
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pillars of democracy. He noted that therehare
e nmany
h i U of democracy as every country
g c definitions

considering itself democratic needs a different definition of what exactly makes it democratic. But
he confronts this topic from the position that democracy is the regime type as a monarchy or
authoritarian therefore has to have certain general characteristics. In his book The Political
Analysis from 1965 argues that because it is a regime it puts constraints onto the people. These
limits then can be put into three main categories: authority structure, values, and norms.
Authority structure means the formal and informal patterns in which political power is distributed
and organized within the community. That means that even though every type of democracy is
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organized differently, parliamentary versus presidential democracy, there are constraints of power
present in each of them. Values are there to provide the boundaries for daily politics that can be
formulated without violating the beliefs of the community. Lastly, the norms are the kinds of
procedures and behaviors that are expected by the people and which are acceptable to the people.66
Another scholar who also attempted to conceptualize democracy was Richard Kimber in his paper
On Democracy which builds on his previous paper from 1985 which he published with Keith M.
Dowding. He conceptualizes the democracy as a system that has three fundamental principles like

Easton, instead of trying to name all the specific criteria and freedoms needed for a country to have
in order to be democratic. Fundamental principles he presents are upward control, political
equality, and the norms.
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authority structure. Even though it立
might appear that the individual cannot control the authorities
The upward control Kimber defines as the ultimate sovereignty resides at the lowest level of the
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there is a control in the sense that demos67 have the ultimate sovereignty and through actions can
put restrictions on the authorities. In a democracy, it is about the possibilities for demos to express
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themselves and their preferences about public policies. There can be easily distinguished six

possible channels for demos to express their will. Voting, campaigning, group activity, contacting,
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democracy. 68
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protesting, and violence, but of course not all of them are automatically compatible with the
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a l should expect that his or her
This does not mean that an individual
i v needs and preferences will be
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the ones directly having an impact on the authorities
the collective policy. It means
h ibecoming

that that individual should be able if he or she chooses to have means and the possibility to input
their preferences to the process that determines the final views on the topic of authority control.
The specific processes are not needed to be specified the important is their existence and ability of
choice for the individual. 69 It is apparent that the election on any level is a most common and yet
also very limited method of control there are other processes which might be also very important
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that is depended on the nature of the particular regime for example in the representative form of
democracy they have bigger importance than in the direct democracy.70
The second principle Kimber speaks about political equality. This speaks only about political and
no other equality. This aspect of equality is in the terms that all members of demos are treated as
having a political preference of equal weight. The second aspect Kimber adds is that there has to
be an equal opportunity of exercising their rights. That means that everyone has an equal
opportunity to participate in the upward control. 71

The third aspect is the norms. Kimber points out that democratic regimes can carry out decisions
which might be undemocratic. To ensure that this behavior will not be happened institutions are
created and the legal system is put in place. Kimber argues that the legal system by itself is not
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because some democratic laws can
立intentionally or unintentionally discriminate against certain

enough as there is a need for accepted norms which will limit the decisions and behavior. That is
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parts of the society which means that legal rules have an anti-democratic effect by being antidemocratic in essence or produce anti-democratic results under certain conditions. Further, no

‧

individual behavior cannot go beyond the principles of democracy even if that behavior is legal

under the institutionalized and legal rules. Which means that this reason implies the general
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This then means that if the meta-rules prohibit some action or type of behavior even if that same
action or behavior is legal under institutionalized
rules that said action must be anti-democratic.72
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It is apparent from Kimber's approach thaththis
i Udoes not require to provide a specific
e ntheory
g c hthen
list of rights like freedom of speech, freedom of the press, academic freedoms, and freedom to
protest, etc. He argues that is because they emerge naturally from the decision-making mechanisms
such a free and fair election which are a type of upward control the free information is crucial as
well as for political equality if demos decide to participate he or she should not be limited to freely
express him or herself, therefore, freedom of speech is automatically given under this approach.73
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The reason why Kimber's definition is the most suitable for this thesis is that Kimber's definition
is not based on the standardized pillars of democracy because as the sharp power is defined as it
does not primary target codified normative pillars of democracy as defined by Schumpeter, Dahl,
and others. Because the tactics and goals of the sharp power are not to limit certain populations
from voting which would be against one of the democratic pillars but rather it is to poison the
information stream and to create the confusion. In other words, sharp power tactics are also not
illegal but against democracy nonetheless, therefore, this thesis will be using term Democracy as
defined by Kimber in this section.
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Framework of Sharp Power
3.1 Agents of Sharp Power
With Xi Jinping taking power and announcing that China needs strong determination to take its
rightful place in the world,74 it takes a lot of resources and manpower to project it. Historically it
was a work of the United Front Work Department established (UFWD) by Mao, to spread the
narrative of the CCP. But UFWD was losing its importance since the 90s until 2015. Under the
leadership of Xi Jinping agency regained its importance as it is tasked to spread the narrative of

CCP abroad once again.75
In recent years only some Chinese entities become known in the West in connection with the
political warfare and sharp power tactics such as Confucius Institutes, the technological company
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Huawei and ZTE but the vast majority of other governmental institutions are largely unknown as
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PRC is using and benefiting from the lack of awareness that is targeted by these institutions.76
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Michael Cole provides a list of the main institutions that are connected with the projection of sharp
power abroad. International Liaison Department (ILD) of the CCP that manages the Party's
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relations with foreign think-tanks, political parties, political elites, and international political
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organizations. Even though most of its activities are under the radar, activities that are known seem
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to target foreign political elites who then recognize the benefits of the CCP model.77, the Overseas
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Chinese Affairs Office of the State Council (OCAO). Its official purpose is to enhance the
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l communities. In 2018niti was announced that this agency
relationship with the overseas Chinese
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e n g c htoi continue its work on overseas Chinese
will be merged under United Front Work Department
diasporas.78 The Publicity Department of the Communist Party of China (CCPPD), according to
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Anne-Marie Brady it is in charge of ideology-work in PRC as well as it has control over
information in media, even though it is not part of the government it is reporting only to the Central
Committee.79 Hanban is affiliated with the Chinese Ministry of Education and is in charge of
Confucius Institutes. Cole puts there all party-state media as well. The China Association for
Friendly International Contact (CAIFC), which has ties to the PLA Political Work Department
(formerly the General Political Department – Liaison Department). This institution according to
the report by the US-China Commission names CAIFC's role as dual, to perform intelligence
collection and conduction propaganda and perception management campaigns.80 The China
Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification (CCPPNR), organization posing as
a nominal grassroots organization operating in many countries around the world in an subordinate
to UFWD serving as a propaganda vehicle to CCP's narrative.81 The Ministry of State Security-
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linked China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). Labeled as one of China's
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top think tanks which have links to the Ministry of State Security according to Chinese and western
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media outlets.82 The China Institute for International Strategic Studies (CIISS) does not contribute
to decision making but rather advises on it. This think tank contributes information and intelligence
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to the ministerial-level organization. The same applies for the China Foundation for International
Strategic Studies (CFISS)83
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role in Asia and the world means for its neighbors and partners.” Money for this initiative came
from CUSEF which is a Hong Kong based nonprofit, but money comes from a high ranking
Chinese government official with ties to UFWD.84 The Centre for Peace and Development Studies
(CPDS) is a military-linked research institution having and influence on foreign policymaking as
CIIS and CICIR.85 The External Propaganda Bureau (EPB) as it is apparent this CCP organization
aims to promote CCP's narrative to the world.86 The China Energy Fund Committee (CEFC) a
Hong Kong registered NGO presenting itself as a think tank. It is a subsidiary to CEFC China
Energy Co., Ltd which is a company promoting CCP's narrative in the world. This fund claiming
to have partnerships with several Chinese universities as well as to Hanban promotes Taiwanese
reunification via sponsored content.87 Cole presents these main ones as well as points out to others
working worldwide whose names often include variations on the theme of “peaceful reunification”
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– a tell-tale sign of political efforts aimed at Taiwan. Cole adds that many of these organizations
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have dual activities, that means that one part is legal belonging to standard public diplomacy sphere
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but the second part is in the sharp power area, but to find out the reach of these institutions and
their connection could be accomplished only by government-funded intelligence institution.88
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out efforts to gain influence over the Chinese population living in these two countries as well as in
the USA is constantly growing. Moreover, the Chinese state is creating institutions that are posing
as independent but in reality are working on behalf of the Chinese communist party, undermining
independent civil society institutions. PRC is trying to present itself as a benign power, therefore,
initiates people to people exchanges, creates academic institutions such as Confucius Institutes,
conducts state-fund research while at the same time the same government is tightly controlling
media, civil society, and political discourse at home while in many cases its foreign partners have
no idea about it.89
Walker points out that in democratic countries culture, academia, media, and publishing (CAMP)
is open to everyone and that is what makes them an easy target for Chinese sharp power.90 A great
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first one was established in 2004 and since then expanded rapidly on every continent. They are
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overseen by Hanban (Office of Chinese Language Council International) which is under the
example of PRC's efforts to influence culture and academia is its Confucius Institutes (CI). The
91
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Chinese Ministry of Education. CIs are established in co-operation with local universities and
colleges and their financing is split between Hanban and that particular university. Even though
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their goal is to promote the Chinese language, sport, culture as well as serving as facilitators of
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3.2.1 Culture
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cultural exchange CIs are under a lot of scrutiny because of their operations.92

Unquestionably, Chinese culture has
a a long-lasting tradition being one of the oldest civilizations
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that enriched the world in many ways. Promoting
culture is a traditional way of building a
h e n gone's
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soft power as Nye puts it, but he adds that culture does not belong to the state, which creates
something else than a soft power from Chinese promotion of culture.93

The first International Forum on Confucianism in Argentina, 2016 presents an example of how the
traditional aspect of Chinese culture – Confucianism can be twisted for the normalization of the
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authoritarian regime of CCP. Confucianism is presented as an essence of the economic success of
PRC and the world should learn from it. Confucianism is presented also as a set of virtues that are
in a competition with western values which hides the oppressive and authoritarian methods of CCP
as Lausent-Hererra who attended this conference puts it.94
Another big part of Chinese culture is the celebrations of Chinese New Year. Cardenal presents an
example of how the Chinese embassy took over the celebrations in Buenos Aires which at first
were organized as a grass-roots event by dominantly Taiwanese community and de facto

transformed it into a public event centered around the PRC.95
3.2.2 Academia
Confucius Institutes have been defending their operations by stating that their goal and mission is
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and serve as promoters of culture and
立language. The difference is that CIs operate directly on the
similar to Alliance française and Goethe-Institut because they also receive governmental funding
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university campuses therefore they gain and exercise influence on academic freedoms together
with pushing CCP's narratives on topics like Tibet, Taiwan, and the Tiananmen massacre.96
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Another issue is the financing of Confucius Institutes. Because in general CIs are not transparent
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Slovak president Andrej Kiska met with Dalai Lama
government. Afterward, CI hosted by Slovak University of Technology together with Chinese
embassy sponsored an exhibition called “A Chinese Story: Chinese Tibet, that was focusing on

promoting China's territorial claims over Tibet98
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These “protest” actions organized either by the Confucius Institute or the Chinese embassy are
nothing new. They are well known especially in countries where there are a lot of Chinese students
attending local universities such as in the USA, Australia, or Canada. In 2018 just over 662,000
Chinese students were studying at foreign universities all around the world.99 This huge amount
of students, if mobilized, serve as great leverage to influence what is happening in foreign
universities. In 2017 at the University of California, San Diego Chinese students together with
Chinese Students and Scholars Association were objecting over the invitation of Dalai Lama to
give a keynote speech.100 In other instances in Australia where Chinese students protested the
question in a class quiz which was suggesting criticism towards CCP's officials. The teacher of
that particular class was later suspended.101
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ensuring that the Western campuses could operate in China as well as access to PRC for western
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academics who would like to conduct fieldwork there, China-sensitive topics are avoided and selfBecause Chinese students bring money to the universities in a form of tuition together with
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censorship is imposed at US universities as the study conducted through more than 100
interviews.102
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3.2.3 Publishing
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a the China Quarterly because CUP was threatened by PRC's
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will be taken down in China. CUP agreed but after a huge backlash from western academic and

public community protest they decided to reverse the decision.103 The second example of Chinese
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influencing foreign publishers happened also in 2017 in Australia. Due to the fear of only potential
retaliation from PRC, the book called Silent Invasion: How China is Turning Australia into a
Puppet State by Clive Hamilton was shelved by its publisher. It is believed to be the first instance
when publishing was suspended in a Western market because of China. The book was later
published by an independent Australian publisher.104
3.2.4 Media
China also invested billions to establish a big international media presence. Acquisitions of foreign

media houses and their Chinese language sections were made to control what is being written about
PRC as well as to control Chinese diasporas living all over the world. In 2014 the international
arm of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) announced a deal with the Shanghai Media
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Chinese environment. But the opposite was true. ABC had to compromise and bounded itself that
立
it will eliminate any news that Beijing might find problematic in its Mandarin-language service
Group backed by PRC. Some vied it as a great opportunity to reach viewers in a heavily controlled
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not only in PRC but in Australia and overseas as well.105 Another instance in the acquisition of
South China Morning Post in 2016 by retail conglomerate Alibaba whose founder Jack Ma is a
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member of the Chinese Communist Party. Rising suspicion that CCP might influence freedom of
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the press in Hong Kong was intensified in 2018 when three members of Chinese foreign ministry
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were present at an editorial meeting.106

PRC is not only buying already existing
a media. In some cases, shares are enough to pressure the
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editorial board. In 2018, South African journalist
Essa's column was ended in Independent
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Online (OIL). According to the OIL spokesman, it was due to the necessary redesign of the
newspaper. But the fact that 20% of OIL's shares are controlled by China-Africa Private
Development Fund (CADFUND) and China International Television Corporation (CITVC) this
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necessary redesign was made after Essa published an article condemning the persecution of
Uyghurs in China.107
3.2.5 Chinese diaspora
Various acquisitions of foreign media houses and promotion of Chinese one is not only serving to
limit English language information about PRC as was said before but also to control Chinese
language media because they are not only read by Chinese citizens going for holidays or Chinese
students but also by Chinese diaspora living all over the world, and since Xi Jinping took power

Chinese diaspora was called upon at many occasions in order to help build the Chinese dream and
achieve Rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.108
The CCP proclaims that all Chinese people are “sons and daughters of the Yellow Emperor” and
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people somehow owe their allegiance
立 to the Chinese Communist Party.

because CCP proclaims itself as a sole representative of the Chinese nation therefore all Chinese
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reasoning from PRC's side was described by Eric Chan who is a China/Korea strategist for the
U.S. Air Force’s Checkmate office. In 2019 at a Chinese welcome banquet during toasting, a
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ranking general in People's Liberation Army Air Force approached him and his Asian-American

officer with a toast. “To your health.” Drink. “To your families.” Drink. Finishing with “And to
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us, and know that no matter what flag you wear on your shoulders, you are Chinese first and
foremost.” As he noted CCP's propaganda
at the Chinese diaspora has never changed.110
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There are two groups that CCP distinguishes.
The
i Uis ethnic Chinese such as students at
c hone
gfirst
American schools, or business people. The second group is non-ethnic Chinese people. This is
very visible on the Chinese push for creating a global registry of Uyghurs no matter where they
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live. To gain this information, Chinese officials have been threatening their relatives who still live
in PRC. The same applies to Tibetans living in the US. A more prominent individual higher the
chance that he or she might be harassed by China even though he or she lives in the USA. These
people were even offered protection by the FBI.111
One of the main actors here is Overseas Chinese Affairs Office (OCAO) which states that its
purpose is: “to enhance unity and friendship in overseas Chinese communities; to maintain contact
with and support overseas Chinese media and Chinese language schools; [and] to increase

cooperation and exchanges between overseas Chinese and China related to the economy, science,
culture, and education.”112
There are various methods that Beijing uses. First is the promotion to “honorable” positions of
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whole. Afterward, these people or立
whole groups are following CCP's narrative and work on

elite members of Chinese communities in order to strengthen the ties with the community as a
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actively silencing any opposition towards the party or its policies. The second method is
threatening. Critics of the party are threatened that if they do not cease their activities it will have
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repercussions on their relatives still living in PRC.113
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dissidents, human rights activists, religious refuges. Isolation of these groups is key for the party.
3.2.6 Political sphere
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Except for CAMP and the Chinese diaspora, there
are foreign governments and political elites. Cases from New Zealand and Canada revealed that
ministers and MPs of Chinese heritage might have used their influence to alter their country's

political direction in a way that is favorable to PRC.114
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A very prominent example comes from Australia. China and Australia have a long history of
economic bonds going all the way to the 19th century and today PRC accounts for 24% of
Australian import and export, making it number one. China realizes this advantage and is not afraid
to use it to make Australia do or not do what they want. There is a history of Chinese lobbying
Australian politicians and threats with economic retaliation.115
This escalated in 2017 with resignation from Opposition Labor Party Senator Sam Dastyari who
was accused of being too close to Chinese donors. This allegation was strengthened by his position

on South China in which he defended PRC's position as a matter of the integrity of Chinese borders
and its matter to China. But suspicion was sealed when Fairfax Media revealed that Dastyari
warned Chinese Australian businessman, Huang Xiangmo, that his phone may have been tapped
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As it is apparent Chinese sharp power
立of penetration, piercing, and co-optation have a wide range
by Australian intelligence agencies. 116
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in general. Even though the essence of sharp power and its goals are the same, every country is
different. Beijing has to tailor its strategy to various specifics that could be economic, political, or
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Not only is China using its state agencies such as OCAO, Confucius institutes, United Front Work
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Department, and many others but also PRC in reaching its goals using its companies and economic
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innovations. Together with CCTVs manufacturer
these companies are slowly expanding
gchi U

westward selling their model of “Smart Cities” which uses their technology of face recognition,
data collection in real-time promising lowering of crime pointing out experience from their home
where these technologies are working in big cities like Beijing or Shanghai. Therefore promoting
strong state presence in the daily lives of ordinary people as it is normal in PRC and if they market
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expansions will continue it will become a norm for people in the West as well de facto reaching
goal of CCP struggle to make its authoritarian regime justifiable and normal.117
The second part is Chinese companies going out to the world to invest and acquire foreign
industries. Under Xi Jinping, these efforts were put under Belt and Road Initiative (BRI),
previously known as a One Belt One Road (OBOR). This initiative is to forge new economic and
political relationships between PRC and other states. It focuses mainly on infrastructure projects
as Chinese development is praised. State owned companies (SOEs) are working on those projects

while other private Chinese companies are recommended by CCP to invest in those countries. All
of this is presented as a win-win situation for both sides and strictly on bilateral bases because that
gives PRC a better position in negotiations.118
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of economic development,

This Chinese economic diplomacy is very important in Chinese strategies to influence its
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perception in other countries because

investments, acquisitions
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bringing jobs, etc. This win-win is very appealing to politicians who can promise to be the ones
who will bring money to their country therefore will be elected. Which can eventually lead towards
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“Elite capture” as defined by Hala. 119
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3.3 Goals of Chinese Sharp power
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Walker argues that in essence, sharp power comes from the ideology favoring the state power
above individual expression and liberty. Coming from this background and aimed abroad the goal
for CCP is to execute the same control abroad. Considering the spheres on which sharp power aims

it is apparent that silencing any critique and opposition is the key. As was mentioned prior sharp
power is not there to win over the hearts of other people it just needs to make the democracy look
less appealing and normalize the authoritarian regime abroad as a normal member of the
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international community. Promoting the Chinese narrative of development, stability, and progress
abroad while silencing topics concerning human rights, Falun Gong, Tibet, Xiang Jiang, Hong
Kong, organ harvesting, etc. and preventing an open debate in the democratic countries achieve
this normalization. This trend is apparent especially in the CAMP sphere but it is not exclusive as
foreign politicians diminished the importance of human rights in dealing with PRC as well.120
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Chapter 4 Czech Chinese Relations
After PRC was established in 1949 it immediately established official diplomatic relations with
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic as a fellow communist country. After the Sino-soviet split,
relations deteriorated as Czechoslovakia was under direct Soviet influence. After the fall of
communism in central Europe and the following democratization together with the split of
Czechoslovakia into Czech and Slovak Republics with Vaclav Havel as a first president of Czech
Republic who became the symbol of struggle against communism as well as a big supporter of
human rights and a very good friend of His Holiness Dalai Lama. Even though newly created, the
Czech Republic upholds the one-China policy, relations with PRC were colder mainly due Vaclav
Havel's support for Tibet. In 2000's PRC was slowly reaching out which was officially sealed by

治
政
大 or establishing a bigger media
through economic plans such as Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
立
presence with the creation of the China Global Television Network (CGTN). Meanwhile in the
Xi Jinping who took power in 2013 and initiated his strategies to reach out to the world either
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Czech Republic, Havel's foreign policy based on the support of human rights was slowly changing
since 2010 with prime minister Petr Necas towards economic diplomacy pushed by 3rd Czech
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president Milos Zeman who took the office in 2013 and become a prominent speaker on behalf of
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As was mentioned prior a political turn in Czech Chinese relations begun between 2010 and 2013
under prime minister Petr Necas, when it was clear that the Czech Republic would abandon its
foreign policy of promotion of human rights for economic interests. This official change in

relations was preceded by ventures of a private corporation called PPF N.V. which is a privately
held international financial and investment group founded in 1991 Czechoslovakia founded and
owned by Peter Kellner121 who is the richest man in the Czech Republic.122 The whole net worth
of PPF Group is estimated to be 38 billion euros. For Czech Chinese relations it is important the
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PPF subsidiary company called Home Credit, which is an international non-bank financial
institution, was founded in 1997.123
In 2004 PPF opened its offices in PRC. In 2007 Home Credit China (subsidiary to PPF) entered a
Chinese market.124 Between 2010 and 2013 the country was led by prime minister Petr Necas. It
was in June 2010 when previously mentioned prime minister Necas signaled Czech
reconsideration of the Tibet factor in Czech Chinese relations and in October 2010 Home Credit
received a limited license to offer non-banking loans in the city of Tianjin as the only foreign

entity.
At that time there was still no significant business going on between the Czech Republic and PRC
but from the perspective of Necas, he viewed it as necessary not to close future business
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Necas as a prime minister led the country
立 into joining the initiative as a way to make the relations
possibilities. Therefore, when the Chinese initiative 16+1 in April 2012 (today known as 17+1)
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with Beijing better. In September 2012 Necas publicly disallowed policy of “Dalailamaism”125

and sent a clear signal that Czech Republic was ready and willing to have good economic relations
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with PRC. 126
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In March 2013 Milos Zeman was elected president. In June 2013 Necas' resigned due to the police
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Another key figure in Czech Chinese relations is Jaroslav Tvrdik. He is a former Defence minister
and campaign manager for the Czech Social Democratic Party (CSSD). He has been a lobbyist for
PFF and its division Home credit since 2010.128 When Milos Zeman established a provisional
cabinet with Rusnok and many former Tvrdik's CSSD colleagues. At that same time, Tvrdik
became an adviser on China to the president and temporary PM Rusnok.

129

After a regular

government was established with the CSSD PM Bohuslav Sobotka, Tvrdik became his China
advisor as well.130 Tvrdik has also an important role in the Mixed Czech-China Mutual
Cooperation Chamber as he was one of the people who established it in 2011 and in 2014 he
became its president.131 The goal of this chamber was to make new and strengthen the old relations
between businessmen from both countries, providing information to businessmen and other people
who are interested in closing trade deals, etc.132
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4.2 2014 – 2016 - Bathe me in those Chinese Money Baby!
立

In October 2014 Milos Zeman went for the official state visit to PRC. The agenda was mainly
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about trade and business. During his visit, he met with Xi Jinping. At the meeting, Petr Kellner an
owner of PPF was present as well. In the future, Kellner was present at all meetings between
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unity of China and hopes for quick reunification with Taiwan.133
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Zeman and Xi. On this occasion, Zeman assured Xi that the Czech Republic believes in the integral
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While in PRC, Zeman gave an interview to CCTV in which he stated: “I did not come to teach

n

a we try to learn how to increase
market economy or human rights but
v economic growth and how to
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Cwere
stabilize the society.” As these remarks
h e unprecedented
i U in Czech-Chinese relations the songch
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called “restart” of Czech Chinese relations Zeman mentioned in the same interview were
apparent.134
Another unprecedented event connected with Zeman's visit was his way back when instead of
using the presidential plane he traveled by plane provided by the PPF Group and J&T which was
able to sign new business contracts with Chinese CEFC which later on become a face of Chinese
investments in the Czech Republic.135
As a part of his visit, Zeman also attended a Czech-Chinese business forum during which he was

for canceling visa for Chinese nationals, direct flight routes between the Czech Republic and PRC
as well as the deal was signed with Bank of China making official its entrance to the Czech
Republic and opening the first branch in Prague.

136

At the end of 2014, it is apparent that the
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president was very optimistic about the new possibility to economically cooperate with PRC and

立

its businesses.
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The year 2015 was very good for Czech-Sino relations. The Czech Republic joined the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), and president Zeman continued in his positive rhetoric towards China

‧

pledging lands of the Czech Republic as a gateway for BRI.137 This paid off at the end of the year
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2015 when CEFC China Energy Company Limited, labeled as a flagship of Chinese investments
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in the Czech Republic, opened its first European headquarters in Prague. Its CEO Ye Jianming
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became a special advisor to Czech President Milos Zeman138 and CEFC started its shopping spree

n

a l the Czech football clubi vSlavia Prague together with its
especially during 2016 when it acquired
n

C

U shares in media groups Medea
h e n ginctheh icountry,
stadium making it the biggest and most modern

Group and Empresa Media. CEFC bought shares in tourism as well for example in Travel Service
which is the main shareholder of Czech Airlines together with and a majority share in Invia.cz, the
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biggest Czech online travel agency. In real estate, CEFC bought the Florentinum business center
and luxury hotels Palais Art Hotel Prague and Mandarin Oriental Prague. Chinese bought also
minority shares of 9.9% in J&T Financial Group and purchase of one of the country’s largest
breweries, Pivovary Lobkowicz.139 CEFC also gained minority shares in Medea Group and
Empresa media both of them owned by Jaromir Soukup, thus entering into the Czech medial
sphere.140
But these economic activities of CEFC stayed way behind originally promised investments. As

money poured by CEFC to the Czech Republic was mainly acquisitions of brands famous in the
Czech Republic. Except for these activities CEFC was also interested in the Czech elites. The most
visible and well known was previously mentioned, Jaroslav Tvrdik. In 2015 he became the head

政 治 大
Peter Kellner's PPF, and Home Credit and Czech president Milos Zeman and Czech Prime
立
minister.

of CEFC Europe therefore he effectively became a connecting link between the Chinese CEFC,
141
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In September 2015 Zeman went for his second visit to PRC for the celebration of the 70th
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anniversary of the end of the Second World War where he attended the military parade conducted

in commemoration of the end of the war. His visit was more striking as he was the only Western
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not to were Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea.142
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leader there as other western countries were represented just by their diplomats. Among the reasons
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a l good year for Czech Chinese
The year 2016 seemed like another
i v relations as it seemed that
n
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Zeman's bet on PRC would pay off. All h
these
mentioned acquisitions seemed like a
e npreviously
gchi U
promising start that the Czech Republic would indeed become a gateway country for Chinese
investments in Central Europe and more investments to the Czech economy would soon follow.
Direct flights between Prague and Beijing opened in 2015 which led to an increase of Chinese
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tourists in the Czech Republic.143 In February 2016 CEFC also gained 30% in Medea a.s. and 49%
in Empresa Media, a.s..144 Political relations were blooming as well which was de facto “sealed”
with the official visit of General Party Secretary of Communist Party of China Xi Jinping to Prague
on the 28th of March 2016.
During Xi's visit, many deals were signed. One of them was Prague and Beijing as sister cities.
This deal was signed with gaining a panda for Prague Zoo in mind. On the other hand, this new
contract was criticized as it had a clause stating that the city of Prague respects the One China

Policy. Chinese representatives even received the key to the city gates which is given only to the
most honored guests and visitors. The contract will last till 2021.145
Xi's visit was propagated by president Zeman and people around Jaroslav Tvrdik as a huge success

政 治 大
the office of Prague, Castle Chinese立
should invest 232 Billion CZK (roughly 9 Billion USD) from
as more than thirty various documents promising Chinese investments were signed. According to
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2016 to 2020. Not only Chinese investments were promised but also easier access to the Chinese
market for Czech exporters.146
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But even though people around president Milos Zeman, prime minister Bohuslav Sobotka and
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chairman of Mixed Czech Chinese chamber Jaroslav Tvrdik were very optimistic about the future
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of economic and political cooperation, others were not so. The previously mentioned Chinese firm
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CEFC labeled as a flagship of Chinese investments and its CEO Ye Jianming came under a lot of
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a lto Prague.
scrutiny the same month as Xi's visit
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n g c hrepeated by politicians and media people
As CEFC became well known and its name regularly
who were wearier of Chinese intentions, investigative media wanted to find out more about CEFC
and its CEO Ye Jianming. One of the first people to open this topic was Marek Zenisek on the 4th
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of March. At that time a PM for political party TOP09 which was part of the opposition in the
Czech Parliament. He pointed out that Milos Zeman brought an advisor from China for Chinese
related questions, the Chairman of China Association for International Friendly Contacts (CAIFC)
which is most probably connected to the Liaison Department of the Political Work Department of
the Central Military Commission.147 Zenisek did not name anyone except president Zeman, but
not long after he received a pre-litigation appeal demanding that he would stop spreading the
information about CEFC's connection with the Chinese Military Commission. This law firm called
Pokorný, Wagner & Partners represents CEFC in the Czech Republic is also known to have close
relations to prime minister Bohuslav Sobotka. The same pre-litigation appeal was sent to media
houses informing about the possible connection as well.148
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Military Commission. He stated that CEFC is a 100% private company. As a reaction to Tvrdik's
立
claims, Hlidaci Pes published proof of Ye Jianming's work in CAIFC between 2003 and 2005.
Jaroslav Tvrdik for Lidove Noviny denied any connection between Ye Jianming and the Chinese
149
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This information was found on the webpage CEFC itself in 2012 Annual Report where was Ye
Jianming's CV.151 After the publication of this particular article web page was no longer to be
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found and the 2012 Annual Report was deleted from the CEFC's webpage as well. Portal Hlidaci
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Pes uploaded that report to their page for anyone to download here.152
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It was not only the persona of Ye Jianming that sparked a lot of questions about his history. It was
the CEFC itself. When in March 2016
a it announced that CEFC would like to increase its shares to
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50% in the J&T Finance Group. Up untilhthat point CEFC
e n g c h i Uowned 9.9% and if that transaction
would be approved J&T would become a Chinese financial entity. For a successful acquisition,
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this had to be approved by Czech National Bank, European Central Bank, Slovak National Bank,
and all the regulatory bodies in countries where J&T operates, which are Russia, Cyprus, Croatia,
and Barbados. This had to be approved by the Chinese side as well.153
This intended acquisition led to an investigation by media. Who really owns the CEFC and where
the money for the purchase is coming from? This was also one of the requirements given by the
Czech National Bank for them to approve the transaction. From the analysis conducted by Hlidaci
Pes, it is clear that CEO Ye Jianming owns 5% of shares in CEFC's parent companies Shanghai

Jinzhuan Equity Investment Found Co., Ltd., and Sinounited Investment Stock Corporation
Limited but it is unknown who owns rest of 95% in those two companies. These two companies
have unknown percentage shares in CEFC China International Equity Investment Co., Ltd which

政 治 大
CEFC China Energy Company Limited who CEO is Ye Jianming and which operates in the Czech
立
Republic and other twenty countries. The rest of 0.95% is owned by Sinounited Investment Stock
owns 100% in Shanghai Energy Fund Investment Co., Ltd. This Energy Fund owns 99.05% in
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Corporation Limited whose owner is unknown.154 None of this at that time did change how the
political and business elites viewed the CEFC and they maintained their optimism about the future

‧

Chinese investments as well.
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Another important event of 2016 was the visit of His Holiness the Dalai Lama to the Czech
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Republic. He was attending the Forum 2000 conference.155 During his visit, he met with Daniel
Herman who at the time was the Culture
a Minister and other lower-ranking politicians. Even though
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this meeting was labeled as private it washin sharp contrastU
e n g c h ith to the foreign policy towards PRC in
the previous two years. The meeting took place on the 18 of October and the exact same day the
Czech Republic issued a so-called “Letter of Four” as a response to this meeting. The Letter of

Four is a letter issued by the four most ranking political officials in the Czech Republic. The

president of Czech Republic Milos Zeman, the Prime Minister of Czech Republic Bohuslav
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Sobotka, the President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic Milan Stech and the
President of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic Jan Hamacek. In
the letter, these four highest representatives state that: “private activities of some Czech politicians
are not an expression of the official foreign policy of the Czech Republic” and that Czech Republic:
“will uphold the mutual respect to the territorial integrity of the People's Republic of China of
which Tibet is its part.”156 The PRC reacted on the 25th saying that: “We hope it will not be just
words and it will translate into action.”157 The whole event has also a second layer to it as it
happened before October 28th which is a Czech national holiday during which the president hands
out honors to people for their contribution to the state. Originally one of the honored supposed to
be George Brady who is a Canadian Jew of Czech extraction who survived the Auschwitz
concentration camp during the Holocaust. But the office of the Czech president revoked his

政 治 大

invitation at the last minute. This sparked huge controversy as it was seen as a revenge for meeting
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with Dalai lama of Culture minister Herman who is the nephew of George Brady.158
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Another economic and trade-related event happened in September 2016 as well. It was the Chinese
Investment Forum organized at the Prague castle. Jaroslav Tvrdik deputy chairman of CEFC
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Europe and president of Mixed Czech Chinese Chamber was still very optimistic about Chinese
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investments as he predicted that next year they will be at their record high and in the next five
years PRC will be top 5 investors in the Czech Republic. His optimism and optimism of other
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politicians and businessmen was not shared by many academics specialized in China.159

4.3 2017 – Sobering up
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The year 2017 started with balancing Czech Chinese relations. Especially in March, exactly one
year from the visit of Xi in Prague, debate in the public space shifted to the evaluation of previous
Chinese investments, who is benefiting from them, and if the promises were fulfilled.
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Out of 95 billion CZK in the first year promised by various deals signed a year before only 3 billion
CZK arrived. Even though at this time Jaroslav Tvrdik was still being positive claiming that all
the other deals were still ongoing, reality looked a bit different. The biggest part was CEFC's
intention to get the majority in J&T started to examined by the anti-monopoly bureau in the Czech
Republic and purchases up to this date had an only symbolic character like a football club or big
buildings from which profited people only close to Tvrdik. 160
In May 2017 Milos Zeman went for his 3rd state visit to PRC. He went there to attend the BRI

summit. He was the only head of the state from the EU as other countries like the UK or Germany
have sent only their ministers. During his visit, Zeman was praising the BRI project and called it
fascinating.
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Czech and Chinese sides both stated that they are ready to strengthen their
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In general, the visit was done in the same spirit as the previous two mainly focusing on business
立
but focusing on tourism and people's exchange as well.

cooperation in spheres of trade but others as well, banking, nuclear energy high-speed railway, etc.
162
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Surprising decision of 2017 was moving the date of the Chinese Investment Forum usually
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happening in September and move it to July. It was not the biggest change from the previous years

as this year all the Czech media were forbidden to attend the event, only the Chinese media were
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the project Sinopsis.cz by translating the article about this event from Chinese media Xinhua. 163
Another interesting thing aboutathis forum was that it was attended by Liu Yunshan who is
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and propaganda. His attendance in Prague at the Forum focusing on BRI would only support the
conclusion of Anne Marie Brady whose research concludes that BRI is mainly an ideological
campaign.

165

It was apparent that the 2017 Chinese Investment Forum and its high ranking

attendance were kept in silence as much as it could be therefore it was surprising when unknown
actors reserved public spaces all over Prague for example in front of the Prague Castle. These
unknown Czech Chinese companies in the official documents stated that their need to reserve those
places was to show support for the ongoing Chinese Investment Forum. A similar thing happened
the year before during Xi's visit as well. President of Mixed Czech Chinese Chamber Jaroslav
Tvrdik said that his organization has nothing to do with it. 166
The Autumn of 2017 brought three important events. The first one was yet another BIS Annual

政 治 大
announcement that CEFC would be interested in buying the Central European Media (CEM) from
立
American company Warner. CEFC joined with the Czech-Slovak investment group Penta in their
report warning about Chinese influence in the Czech Republic.167 The second one was the
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bid for these media. It was not only the CEFC that was interested in CEM but PPF was interested
as well. CEM is important for the Czech Republic as it is the owner of the Nova television which
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hosts the most-watched evening news program in the country.168 The last event that took place
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nominated in 2015 as an honored advisor to the president of the U.N. General Assembly. At that
time the president was Sam Kutesa whose honored advisor war Ye Jianming. To Kutesa's bank
account Ho transferred half a million US dollars through US banks. Due to the fact that Ye was
nominated as Zeman's advisor at the same time in 2015, this event sparked yet another debate on
how credible partner the CEFC China Energy and its actions in the Czech Republic are or might
be.170

4.4 2018 – House of Cards Falling Apart
Right at the beginning of 2018 CEFC hit an obstacle with its investment into J&T as it was
announced that Czech National Bank did not approve the acquisition and gain the majority of
shares in the financial group. According to the documents, the reason why the CNB did not approve

政 治 大
use to buy the J&T shares. Specifically, CEFC was not able to prove the origin of 728 million EUR
立

the transaction was that the CEFC did not sufficiently prove the origin of the money it planned to

out of the whole sum 980.6 million EUR. Because of that CNB did not approve the transaction
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even though other regulatory bodies needed for the successful transaction in Slovakia, Russia,
Croatia, Barbados, and the European Central Bank had already approved. 171
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On the 1st of March, South China Morning Post brought news that Ye Jianming was arrested in
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PRC on the direct orders of General Party Secretary Xi Jinping.172 The reasons for Ye's
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disappearance were unknown and the most probable theory why it happened, as stated by Financial
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scandal of CEFC and Patrick
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occasions in the Czech Republic and Russia. The corruption scandal of Xi's propagated company
and CEO could harm him as it was he who pushed for a large scale anti-corruption campaign in
PRC.173
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Ye Jianming was not only close to Chinese leaders but to Czech president Zeman as well. Even
after Ye's disappearance, Ye stayed Zemans's advisor. In mid-March Zeman dispatched a “search
party” for Ye's whereabouts. Chancellor of the presidential office Vratislav Mynar and Zeman's
economic advisor Martin Nejedly went to Shanghai where the CEFC's headquarters were to ask
what was happening. This step was seen as very unusual that presidential advisors would go to
look for another one. More importantly, CEFC was not answering any questions about Ye.174
This “delegation” was told in PRC that Ye Jianming was investigated for possible breaking of the

law and according to CEFC he would step down as the leading position in the company. As the
problems started for Ye, the problems started for the CEFC China Energy itself. It officially
recalled its bid to increase its shares in J&T to 50% and the talks of the debt that CEFC might have

政 治 大
In April this was confirmed as the spokesman
of CEFC China Energy stated that they might let go
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started.175
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up to thirty thousand of its employees, which is half of them. At that point company-owned roughly
seven billion USD which it had to pay by the first half of 2018.176 At the beginning of May, it was
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clear that CEFC was indeed in deep financial troubles as it did not pay salaries for two months. 177
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J&T and CITIC took over all CEFC's activities and properties in the Czech Republic.179 CITIC
Group Corporation Ltd. is a Chinese state-own company established in 1979 as in 137th place in
the Fortune 500 list today. 180 With CITIC Group paying for the CEFC debt to J&T, the Chinese
government officially gained properties in the Czech Republic as well as shares or majority control
in various Czech Companies. The official name for the subsidiary company of CITIC Group
responsible for the Czech and other central European assets is CITIC Europe Holdings.
In October 2018, just one week before another year of Chinese Investment Forum supposed to

happen in Prague, the news came about the former CEO, but still current president Zeman's
advisor, Ye Jianming. He was officially charged with bribery of high ranking politicians. This was
the only news about Ye since he disappeared in March. This did not change the position of

政 治 大

president's office and Ye stayed Zeman's advisor.181 He stayed his advisor until February 10th,
182

2020.
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The head of the CITIC Group came to Prague to attend the Chinese Investment Forum in October
when he met with President Milos Zeman. The only connection between the CITIC and the Czech
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Republic was at the moment Jaroslav Tvrdik and former euro-parliament Stefan Fule. Trvdik is

the only member of the board of CITIC Europe and Fule should become 2nd member soon. 183
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route through the Czech Republic. During his visit, he also talked about establishing a new
Confucius Institute in the Czech Republic.184
In the Czech Republic, there are two Confucius Institutes (CI) and one Confucius Classroom. The
first CI was established in Olomouc at the Palacky University in 2007. 185According to the director
of the Department of Asian studies at Palacky university Ondrej Kucera, CI in Olomouc is not
connected with the lectures at the department itself which is apparent as the department offers
classes on Taiwan and various sensitive topics for PRC.186 On the other hand, the Professor of

Sinology Olga Lomova working at Charles University Prague stated that the Chinese side offered
to establish the CI at its beginnings back in 2004 but from the perspective of the department at
Charles University it did not seem academically beneficial. It was later that they found out it brings

政 治 大
about politics for the Chinese side, she stated.
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certain risks such as interference into the academic freedoms and that the whole project is mainly
187
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Therefore, 11 years later when the president Milos Zeman went to PRC for his 4th visit in
November 2018 where he attended the China International Import Expo 2018 in Shanghai the
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agreement was signed that a second Confucius Institute will be opened in Prague at a private

University of Finance and Administration (Vysoka skola financni a spravni, VSFS) and should
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reach their goals as well.188 Even though BIS publishes this report every year, in 2018 it received
public comment from president Zeman during one of his interviews. He stated that BIS should
stop chasing these imaginary Chinese and Russian spies and should focus on radical Muslims and
terrorists. He stated that he would suspect that BIS could produce some kind of proof and because
he does not see any proof in the public report as well the secret one, which is available only to high
ranking politicians and military with sufficient clearance, he called BIS' report as mumbo jumbo
and people working there as “čučkaři,” which in a Czech regional accent means incapable or
someone who cheats when playing cards, nonetheless Zeman's negative meaning was apparent.189
At the end of 2018 National Cyber and Information Security Agency (Národní úřad pro
kybernetickou a informační bezpečnost - NÚKIB) published its report in which warned against

政 治 大
based its report on the similar findings of Czech allied forces as well as they operate on the
立
information gathered by BIS published earlier in December. They pointed out that Chinese
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., based in PRC and ZTE Corporation based in PRC as well. NUKIB
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companies are mandated to cooperate with the aims and goals of CCP/PRC and it would not be
wise to let these companies into the potentially vulnerable and strategic spheres of the Czech
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state.190 One of the critical infrastructures would be 5G networks. Huawei already has signed a
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NUKIB's warning against Huawei and ZTE technologies.193 After the meeting the Chinese
embassy posted on Facebook about the meeting in which it stated that “the NUKIB's warnings are
not based on the reality” and that “the Chinese side notes the Czech governments efforts to correct
the mistakes and hopes that the Czech side will take effective measures to prevent similar events
happening and that it will effectively protect the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese
companies.” The prime minister reacted that the government takes NUKIB's warning very
seriously and noted that information about the conclusion of the meeting on Facebook is very
unusual as the standard procedure is to publish a joint declaration about the meeting.194 In the first
week of 2019 Babis stated on the Czech television that the Chinese ambassador lied about the
conclusion of the meeting in the Facebook post. Babis stated again that the government did not
make any mistakes and there is nothing to apologize for.195 As a result, the Chinese ambassador

政 治 大

was called to the foreign minister Petricek's office where the minister told him that ambassadors'
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behavior was unfortunate and recommends taking down the Facebook post. The Chinese
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ambassador said after the meeting with Mr. Petricek that putting it on Facebook was a mistake but
as of 28.4.2020 the Facebook post is still on the Facebook page of the Chinese embassy in

‧

Prague.196 Another response by the Czech side was that the National Security Committee passed
the statement that NUKIB's warning and actions were in line with the law.197
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4.5 2019 – How Deep Does the Rabbit Hole Go?

Huawei and ZTE were not the only things having an impact on the Czech Chinese relations at the
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upholds the One China Policy. This sister city agreement was signed by the previous Prague
leading coalition under mayor Mrs. Krnacova from the ANO political party. The new coalition led
by Mr. Hrib from the Pirate party announced their intentions as from their perspective these
agreements should be apolitical. China has protested but so far done nothing in response. 198
In February the premier of Tibetan exile government Mr. Lozang Sanggjä came to the Czech
Republic. It was not an official visit as he was invited by hosts of film festival Jeden Svet (One
World) therefore foreign minister Mr. Petricek (CSSD) did not meet with him but Prague mayor

did as well as other PMs from the Parliament and Senate who are a member of a non-official socalled club of Parliamentary group of Friend of Tibet. In comparison to 2016 and the Letter of
Four in 2019, nothing like this has happened.199
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as the part of the international
event Flag for Tibet. This was seen as yet another
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At the end of February 2019, Prague announced that it will hoist the Tibetan flag from the 8th of
March to 11th
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sign of the changing attitude of the new Prague coalition from its previous one during which the
habit of hoisting Tibetan flag was canceled as the previous leadership preferred good relations in

happen.200
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At the end of the March, there was a meeting of ambassadors with the ministry of Industry and
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Trade (MPO) during which the Chinese ambassador asked the MPO minister Mrs. Marta
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Novakova (ANO) that she expel aa Taiwanese
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could have an impact on Czech Chinese relations
h i asUplanned president Zeman's visit next
in April. She did eventually oblige and the Taiwanese representative indeed left the meeting.201
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She received a lot of criticism not only from the opposition but from the ANO's coalition partner
CSSD's foreign minister Petricek as well. As a response to this incident, the Prague mayor Hrib
posted on his twitter that it was a mistake and she should not have agreed to it as he did not agree
to it at the New Year's meeting with the diplomats when the Chinese ambassador asked him the
same. He also stated that he would not agree to it in the future.202 He did not publish this
information before this incident even though it happened three months ago.
In April president Milos Zeman went to PRC for his 5th visit during which he attended the second

year of BRI summit and another meeting with General Party Secretary Xi Jinping. This trip was
seen very negatively from the opposition and media as well as it was the most expensive of
Zeman's trips paid for by public money. More importantly it was seen as useless because from the

政 治 大
CZK (9.1 billion USD) in investments from PRC by 2020. So far according to the data from Mixed
立
Czech Chinese chamber led by Tvrdik investments reached 6.7 billion CZK (265 million USD)
previous deals signed during his trips to PRC, Czech Republic should have received 232 billion
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therefore many people did not see why the servile attitude president Zeman kept on repeating
towards the PRC still continues as it has not bring any economic benefit for the country.203
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During Zeman's visit, it was announced by the Culture minister Antonin Stanek (CSSD) that PRC
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is canceling all the performances of the Prague Philharmonia (Pražská komorní filharmonie) as a
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reaction to the words of the Prague mayor Zdenek Hrib (Pirates). Culture minister Stanek said for
the media that it will difficult to explain
a to the Chinese side that this choir even though having the
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Culture.204
In July the spokesman for the Chinese Ministry of Foreign affairs stated that Prague city hall and
its mayor Hrib act very poorly in the topics related to Chinese sovereignty and key interests
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including Taiwan and Tibet. It was his answer to the question if he can confirm that PRC indeed
took steps against the decisions that Prague did early this year. He also stated that those are exactly
the reasons why people and organizations connected with the Prague city hall are no longer
welcomed by Chinese people. He continues with an appeal to Prague politicians to change their
opinions and stop harming the Czech Chinese relations otherwise they might hurt their own
interests. Hrib reacted that the fact that Beijing canceled an already signed tour of Prague
Philharmonia is a sign that PRC is not a reliable partner and instead of criticism China should
focus on the promised investments that it still did not deliver to the Czech Republic.205 Foreign
minister Petricek reacted by meeting with the Chinese ambassador as from his point of view he
saw it as unfortunate that the politics meddle into the culture.206
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side Prague leadership decided to vote on whether to cancel the sister deal with Beijing. Before
立
Prague even had a chance to vote, Beijing immediately canceled the sister city agreement and

The whole incident ended in October when after months of no communication from the Chinese
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terminated all official interaction with Prague. Prague just reacted that with this news the whole
situation had been solved and it ends here as Prague will no longer be dragged into the international
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politics by this agreement as any other European city having sister city agreement with Beijing
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sister city agreement with Prague as well due to the fact that Prague took too many wrong steps
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c h i in Shanghai paid by Home Credit
only cooperation was the course for the Prague
(owned by PPF and Peter Kellner) therefore from the mayor’s perspective the impact for Prague
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is that Home Credit will no longer be able to use Prague's paramedic as their own sponsor gift for
their business purposes in PRC.208
The same week the president of the Senate of the Czech Republic Jaroslav Kubera (ODS) attended
celebrations organized by the Taiwanese Trade and Cultural Office in Prague where he also took
pictures with the Taiwanese de facto ambassador. He also panned an official visit to Taiwan at the
beginning of 2020. Against it, China protested through its ambassador and Mr. Kubera was warned
at the meeting where president Zeman, the prime minister Babis, president of the Parliament

Vondracek and foreign minister Petricek and minister of Interior Jan Hamacek (CSSD) that his
behavior and trip to Taiwan could have an impact on the Czech Chinese relations in a similar way
as the Prague and its steps did. For Kubera, it was nothing anti-China as Taiwan is the 3rd most
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independent institution and him as a politician from the opposition party is not bound by the
立
governing coalition and its foreign policy.

important Asian trade partner for the Czech Republic, Senate of the Czech Republic is an
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This issue was discussed in September as well when the advisory body to president Zeman and
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foreign minister Petricek concluded that Kubera's trip to Taiwan would harm Czech economic

interests. Foreign minister Petricek stated that, even though it might hurt the Czech Republic, he
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Kubera's delegation to Taiwan was planned for the end of February 2020 but all the preparations
and controversy with his trip ended with his sudden death on the 20th of January 2020.211 It was
only until the 19th February when the new President of the Senate of the Czech Republic Milos
Vystrcil was elected.
That day Aktualne.cz published a letter from the Chinese embassy that was given to Jaroslav
Kubera on the 14th of January (a week before his death) during the lunch he had with president
Zeman and president of the Parliament of the Czech Republic Radek Vondracek (ANO). He not

only received the letter from the Chinese embassy that was given to him at the lunch through the
presidential office but also received a three-page supplement singed by the foreign relations
representative of the Presidential office. In the letter from the Chinese embassy, it says that

政 治 大
against the One China Policy and that representatives from the USA, UK, and Germany among
立
others uphold this policy. It points out that good relations are important for Czech companies such

Kubera's visit as the second-highest government representative of the Czech Republic will be
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as Home Credit, Skoda Auto, etc. and that politicians and business representatives that will visit
Taiwan with Kubera will not be welcomed in PRC and those who already operate in PRC will pay

‧

for the visit. President Zeman's spokesman did not offer any comment to this news that day.212
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The new president of the Senate Milos Vystrcil (ODS) saw the letter as “threatening and extorting”
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therefore he wanted from the foreign minister Petricek a strong reaction during his planned
meeting with the Chinese ambassador.
a Vystrcil also wanted to know from president Zeman why
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the office of the president did not react to h
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engchi
it secret. 213
In March information that the letter was “ordered” by the president's chancellor, Vratislav Mynar
came out. As he should have met with the Chinese ambassador wanting to know what would have

happened if indeed Mr. Kubera would have gone to Taiwan. Mynar this allegation denied. Not
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only the allegation but he denied the existence of such a letter even though the photocopy of the
letter is publicly posted on various media web pages. Mynar stated that he did not do such a thing
as his relations with Kubera were friendly and extraordinary. To this claim, Kubera's wife stated
that his husband's relations with Mynar were not friendly nor hostile but he did not respect Mynar
at all.214
At the end of April, the Czech Television published an interview with Kubera's wife and their
daughter. They stated that Kubera was different after the lunch on 14th of January when he was

given the letter from the Chinese embassy with president Zeman, president of the Parliament
Radek Vondracek, and president's chancellor Vratislav Mynar. According to Kubera's wife he
normally tells her everything that happens except that day he did not, he felt bad and was very

政 治 大
that Kubera had met with the Chinese ambassador three days before he died on the 17 of January
立
at the reception organized at the Chinese embassy as a celebration of the Chinese New Year.

nervous as he spent his evening walking around the garden. During the interview, it came to light
th
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According to the wife and Petr Kostka who is the senate's chancellor they stated that when they
arrived at the reception Kubera went to talk privately with the Chinese ambassador. The only other
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person present was a Chinese translator. They talked around 20 to 30 minutes and the only thing
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recall the Chinese ambassador. The family has the information from the doctor that Mr. Kubera
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The death and the circumstances of the letter from the embassy are still unknown and the senate,
as well as parliament, are trying to find out where it came from. The new president of the Senate
has already sent three letters to president Zeman but he did not receive any response as of the 27th
of April 2020. This silence coming from the presidential office is very unusual in terms of the
practices in Czech politics as Mr. Kostka stated for the interview as well. 217
The foreign committee of the parliament invited the president's chancellor Vratislav Mynar to
testify as well as they wanted the whole correspondence between the Prague Castle and the Chinese

embassy about the Kubera's Taiwan trip. Mynar responded that they will not come and will not
provide any documents as they do not agree with the investigation even though from any legal
perspective investigation is lawful. 218

政 治 大
stated that he might not go to PRC 立
to attend the 17+1 summit in April. Zeman's reason was due to

The beginning of the year 2020 was not only about Taiwan issues. In January president Zeman
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the lack of the investments that PRC had promised and not fulfilled.219 Later on, Zeman stated that
he would attend the summit in case that certain important business deals will be signed during his
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visit. But his initial hesitance led to a survey that was conducted among the Czech politicians

ordered by the PRC. In February 2020 a survey was conducted asking questions like: How do you
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think the Czech Republic evaluates the current Cooperation 17 + 1? And how does your party rate
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it? What are the current problems of the current relationship and cooperation between the Czech
Republic and China and how can the
a Czech Republic solve these problems? Some questions were
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asking if the upcoming summit 17+1 canhhelp to increase U
e n g c h i the relations after the Prague-Beijing
disagreement. The Czech side asking the questions kept silent about the fact that the survey is

ordered by the Chinese and all the results will be given to PRC. Apparently, it was ordered by the
Chinese think-tank China Global Governance Institute (CGGI) which is a Chinese government

institute that is directly under the Chinese Communist Party. Even though in history some Chinese
think-tanks might have been independent many of them since the Deng era were established by
various Chinese government agencies. In April 2017 under Xi so-called “dual leadership” was
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officially established also in the think-tanks therefore every think-tank has to be under the direct
supervision of a relevant CCP or PRC institution.220
In mid-February, the ministry of Industry and Trade started to work on the legislature concerning
the foreign investments in the Czech Republic. It started to work on it as a reaction to the decision
of the EU to have this kind of legislature implemented as the Chinese investments started to be
seen as problematic in all of the EU. The law that is currently being developed should aim at the
companies with their HQ outside of the EU or their main decision body is outside of the EU as

well. In the first step they investors should acquire the approval of the ministry by showing the
whole structure of the company with the real owner. Ministry will see if there is a potential threat
as it will ask for the risk assessment done by the ministry of interior, ministry of foreign affairs,

政 治 大
to be in order investors can proceed with the investment. If the ministry founds an issue it will give
立
it to the government which will decide. If it will be deemed as a potential threat to the security of

and Czech police. Other EU countries can put their inputs as well. If the ministry founds everything
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the Czech Republic government will have a right to stop the investments. Investment in any critical
infrastructure or industry will require approval. In other words, the government could stop
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Huawei's bid to build a 5G networks in the Czech Republic as the BIS constantly warns against
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At the end of February president, Zeman confirmed that he will attend the 17+1 summit in PRC.
He sent to PRC his chancellor Mynar
a together with his advisor Nejedly and Tvrdik with the letter
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to General Party Secretary Xi announcing his
to come in April. Due to the world pandemic
h eintent
ngchi U
of SARS-CoV-2 that have started in Wuhan PRC the summit was later postponed. Even though
president Milos Zeman could not go to PRC and build new political and economic ties with PRC
the pandemic upon reaching the Czech Republic showed the entanglement of Czech politics with

the Chinese system as well.
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In March it came to attention that BIS warned the Czech government at the beginning of the month
that since January the Chinese embassy was organizing a mass purchases of face masks and
respirators. One of the people responsible for this was Chou Lingjian. In the Chinese community
living in the Czech Republic, which is very small, he and his strong ties to the CCP are well known.
In terms of ranking according to Sinopsis, he is number one or two. He is the leader of the group
called Chinese in the Czech Republic, he runs the online Chinese news site the Prague Chinese
Times, and he even went with the president Milos Zeman to PRC to visit Xi Jinping.

In October 2019 PPF group signed a deal about taking over the Central European Media
Enterprises (CME). This media group has TV stations in Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and Czech Republic where it is the TV station called NOVA which has the most-watched evening

政 治 大
alter the debate about PRC in the Czech Republic as the PPF's biggest profit comes from the PRC.
立
These initial worries became much more real in December 2019.

news show.223 This acquisition sparked the debate about whether PPF through NOVA TV will
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In October 2019 academics of Charles University, broader academia, and the public found out that

‧

the rector of Charles University has signed a partnership agreement with the Home Credit making

it the “main partner” for the next year.224 The first issue was that the deal was signed in silence. It
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was signed by Rector Tomas Zima on the 30th of September 2019 and no prior debate has occurred,
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as directors of certain faculties did not know about it as well as the academic senate was not
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informed as it is a regular practiceaeven though academic senate has no executive power in this
instance.
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Just two weeks after the controversy with the Home Credit media have found out that the
conferences organized by Czech Chinese Centrum at the Charles University and guaranteed by the
rector Tomas Zima and moderated by the translator for Milos Zeman, Vit Vojta was paid for by
the Chinese embassy. This Czech Chinese centrum was established by rector Zima and Milos
Balaban was its executive secretary he also led a Centrum of Security Politics at the Charles
University. But in 2015 he established a company with the same name Centrum of Security Politics

223

HOVET, Jason. Broadcaster CME agrees to be acquired by Czech firm PPF in $2.1 billion deal. [online]. Reuters,
2019. Retrieved from: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-central-euro-m-a-ppf-idUSKBN1X60SV. [visited:
1.5.2020].
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A2LARM. Home Credit se stal „hlavním partnerem Univerzity Karlovy”. [online]. A2larm.cz, 2019. Retrieved
from: https://a2larm.cz/2019/10/home-credit-se-stal-hlavnim-partnerem-univerzity-karlovy/. [visited: 30.4.2020].
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s.r.o. and this company for the last two years was sending invoices to the Chinese embassy in the
total price of 1.2 million CZK (48 000 USD) for the organization of Czech Chinese conferences
even though he claimed that most of the expenses were paid by the centrum itself. Because of the
question of why the conferences guaranteed by Charles University were paid by money from the
Chinese Communist Party through a private company Balaban was not able to answer and
resigned. Rector Zima stated that he did not about this and ordered a complete financial audit of
the Centrum of Security Politics and Charles University. 225

In December 2019 investigative reporters from Aktualne.cz found out that the company Home
Credit hired the PR agency but not to improve the public image of the company itself but to
improve the image of the People's Republic of China in the Czech Republic. Home Credit paid for

政 治 大
who are spreading positive narrative about PRC in the Czech media and on the other hand, the PR
立
agency was also paid to attack those people or groups who are criticizing the PRC just during the
over 2000 working hours to PR agency called C&B Reputation Management to help those people
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time frame from April to August 2019 as the reporters did not manage to secure newer
documents.226
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4.6 2020 – Masks Here, Masks There, Masks Everywhere
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At the end of January 2020, Aktualne.cz brought information that Literarni Noviny strengthen
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their cooperation with Guangming Ribao or Guangming Daily which is a Chinese newspaper
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a supervision of the CCP's appropriate
operating in PRC therefore under the
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U ministers Lubomír Štrougal and
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Ladislav Adamec did not say how much money he was getting from the PRC. 227
In March it was apparent that the virus that originated in PRC would roll over Europe as the
situation in Italy was getting worse every day. Due to the incompetence of the Czech prime
minister Andrej Babis, the Czech Republic found itself without any medical protection material as
VALASEK and HORAK. Konference, které pořádá rektor UK Zima, platila skrytě statisíci čínská ambasáda.
[online]. Aktualne,cz, 2019. Retrieved from: https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/konferenci-uk-platila-cina-strediskobezpecnostni-politiky/r~79c2b80ef4b311e9858fac1f6b220ee8/. [visited: 30.4.2020].
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[online]. Aktualne.cz, 2019. Retrieved from: https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/home-credit-ppf-petr-kellnercampaign-china/r~265579361bf511ea926e0cc47ab5f122/. [visited: 1.5.2020].
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[online].
Aktualne.cz,
2020.
Retrieved
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the warehouses were empty and European allies were saving their supplies for their own fight
against the virus. At that point, the only place where the government could get the much needed
medical supplies was the PRC.
On the 20th of March 2020, the first airplane with the medical supplies came to the Czech Republic.
That day planes landed all over the EU, for example Belgium where the amount of the medical
supplies was even bigger. But only in the Czech Republic, there was the prime minister Babis,
minister of Interior Hamacek, Mixed Czech China Chamber president Tvrdik and the Chinese

ambassador at the airport welcoming the plane. PM Babis even thanked the Chinese ambassador
for the “help” as well as he thanked Tvrdik and Hamacek and complimented their connections in
the PRC. Important is when the epicenter was in Wuhan, PRC the Czech state sent 4.5 tons of

政 治 大
plane and others that started to arrive in the Czech Republic from the 20 of March were all paid
立
for. In many cases prices were many times higher than the normal price. Czech company Respilon
medical supplies to PRC as humanitarian relief, in other words completely for free.228 This first
th
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which have their factory in PRC could not even bring their own material to the Czech Republic as
the Chinese officials were blocking it. The level of how Czech elite politics is tied to PRC is

‧

apparent as only in the Czech Republic the highest politicians were waiting at the airport and
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thanking the Chinese officials. This did not happen anywhere in the EU since it is not normal to
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show servitude for something properly paid for.229 Just a day before the first plane landed,
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president Milos Zeman had a presidential speech on TV. During his speech, he thanked PRC:
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i the only country that helped us
l
“Therefore, I would like to thank to People's
Republic of Chinan as
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i broadcasted in PRC for the domestic
e n gwas
c hlater
to deliver these (medical) supplies.” This speech
audience.230
As the Chinese planes were arriving, Hamacek was stating in the media that Czech Republic is the

only country that was able to secure the delivery of medical supplies form PRC in such an amount

CTK. Humanitární pomoc do Číny pošle vláda v pondělí. O pomoci ze sbírek dárců se jedná. [online]. CT24, 2020.
Retrieved from: https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/3047462-humanitarni-pomoc-do-ciny-posle-vlada-v-pondeli-opomoci-ze-sbirek-darcu-se-jedna. [visited: 5.5.2020].
229
HENDRYCH, Lukas. My Číně zadarmo, ona nám za miliardy. Je to jen obchod a propaganda, varují odborníci.
[online]. Euractiv, 2020. Retrieved from: https://euractiv.cz/section/evropska-unie-a-svet/news/my-cine-zadarmoona-nam-za-miliardy-je-to-jen-obchod-a-propaganda-varuji-odbornici/. [visited: 5.5.2020].
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compared to other European countries. That is a fact but the Czech government has been ignoring
Czech companies and was preferring the deliveries from PRC that was scheduled to last till the
end of April.231 Even further focus on PRC was apparent as Jaroslav Tvrdik the president of the
Mixed Czech Chinese Chamber became a member of the pandemic task force. From his point of
view, the reason why the Czech Republic could secure the supplies was his good relations in PRC
as well as the connections of Hamacek and the friendship that is between Czech president and
General Party Secretary Xi Jinping.232 As other countries like Belgium were able to secure even
more supplies in the same time, these statements do not seem to be the case for Czech fixation on
PRC in the first place. From Hamacek's own words from a mid-March interview, just five days
before the first plane from PRC should land, he stated that in February he was instructed by
President Zeman to become his agent for PRC and that he should move Czech Chinese relations
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“to the next level”. As Martin Hala from Sinopsis stated that was showcased a month late when
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Hamacek was in charge of the deliveries from PRC as stated above, Tvrdik was put on the
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pandemic task force and president Zeman exclusively thanked PRC in his public speech.233 On the
3rd of May, the last plane from PRC landed in Prague. The next purchases are unknown at the

‧

moment.234
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As was previously mentioned at the beginning of this party CEFC entered as a minority
shareholder into the media agency Medea and Empresa media in 2015. In 2017 CEFC decided to
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use its right in the contract to give back its shares to the original owner in exchange for appropriate
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l looked like that Chinese
financial compensation.235 It might have
n i investment group was done with
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Czech media but after the CEFC's bankruptcy and taking over by the CITIC group the decision
concerning Czech media has changed once more. The return of the shares was not finalized thus
CTITC had original shares in the Medea new agency and Empresa media of the CEFC. In April
2020 the Chinese group CITIC acquired through its company Rainbow Wisdom Investment a
majority shares in the biggest Czech media agency Medea. 236
In mid-April some Czech media published the finding of a report focusing on building a 5G
infrastructure in the Czech Republic concluding that if Huawei would be excluded Czech Republic

would lose 38 billion CZK (1.53 billion USD). The report was done by a think-tank Centrum of
economic and market analysis (CETA, Centrum ekonomických a tržních analýz) which warns
against possible restriction not only on the state level but also at the EU level as the EU issued a
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gaining access to the critical infrastructure. Aktaulne.cz found out that this report was issued to be
立
done by Huawei and completely paid for by Huawei itself. The report itself concluded the potential
recommendation to adopt the so-called EU Toolbox which should prevent foreign spies from
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1.53 billion USD losses based on the other report done by Oxford Economics and just translated
the data to the Czech Republic without collecting any other empirical data. The Oxford Economics
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report was issued and paid for by Huawei as well. Czech mobile carriers are distancing themselves
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from the report and security experts from the Charles university state that the report does not reflect
the truth as the experience from Denmark, Norway, and others where they replaced the Huawei-
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built 5G network. The report also does not reflect truthfully the possibility that certain government
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contracts can be limited in cases likel national security into which
n i the 5G networks fit. Huawei
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i also paid for and published a law
n gButc hHuawei
claims that it did not influence the report ateall.

analysis done by the law firm Toman, Devátý & partners (Toman, Devátý & partneři) which states
that the EU recommendation might be problematic and look like discriminatory by omitting the
national security aspect again.237
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4.7 Timeline
2004
PPF Group opened a branch office in Beijing.
2007
Home Credit started consumer finance operations in China.

2010
PPF Group became the first foreign entity to be licensed by the Chinese
regulator to provide consumer finance services in China.
2013
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In November 2013 (with effect from January 2014) PPF was granted a
nationwide license to provide consumer finance services in China.
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Zeman's 1st visit to PRC
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October 23-28. 2014
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2014
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Zeman announces restart of Czech Chinese relations on Chinese state
television
a
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U to the meeting with The General
h e n gCEO
Zeman takes Kellner
c hofi PPF
Party Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party Xi Jinping
Zeman flies back to the Czech Republic with PPF's plane instead of the

presidential plane
September 4th, 2014

BIS warns against Huawei and ZTE in the 2013 annual report

2015
September 1 – 6. 2015

Zeman's 2nd visit to PRC
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September 2015

During Zeman's visit in PRC CEFC gains Martinicky Palace, Slavia
Praha, minority shares in Medea Agency, Empresa Media, Lobkowicz
breweries, 10% in J&T and in time majority of Travel Service
Ye Jianming CEO of CEFC becomes Zeman's “special advisor”

October 2015

Prague Castle protocol Sklenar goes to CEFC as a vice deputy to
Jaroslav Tvrdik

2016
March 2016

CEFC wants 50% in J&T
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政
Balaban and guaranteed by Rector
大of the university Toms Zima
立

Czech Chinese Centrum at the Charles University Established by Milos

Official visit of the General Party Secretary of the Chinese Communist
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March 28-30. 2016

Party Xi Jinping in Prague

Prague – Beijing sister city agreement signed
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March 29th, 2016

Minister of Culture Herman meets with Dalai lama visiting Prague

October 18th, 2016

The president of Czech Republic Milos Zeman, the Prime Minister of
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October 18th, 2016

n

Czech Republic
Bohuslav Sobotka, the
a
v President of the Senate of the
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ni

Cthe
Parliament of
h eCzech Republic
i UMilan Stech and the President of the
ngch

Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic Jan
Hamacek issue so-called “Letter of Four” to reaffirm One China Policy
of the Czech Republic as a reaction to Minister of Culture Heman's

meeting with Dalai Lama.
October 27th, 2016

Zeman's revokes Brady's honors due to Herman meeting with Dalai
lama

November 2016

Chinese Investment Forum in Prague

2017
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March 27th, 2017

One year since Xi's visit to Prague, media notes lack of promised
investments

May 11-18 2018

Zeman's 3rd visit to PRC
Zeman attends BRI Forum in Beijing

July 2017

Chinese Investment Forum in Prague. Czech press did not let in just a
Chinese one.
Hamacek meets with Liu Yunshan strengthening cooperation of CSSD
and CCP
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CEFC asks to return shares in Empressa and Medea back to original

October 2017

BIS publishes annual report for 2016 warning about Chinese influence
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September 2017

in the Czech Republic

Patrick Ho arrested in the USA for corruption of African politicians
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November 2017
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2018
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CEFC joins Penta to buy Central European Media

i v CEFC gaining 51% in J&T
l Bank CNB did not napprove
Czech National
n

January 2018
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e n gbackground
due to the questionable
of the money
chi
March 2018

Ye Jianming disappears in PRC due to investigation. Remains Zeman's
advisor

May 2018

CEFC China Energy does not pay wages for 2 months at its HQ in
Shanghai

May 17th, 2018

J&T recalled Tvrdik and puts crisis management to CEFC Europe as it
did not pay its debt in time.
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May 25th, 2018

CTIC Group pays CEFC Europe's debt throughout Rainbow Wisdom
Investment to J&T and gains all previous CEFC Europe's property in
the Czech Republic

October 2018

Ye Jianming official charged with bribery. Still remains Zeman's
advisor
Chinese Investment Forum in Prague. Zeman meets with the head of
the CITIC Group

November 3-6 2018

Zeman's 4th visit to PRC
Zeman meets with Xi Jinping and attends China International Import
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Expo 2018 in Shanghai
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BIS publishes an annual report for 2017 warning about China and
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December 2018

Russia

Zeman criticizes BIS for its annual report and calls them incompetent
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December 2018

as according to him there are no Chinese or Russian spies in the Czech
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NUKIB publishes warnings against using Huawei and ZTE
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Republic

December 25th, 2018
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n g c hambassador PM Babis meets with him to
On-demand of the Chinese
talk about the NUKIB warnings against Huawei and ZTE

December

PM Babis is surprised that Chinese ambassador spoke about the

meeting on the Facebook page of the Chinese embassy instead of
issuing a joined public statement as is the norm
2019
January 6th, 2019

PM Babis states for media that the Chinese ambassador lied about the
meeting in his Facebook post
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January 10th, 2019

Foreign Minister Petricek meets with the Chinese ambassador but the
Facebook post remains online until today

January 2019

The new mayor of Prague Hrib wants to remove an article about One
China Policy from its sister city agreement with Beijing

February 2019

Prague city hall continues in the tradition of hoisting Tibetan flag after
4 years when previous Prague leadership stopped as they wanted to gain
panda to the Prague Zoo

March 2019

Patrick Ho sentenced to prison for bribery for 3 years

March 2019

At the meeting of ambassadors with the Minister of Industry and Trade
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Ministry, the Minister was asked by the Chinese ambassador to kick
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out Taiwan's representative and the Minister obliged
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Prague mayor Hrib says that he was asked the same by the Chinese
ambassador at New Year's meeting with ambassadors but he did not
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expel the Taiwanese representative

Zeman's 5th trip to PRC to attend the BRI summit
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April 24-29 2019
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PRC cancels performances of the artist connected to Prague as a
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a l for the steps done by new Prague's
retaliation
leadership
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th,

October 8 2019
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g cUniversity
Charles

Ch

Rector of the

Tomas Zima signs in silence

agreement with Home Credit with the clause about not damage each
other's names – sparks criticism about the possible impact on academic
freedoms
October 10th, 2019

Home Credit cancels the agreements with the Charles University under
the pressure from the public criticism

October 10th, 2019

Beijing cancels the sister city agreement before Prague can do it first

October 25th, 2019

Conferences about PRC organized on the Charles University by
Centrum of Security Politics were financed by the Chinese embassy
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October 27th, 2019

PPF Group buys Central European Media under which is the TV Nova
which has the most-watched evening news program

November 2019

BIS warns against PRC in its 2018 annual report

December 2019

Home Credit paying PR agency C&B in order to improve the public
image of the People's Republic of China in the Czech Republic
becomes known.

December 2019

CITIC Europe Holdings finishes all the acquisitions of the CEFC
Europe property in the Czech Republic and its head becomes No. 2 in
the whole CITIC Group Cai Huaxiang

政 治 大

2020
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Shanghai cancels sister agreement with Prague due to Prague's recent
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steps

Zeman might not go to PRC as he realizes that the promised

investments were not delivered
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New law limiting foreign investments to critical industries is under
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February 2020
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January 2020
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development by the Ministry of Industry and Trade – would have an
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a l Chinese companies and their
impact on
i v investments e.g. Huawei
February 2020
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c
gembassy
Letter from the Chinese
delivered to the deceased president of

Ch

the Senate through the presidential office was found threatening him
and Czech companies if he will go to Taiwan

March 6th, 2020

Presidential advisors Mynar and Nejedly went to PRC deliver a letter
from Zeman to Xi Jinping telling him that Zeman will go to PRC in
April

March 19th, 2020

President Zeman thanks to PRC as the only country that helped us to
deliver these (medical) supplies in his speech to the public about the
virus situation
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March 20th, 2020

The first plane with the medical supplies arrives at Vaclav Havel's
airport from the PRC and the Czech PM Babis and Minister of Interior
Hamacek thanks to the Chinese ambassador who is also present. (These
supplies were properly paid for, it was not a gift)

April 3rd, 2020

Jaroslav Tvrdik former president of CEFC Europe now in CITIC
European Holdings board member becomes a member of the pandemic
task force

April 2020

It was found out that report published on possible loses if Huawei will
not be able to build 5G networks in the Czech Republic was ordered
and paid for by Huawei

Investment gained the
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Chapter 5 Empirical Evidence
The next section of this thesis is the analysis which is based upon the data gathered in the previous
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section and information gained from the interviews. Data making the previous section is mainly

立

from the news articles which helped to create the overall timeline of the restarted Czech Chinese
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relations from 2013 until 2020. The interviews were conducted with four individuals who have a
connection to the PRC and background in various spheres. The first one was Mr. Filip Jirous who

‧

works for the Prague-based Sinopsis, focusing on China’s United Front work in the Czech

Republic, Xinjiang, and Digital Leninism. The next one was Mr. Jiri Etzler who is a television
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journalist with 27 years of experience. He worked as a correspondent for CNN from 2000 to 2007.
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From 2007 he moved to PRC as a correspondent for the Czech Television until 2014. The third

n

was Hana Do. Since her studies at a
Charles University, she worksvas a translator for China Center

l

i

C h to translate Chinese
z. s. and Skoda Auto. Since 2017 she started
U n literature to the Czech language.
engchi

Her last translation was Ball Lighting (球状闪电, Kulovy blesk) by Lui Cixin. And the last one
was Bao Do. He regularly visits China since 2011 and lived there for two years as part of his
studies. Currently, he works as a program manager for China Tours and sometimes attends the
tours to PRC himself as a tour guide. His other occupation is as a translator working with major
Czech companies like Skoda Auto.

5.1 Politics and economics
The relations between the Czech Republic and the People's Republic of China underwent a restart
in 2013 mainly because of the persona of the Czech president Milos Zeman who sold the whole
idea of the economic benefit for the Czech businesses and the Czech people. To have good
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economic relations with the PRC, the Czech Republic had to abandon certain aspects of its foreign
policy. A good example of this is the case of “dalailamism” as it was called by former PM Necas
when the focus on the Tibet and human rights issues in the PRC had to leave the Czech foreign
policy. Part of this is also stopping the tradition of hoisting the Tibetan flag at the Prague City hall
from 2016 until 2019 because of corresponding with the former political representation of Prague
and its sister city cooperation with Beijing. Therefore, to cooperate with PRC on the deep level
there is a need for prior or immediately following action of altering one's behavior suiting the
needs of the PRC. In other words, PRC is using its economy to reach its sharp power goals. Mr.
Jirous and project Sinopsis speaks about this as a “corrosive capital.” I believe that if the case for
potential cooperation is conditioned by tolerating the authoritarian practices by the government
officials that were elected by the people the democracy is being distorted. Because from my
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perspective it means that those elected officials are no longer representing the people and the
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values upon which they were elected by instead they are representing the values of the authoritarian
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society by which they are undermining their own.

It is apparent that the persona of the Czech president Milos Zeman is important in the Czech
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Chinese relations. On the political level, he has sold the whole idea of the restart of the Czech
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Chinese relations to the Czech public as a great opportunity that will bring the Chinese capital to
the country and will create thousands of jobs. In his attempt to achieve these goals he embarked
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on the road of the useful tool for the Chinese regime as demonstrated bellow. But as it might seem
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l to the CCP because hen iwould believe in their regime but
president Milos Zeman does not “serve”
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e n gtoctheh iCzech company PPF which through its
as Mr. Etzler points out Milos Zeman “serves”
subsidiary company Home Credit have important business interests in the PRC. He adds that for
Home Credit to operate in the PRC the relations of the two countries are paramount and that is
where Zeman comes into the play. Through his actions, he helps to maintain the kind of
relationship between the Czech Republic and the PRC as the PRC's officials like it, de facto playing
into the sharp power goals in exchange for some economic benefits for some Czech companies
and very few people, definitely not in the scope which Zeman promised. But subsequently, PRC
can exercise sharp power through him which leads to the distortion of democracy in the Czech
Republic.
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This was very apparent during the first visit by the Czech president Milos Zeman to the PRC.
During which among other business-related activities he gave an interview to the Chinese state
television. During the interview, he stated: “I did not come to teach market economy or human
rights but we try to learn how to increase economic growth and how to stabilize the society.”
Abandoning the core values of the democratic system that got him elected ignoring the
humanitarian values and giving in to the CCP's narrative as repeating the standardized phrases
representing the building stones of the Chinese regime. Especially the term “stabilizing the
society” is typical for the CCP's narrative and governing style and cannot be found in the traditional
dictionary of the Czech politicians. Therefore, again this example demonstrates that PRC is using
its economic influence to project sharp power in this case through the Czech president Milos
Zeman who normalizes the Chinese authoritarian system and abandons the democratic values of
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the Czech Republic in the public space which in other words undermines the democracy in the
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Czech Republic because if its public official abandons the democratic values for the business that
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creates new precedence to forsake other democratic values and norms in the country as well.
The big role in the Czech Chinese relations played the Chinese company CEFC whose CEO Ye
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Jianming was named by president Milos Zeman as his advisor. I believe that appointing the CEO
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of the Chinese company with the ties to the Chinese military, with unclear ownership of the
company is problematic in itself as the role of the advisor is to advise to president onto what is the
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best for the Czech Republic as the president swears during his inauguration. But when the advisor
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is Chinese national with ties to the Chinese
military his intentions
n i for advice would not always be
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aligned with the Czech interests thereforee the
itself is undermining the Czech

democracy. When Ye Jianming disappeared in the PRC's state secret prison president Zeman did
not recall him as an advisor, stating that unless proven guilty he is innocent. I believe that in this
case president Zeman again helped to exercise Chinese sharp power and helped to distort Czech
democracy. Firstly, Zeman applies the rules of the democratic system to the authoritarian country
by using the presumption of innocence. By presenting this he helps the PRC to create an illusion
that the PRC is working at the same principles as any western democracy. Playing into the sharp
power goals and normalizing the authoritarian regime. Secondly, Zeman dispatched his chancellor
Mynar and advisor Nejedly to go to PRC and try to find out where is the Ye Jianming. By doing
this he undermined the Czech diplomacy as a whole because of his political interests regarding the
PRC thus undermining the democratic norms and Czech democracy as well.
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When in 2016 came to the Czech Republic his Holiness Dalai Lama who has met with the Culture
minister he initiated the Letter of Four after the complaints from the Chinese embassy in Prague.
I believe that writing a letter to the PRC's government signed by the four top Czech governmental
officials pleading their loyalty to the CCP has a severe impact on the Czech democratic system.
Of course, this kind of behavior is driven by the promised economic benefits as good political
relations are needed for the favorable economic interaction with the PRC but again I believe that
the PRC is successfully exercising the sharp power through the Czech president Zeman by making
him and other Czech politicians vigorously please the PRC and spread its narrative on the topic of
Dalai Lama issue. I think that in this case the Czech democracy was undermined because its top
officials were not behaving like elected representatives of the sovereign country standing their
ground upholding the principles and values of their own country but all they did was pleasing the
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CCP in exchange for the promised economic benefits.
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As stated before president Milos Zeman invested a lot of his political capital into the relations with
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the PRC and to keep the good political relations between the two countries he has publicly taken
sides of the PRC on many occasions as demonstrated before. When in 2018 BIS published its
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report warning against the Chinese influence operations in the Czech Republic Zeman yet again
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took the side of the PRC by scolding the BIS and publicly stating they should not hunt some
imaginary Chinese spies. Stating that BIS is only helping the rising anti-Chinese hysteria in the
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country. Like everyone I have interviewed with stated they do not agree with the perception of
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l allied secret servicesnini EU or USA came to the same
president Zeman mainly because other
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findings that indeed the PRC is conducting e
influence
all over Europe. That is why I
believe in this case Zeman again plays into the Chinese sharp power-driven by promised economic
benefit and by publicly distrusting the Czech secret services he helps to undermine the institution
which is tasked to defend the Czech Republic against the foreign interventions thus undermines
the democratic system.
Another important event in the Czech Chinese interaction was the issue of the President of the
Senate of the Czech Republic Jaroslav Kubera who was planning an official visit to the Republic
of China (ROC, Taiwan). He made his intention to go public in fall 2019 at that time Foreign
minister Petricek and others made it clear that it is not a good idea as it could have an impact on
the relations with the PRC. It was made public only after Mr. Kubera's sudden death in February
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that the Chinese embassy issued a letter that was delivered to Mr. Kubera through the presidential
office on 14th of January when he attended the lunch at the Prague castle with the president Zeman,
his chancellor Mynar and president of the Parliament Vondracek. In my opinion, this is a clear
sharp power tactic by the PRC as Hana Do with who I conducted written interview thinks as well.
I believe that firstly the fact itself that the PRC issued the letter in which it threatens to the Czech
people and Czech companies fall into the category of the sharp power as it tries to make Czech
officials uphold the CCP's narrative at the highest level. Secondly is how the whole situation is
undermining Czech democracy. Again the most important factor here is the Czech president
Zeman and people around him, especially his chancellor Mynar. The fact that the letter was given
to Mr. Kubera by president Zeman at the lunch makes the president a “messenger” for the PRC
delivering threatening messages to other Czech officials who do not follow the CCP's line. Such a
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behavior of the highest Czech official undermines the sovereignty of the office of the president in
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the first place but also the sovereignty of the Czech Republic. Even though it might not be illegal
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to deliver messages from the Chinese embassy to other Czech politicians, it is not normal as such
official correspondence should have been sent directly to Mr. Kubera's office. More importantly,
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by delivering this threatening message president Zeman de facto took the side of the PRC in the
issue. As much as the president can argue that he was trying to protect the Czech interest I believe
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sharp power again and therefore undermined Czech democracy.
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Except for Mr. Kubera, there is another
relations and that is Covid-
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i not be spared and that the country
n g c hwould
19. When it became apparent that the CzecheRepublic
was poorly prepared, the Czech government turned to PRC to buy the much needed medical

supplies. It is important to stress that the majority of the European countries as well as many others
were buying much needed medical supplies from the PRC in the initial stage of the crisis, as at
that point the worst wave already went through the PRC, and later on switched to domestic
production. But the Czech Republic and its officials were a somewhat special case. First of all, it
was previously mentioned so many times that Jaroslav Tvrdik who became a member of the
Pandemic Task Force and his nomination to the response team was presented as logical as his
contacts in the PRC will help the Czech Republic secure much-needed supplies. Indeed, the
supplies were bought in the PRC and were properly paid for, therefore the question is why the
Czech Republic needed a president of the Czech Chinese mixed chamber and employee of the
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Chinese SOE CITIC group to help with such standard business. In this case, I believe it is apparent
the unclear interconnectedness of the Chinese state, its SOE, Czech private sector, and Czech
political sphere doing the bidding of the CCP.
Just one day before the first airplane coming from PRC with the medical supplies landed in Prague,
president Zeman had a TV speech towards the Czech nation addressing the crisis. The Czech
president thanked the PRC stating that it was the only country that helped the Czech state. The
statement was not true and whether we can talk about help is in itself questionable as all the

supplies were paid for. I believe that the statement like this from the mouth of the president was
undermining the Czech democracy because again he acted in line with the Chinese sharp power
improving its public picture in the Czech Republic and intentionally misleading the Czech public

政 治 大
When then the first Chinese airplane
立landed at the Prague airport the highest Czech officials were
at the same time.
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there together with the Chinese ambassador to welcome the plane and thank the PRC. As Mr.
Etzler stated in the interview it was only the Czech representation in the whole EU who thanked
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for the supplies that were paid for. From his perspective, this kind of behavior is unacceptable for

sovereign officials and only serves Chinese propaganda. I agree with Mr. Etzler and I believe like
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democracy. It is known that PRC asked the Czech officials to be at the airport and thank them as
the similar reports were coming from
a other European countries therefore again PRC was using its
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economic power to exercise sharp powerhto promote its U
e n g c h i own image and silence the criticism
concerning how the PRC dealt with the virus crisis. I think that agreeing to this from the side of
the Czech officials leads to the distortion of democracy because again they are playing into the
Chinese narrative and serving them as a tool by praising the country responsible for the crisis

which creates information fog and distorts the truth and rational debate without the democratic
system cannot work.
Another instance of sharp power distorting the Czech democracy was the example of Prague. As
was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, that the deeper cooperation with the PRC is
conditioned with good political relations and one has to alter his behavior prior to or immediately
after establishing cooperation with the PRC. The same was done in the case of Prague. As was
mentioned Prague stopped the tradition of hoisting the Tibetan flag as a gesture of better relations
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with the PRC. The same year when Prague stopped, in 2016, General Party Secretary Xi Jinping
came to Prague for an official visit, during which was the sister city agreement signed between
Prague and Beijing. As was described in the previous chapter in detail, this agreement had a One
China Policy clause even though sister city agreements are signed mainly for cultural or tourism
cooperation, not the political one. Because of that, the new Prague leadership decided to
renegotiate the agreement by leaving out the One China Policy article. Beijing did not react
therefore Prague decided to scrap the whole agreement and only then Beijing reacted by canceling
the whole deal just a day before Prague's leadership should have taken the vote. Since then Prague
started to hoist the Tibetan flag again as well. As a direct consequence, the city of Shanghai decided
to cancel its sister city agreement with Prague too as from their perspective Prague took the wrong
steps in the past in its attitude towards the PRC.

政 治 大
I believe that again in this case the PRC tried and succeeded at first to exercise sharp power which
立
led to the distortion of democracy in the Czech Republic as the tradition of hoisting the flag or
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agreeing to political articles in cultural deals were implemented. In other words, in the case of the
flag, the democratic expression of support to the human rights in Tibet was hindered by the
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cooperation with the PRC. In the case of the One China Policy clause in the sister city agreement
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I believe that again by the former leadership of Prague it was agreed to as the vision of economic
was bigger than the possible impact of the clause in the deal and its meaning. A big aspect could
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have been also a lack of knowledge of the topic among Prague's leadership which Mr. Jirous calls
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knowledge asymmetry and it is something
that PRC constantly
n irelies on upon their dealing with
foreign partners.
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From Prague's case, I believe there might be ways which can the Czech Republic take in order to
combat the Chinese influence while maintaining its openness in terms of the values of the open

society. From the previous paragraph, it is apparent that the two most important things are
economic benefits and knowledge about the PRC. I do believe that those two things are
interconnected as the political sphere is connected with the economy in the case of the Czech
Chinese relations. As Mr. Bao Do states he believes that politicians should consult experts on
China before any significant decision making. I do agree with this assessment that the Czech
officials should consult more with the experts in various spheres dealing with the PRC especially
those from the academic sphere. Even though people having huge experience dealing with PRC in
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the sphere of business are definitely useful to the Czech officials but business is still profit-driven
and everything else is secondary. The state as an institution is not a private company therefore the
voices advising the Czech statesmen should be more diversified and academia should not be
overlooked. I believe if the politicians will listen to the academics more the issue of the knowledge
asymmetry would be tackled and a more responsible decision could have been made instead of the
naïve approach that they took as Mr. Do calls it.
Therefore, in the case of Prague, the pure economic interest was abandoned and the policy towards

the PRC was revised under a new framework in which other aspects have more importance. The
other aspects in the case of the Tibetan flag are the core values of the Czech Republic such as
human rights and democracy. The case of the sister city agreement shows something very similar.

政 治 大
Czech Republic should strive for. The sister city agreements are cultural therefore political parts
立
should be omitted and that is exactly what the new leadership wanted to do and the PRC refused,

From my point of view, this case exactly demonstrates the balanced and equal cooperation that the
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therefore Prague’s position of not wanting to continue in the cooperation under these terms was
right because if it ought to continue again the Chinese economic leverage would prevail and distort
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the Czech democratic system as Prague would give in to the pressure.
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time. First is the lack of knowledge. The Czech state has three public universities with Sinology
departments from which Czech officials
a can gain information either on their initiative or organized
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framework could be created under the governmental
h e n g c hbody
i Uas well. In the case of an organized
body, I believe there can be other spheres like business and academia also represented to provide
the most comprehensive assistance to the Czech officials.
Second is the economic aspect of Czech Chinese relations. Currently, the new law is being drafted
under the ministry of Industry and Trade described in the previous chapter. Essentially this law is
aimed at the companies with their HQ outside of EU or their main decision body is outside of EU
as well which automatically is the case of all Chinese SOEs and other Chinese companies as well.
The law would mean that in the first step they investors should acquire the approval of the ministry
by showing the whole structure of the company with the real owner. Ministry will see if there is a
potential threat as it will ask for the risk assessment done by the ministry of interior, ministry of
foreign affairs, and Czech police. Other EU countries can put their inputs as well. If the ministry
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founds everything to be in order investors can proceed with the investment. If the ministry founds
an issue it will give it to the government which will decide. If it will be deemed as a potential threat
to the security of the Czech Republic government will have a right to stop the investments. This is
connected straight back to the previous point about the sufficient comprehensive knowledge being
provided to the Czech government from the experts. If implemented the law would not undermine
cooperation with the PRC but would help to straighten the relations onto an equal level.
In the current Czech Chinese relations, it is apparent that the main driving force and the most

helpful to the Chinese regime is the Czech president Milos Zeman. I think that this law can
successfully mitigate his impact on the Czech democratic system. If there is a politician like
president Zeman whose steps are constantly aiding Chinese sharp power and distortion of the

政 治 大
limit the economic cooperation in the sensitive spheres and thus his political capital as well.
立
Therefore, in the future, it should not repeat that one man should aid in the Chinese sharp power
Czech democracy by pure promotion only of the economic aspect and omitting others, the law can
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and its narrative.
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I think that the combination of both can create new straighten Czech Chinese relations which are

built upon upholding the values of the democratic system and still maintain economic cooperation
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be any straight limitation of the PRC in the Czech Republic but the utmost open, servile, and
somewhat naïve attitude that especially
a president Zeman is taking have to be abandoned as it has
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an impact on the democracy in the country.hTherefore, a combination
of law protecting the strategic
engchi U
industries and increased knowledge supplied to the Czech officials also from academia can

redefine the Czech Chinese relations so that the openness of the Czech system would not suffer at
all.

5.2 Media
It is apparent that since the restart of the Czech Chinese relations the question of the Czech media
was important because one of the initial CEFC's investments was into the Medea news agency and
Empresa Media which owns among other TV Barandov or weekly newspaper Tyden. Even though
CEFC asked in Autumn 2017 to return the shares to the original owner Jaromir Soukup the
transaction was not finalized and when the CEFC went bankrupt those minority shares were taken
over CITIC group which in April 2020 acquired the majority in Medea news agency. In October
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2019 PPF group singed a deal about taking over the Central European Media Enterprises (CME).
This acquisition sparked the debate about whether PPF through NOVA TV will alter the debate
about PRC in the Czech Republic as the PPF's biggest profit comes from the PRC.
The reasons why many are concerned by PPF buying CEM and CITIC buying Medea are not only
because of the PR campaign of Home Credit in the Czech Republic to increase the image of PRC
among the Czech Republic. But the second reason for concern is that it has been proven that having
a Chinese co-owner or even an owner leads to a qualitative change in the information provided

about the PRC. It was concluded in the study conducted in 2017 by Chinainfluence.eu. This study
looked at Czech media and how they informed about PRC between 2010 and June 2017. It
concluded that in general media inform about PRC in a neutral or mostly negative and only 14%

政 治 大
leftists like Halo Noviny and more importantly media that were owned or co-owned by CEFC –
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which bought minority shares in Medea and Empresa media in 2015 led to change to exclusively

informed about PRC positively. The important conclusion remains that media that are hard-line
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positive coverage of China.238 Because an independent media does not exist in PRC and all its
foreign-language media working abroad engage in the propaganda and push for the CCP's narrative
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it is apparent that the same has happened, is happening and will be happening in the Czech
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In the case of the Medea media agency, the issue lies in the fact that Medea is serving as a
intermediary between companies that
a want to advertise and media that are providing space for
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their advertising. Medea has an annual budget
CZK (120 million USD) and much of
h e nofg3 cbillion
hi U
media's survival is dependent on securing finances from advertising. Since the majority now holds
Rainbow Investment which is in CITIC Group's portfolio and CITIC Group is a Chinese SOE it
de facto means that the major Czech news agency on which many media depends financially is

under direct control of the Chinese Communist Party.
This contract was done mainly thanks to Jaroslav Tvrdik and Martin Nejedly who is an advisor to
president Zeman. Both of them went to PRC in March to finalize the deal. This is important for
two reasons as it is a view as a counterbalance to prime minister Babis and his media imperium as
well as support for CSSD. The second reason is that it is another tool how to influence the image
238
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of PRC in the Czech Republic as president Zeman will end in his office in 2023 and cannot
candidate again, therefore, PRC will lose an important person as at the moment reelecting someone
useful as Zeman to PRC seems very unlikely. 239
Based on the previous experience with the Chinese co-owners or owners, it is ostensible that
Medea agency will be used as a tool to perform the method of “sticks and carrots.” More money
for the media that do not criticize the PRC or even praise it and on the other hand, less money for
those media which will inform in a way that PRC deems to be criticizing. In this sense, PRC will

gain means to control the information flow which will lead to a distortion of the narrative about
the PRC which will become pro-CCP. In other words, through the control of the money coming
from adverts, the PRC will be in control of not only the picture of this authoritarian regime but

政 治 大
narrative. As it is apparent now during the Covid-19 crisis, all Chinese media are following the
立
line given by Beijing portraying the PRC as the savior and praising the measures that the regime
also what information will be provided about certain issues thus the CCP will be in charge of the
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enacted, subsequently criticizing the democratic regimes as being not effective compared to the
Chinese model, therefore, undermining the democracy in the Czech Republic.
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A similar interest in the Czech media also has a Czech actor which has huge financial interests to
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Kellner, whose subsidiary company Home Credit works at the Chinese financial market providing
non-banking loans is dependent on athe will of the CCP to keep on operating in the country. As the
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financial market in PRC is highly regulatedhJiri Etzler statesU
e n g c h i that without goodwill and good Czech
Chinese relations Home Credit's operations can be seized in PRC in 24 hours. Therefore, for the
company, it is paramount to maintain good political relations. One way to achieve that is through
a medial campaign as media have a direct impact on the ordinary people who are voters which

then translates to the elected representatives deciding on the political relations and approach the
country will take towards the PRC.
PPF and Home Credit are interested in the media in two instances. For the first time in 2019 when
Aktualne.cz uncovered that Home Credit hired a PR agency C&B to help to set up project

NEUMAN, Ondrej. Ondřej Neumann: Číňané s Tvrdíkem a Nejedlým v tichosti přepsali český mediální trh.
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Sinoskop. As described in the previous chapter Sinoskop was presented as an independent
endeavor of Vit Vojta who works as a translator for Milos Zeman and has his own business in
PRC. Journalists wanted a comment from the Home Credit but the spokesman Tomanek said that
he cannot comment as he does not have any documents even though the documents were sent to
him before the questions were asked. Later in the day Home Credit's spokesman Tomanek issued
a statement that Home Credit rejects the claim that it was behind the creation of a clandestine
network to influence public opinion. He also stated that from now on Home Credit would
communicate only through its lawyers.240
Mr. Vojta wanted to redefine the debate about PRC in the Czech Republic with his project Sinskop.
For him, the public debate about PRC in the Czech Republic was mainly examined critically by

政 治 大
due to the articles published by Sinopsis about the PPF and its Home Credit and it went so far that
立
Home Credit has sent a pre-litigation appeal to project Sinopsis in December 2019 as well.

the Sinopsis project in which experts from Charles University work. Sinopsis clashed with PPF
241
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According to the documents responsible for the work was C&B's president and minority owner
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Tomas Sazima. The majority owner of C&B is Tomas Jirsa who is a former business partner of

the PPF's public relations agent Radim Ochvata. 242 Therefore there is the connection between the
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Credit helped to establish and organize Sinoskop Institute for Contemporary China (Sinoskop Institut pro současnou Čínu) as an opposing
force to Sinopsis. Project Sinoskop was established in
a
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June 2019 by Vit Vojta. He with his project
himself as an independent expert on China
h epresents
ngchi U
and goes to the mass media and writes commentaries. He claims he tries to promote a constructive
view of China. When he established the project he claimed that it will be financed by his own
money from his business (investments and consulting company) as well as from the earnings from

his online crowdfunding project.243 From the documents, it is clear that C&B provided its services
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to Vojta and his project two months before its establishment in June 2019. C&B established its
web page as stated president of C&B Sazima who confirmed this information and added that Vojta
might not have known but he at least had to have an idea that C&B is in contact with Home Credit.
From the documents, Home Credit paid for the logo, design, text font, and recruitment of people
to the project as well as social media profiles not only for the project but for Vojta himself. After
going officially online then the company spends tens of thousands for the advertisements on
Facebook and Twitter. At this pint, Vojta acknowledges the cooperation with C&B's president
Sazima but is not able to answer who paid him even though he claims Home Credit did not pay
anything for him.244
In Home Credit's book, the Sinoskop project is labeled as their own project and all the steps done

政 治 大
the texts appearing on the Sinoskop pages but as the journalist states, it is important to disclose
立
that it is unknown if the people writing for Sinoskop knew about the money coming from the Home
by C&B are sent to Home Credit for coordination and evaluation. C&B controlled and edited all
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Credit or not. But C&B charged Home Credit for the articles published on Sinoskop. For example,
an article that was written by the Czech ambassador to PRC Vladimir Tomsik who gained his
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position thanks to his huge support for current president Milos Zeman. C&B charged Home Credit
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Part of Sinoskop's website focusing on what
going on in PRC was all managed by the
h eis ncurrently
hi U
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C&B. As Vojta tried to promote his project as totally independent for example by previously
mentioned crowdfunding it was, in the end, C&B who organized this crowdfunding as well using
money from Home Credit. The event indeed got all 500,000 CZK (20,000USD) but the donors are

unknown and it is a question who donated 240,000 CZK (9,600USD) in return for a private tour
guide to PRC for 12 days. This was just the start of the various activities that C&B offered to Vojta
and his project. Except for funding and branding, C&B gave Vojta lessons on public speaking
training his reactions on social media, TV, and radio. Creation of Vojta's professional photographs
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and videos. PR agents also wrote emails and took care of the social media posing as Vojta when
he was in PRC. When someone was criticizing the project Sinoskop C&B was creating responses
that were published. C&B charged Home credit for many interviews that Vojta gave in the media.
In some cases, C&B even prepared the questions for the media that they should ask Vojta during
the interview as it happened for Vojta's interview with Lubos Xaver Vesely at hi XTV. Mr. Vesely
denies it all and claims he does not even recall the interview with Vojta. C&B president Sazima
states that Mr. Vesely does not know a lot about the topic therefore he sent him some “tips” for
the questions that might be attractive for the listeners.246
Mr. Vojta portrays his project as a balancing force into the debate about the PRC but for Mr. Etzler
with whom I conducted an interview sees him as a force behind an information stream doing soft

政 治 大
entity for which the good relations between the Czech Republic and PRC are vital. Mr. Vojta also
立
lied about his connections to Home Credit as he stated that the whole project is his own paid for

pro-Chinese propaganda mainly because the money that is backing him is coming from a corporate
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by his money.
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Another aspect of C&B's work was supporting other actors creating a positive image of PRC and

attack those who are criticizing the PRC. One example of support was the support of the conference
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in the Czech parliament organized by the MP Jan Skopecek (ODS) called Czech China relations –
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opportunities and limits. Even though it seemed like his personal initiative according to the
documents it was organized by the
a C&B. C&B charged Home Credit for the “concept of the
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conference in the Czech parliament” laterhon there was theU
e n g c h i meeting with MP Skopecek, viewing
of the venue, consultation, creation of the guest list, invitations, and internal meeting about the
coordination of organization. Foreign minister Petricek and others claimed they had no idea that
C&B was behind the conference and all perceived it as MP Skopecek's initiative.247
Even more problematic was the discovery that Senator Pavel Fischer was under some kind of close
surveillance from C&B. Senator Fischer is known to be the most critical politician of the PRC
regime as from his perspective relations with PRC should not only be about trade and business.
C&B charged 40 work hours of monitoring to Home Credit. According to the C&B's president
246
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Sazima, it was only about looking at Senator's Twitter or Facebook as Senator Fischer is a public
and relevant figure in the debate about PRC's image in the Czech Republic. Another similar
activity was the attack on Prague's mayor Hrib who started the dispute with Beijing about the
political article in the sister agreement. C&B paid by Home credit created a report and materials
for Sinoskop as a reaction to the Prague-Beijing issue. Later Vojta met with the mayor Hrib in the
TV interview and again the materials for Vojta were prepared by C&B and paid for by Home
Credit. Hrib reacted that he was surprised to learn that he was some kind of target of C&B's
campaign and there were big corporations behind political activities of some politicians either at
the municipal or state level that would be a new line that was crossed in the Czech political
culture.248

政 治 大
having an upper hand over the Home Credit which for PRC is not an important company but PRC
立
is the crucial market for Home Credit. The company realizes that good political relations are the

In this way, the data shows that PRC is exercising sharp power in the Czech Republic as it is
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key for their operations as was proven in 2014 shortly after the restart of the relations was
announced and Home Credit finally received the national permit to provide non-banking loans in
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the PRC. Therefore, financing a project like Sinoskop in terms of finances is nothing for Home
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Credit and it can only gain from such operation. Even though Sinoskop might not be the dominant
voice on the Czech Chinese relations at the moment it introduced a new element into the
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information stream. Pushing the CCP's narratives claiming the objectivity and expertise using
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Vojta's position as a translator for thel Czech president Milos Zeman
n i and his predecessors. By this
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e nasgfrom
c h ihis point of view, it is not the topic which
claim of his “normalizing” the debate about PRC
is black and white and thus the debate should not be as well he is working on normalizing the
authoritarian regime itself and giving it validity in the democratic society. In other words,
following the aims of the sharp power and subsequently distorting the democracy. The same
applies to the “surveillance” of the critics of PRC. Doing some kind of background checks about
democratically elected officials because of their opinions is something that has been done in
Communist Czechoslovakia by the Communist party. The fact that similar things are happening
today by the private company which has their financial interest in the PRC is an act that distorts a
democratic environment in the Czech Republic.
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The second instance where the financial group PPF serves to PRC being able to exercise sharp
power is from the beginning of 2020 when it was announced that the PPF group will buy the
Central European Media, part of which is the TV Nova which has the most-watched evening news
in the Czech Republic. From the standpoint of the PPF, it is a mere acquisition conducted with the
view of the profit. Upon asking Mr. Etzler if he thinks that PPF will use the CEM to influence the
narrative about the PRC in the Czech Republic he does agree. He offers two reasons for this
statement. First of all, there are financial reasons for Home Credit to be able to continue to operate
in the PRC. The second reason is the previously mentioned Home Credit campaign to already alter
the image of the PRC in the Czech Republic, therefore now having the most-watched evening
news in the country means to exercise the soft Chinese propaganda only increase for the PPF.

政 治 大
PRC in the Czech Republic like the Chinese SOE CITIC, but instead, PPF together with Home
立
Credit is representing their interest which is in a sphere of business but given the realities of the

From the data gathered I believe that Mr. Kellner and his PPF do not represent the interests of the
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PRC's market to be able to continue to operate there, even them, a private company, have to work
on the good relationships among these two countries, therefore, have to act in a degree as the
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Chinese SOE does. That is why a private Czech actor is contributing to the exercise of the Chinese
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sharp power in the Czech Republic which leads, as the concept of it presents, to the poisoning of
the information stream, relativizing the debate, justification of the Chinese authoritarian regime,
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undermining the system and thus attacking the Czech democracy.
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In the case of the CITIC gaining a majorityhin the Medea news
e n g c h i U agency, it is up to a debate whether
media belong to the strategic sphere of “industry” for example how 5G networks or how medical
supplies do. This has been discussed in connection with a law that is being prepared by the Ministry
of Trade and Industry which will limit foreign acquisition to the sensitive spheres of industry. As

a part of this law are also investments into the media. According to the law, this relates to the radio
and TV stations in the case of print media it only relates to those which have more than 100,000
prints a day. The problem is that it omits smaller printed media as the 100,000 benchmark is only
relevant to two newspapers in the whole country. This proposition also ignores online media which
has high reading count as well.
A good example of this would be the Literarni Noviny which after receiving the investments from
the Chinese side changed their information stream about PRC. From the analysis done on the last
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six issues from 2019 there were 248 pages about the PRC his newspapers started to publish articles
written by Chinese “journalists” from the Guangming Daily other articles related to PRC were
strictly avoiding any sensitive topics such as human rights, Huawei, Tibet, and Xinjiang. The
owner Mr. Pavel also interviews the Chinese officials, for example with the director of the Chinese
Institute for the International Studies which is directly under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
People's Republic of China for the article called Rise of China does not have to mean weakening
of the USA in the article Pavel agrees with the word of the president as he states that: “China's rise
is peaceful.” As the president of the institute continues: “China does not make any enemies and
really tries to cooperate and develop with everyone in a friendly way.” Pavel refuses to state how
much is he getting paid from the PRC but from the 2017 report the newspaper was in 60 million
CZK (2.41 million USD) deficit but at the end of 2019, the report just stated that they expect the
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deficit to be minimal.249 In this case, it is problematic as well as this newspaper is also being
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financed by the Czech state as there were given grants from the state and the regions. Therefore,
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from the ethical point of view if that would be private newspaper it could do what it wants but
since it receives state to support the articles about China should be at least labeled with information

‧

about the funding according to media analyst Rozanek.250 Mr. Hala from Sinospsis states that this
is an example of a “borrowed boat” case when PRC invests money in a local newspaper and puts
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into it its propagandist texts. That means that a foreign subject will act in line with Chinese interests
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in exchange for capital. Therefore, I believe this proposed law should be aimed at the smaller
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printed newspaper and online mediaa as well and it is absolutely necessary
to be enacted as soon as
iv
possible.
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Another important aspect is the knowledge about the PRC and how is the medial environment over
there. As Mr. Etzler points out Chinese journalist is not necessary journalist but he calls them a
“propaganda workers” and points out an official visit of the General Party Secretary Xi Jinping to
the Xinhua news newsroom where he reminded them their job is to work on building China in
alignment with the CCP. Thus I believe the point of non-existent freedom of media should be
reminded at every occasion together with the fact that even foreign language speaking media
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owned by PRC's various agencies are working in the same lines as domestic Chinese media except
their aim are the foreigners.
As one of the vital pillars of the democratic system is the free media and access to the information
Mr. Etzler with whose opinion I agree is that it would be unwise to expel Chinese journalist from
the Czech Republic and instead focus on the Czech people to educate them about the hypocrisy of
the PRC that Chinese journalist are enjoying the free system and access to anyone willing to talk
to them but the foreign journalist in the PRC does not. Thus in this sense according to the paradox

of tolerance blunt limitation is not a good approach as it can be mitigated by public opinion and
information. In this case, restriction of the foreign journalist would be against the value of the open
society.

政 治 大
the journalists are treated in the respective
立 countries and applies it to the online sphere as well.
Mr. Etzler continues that pointing out the hypocrisy of the different approaches concerning how
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Today anyone can set up a “news” site on the internet. These sites then operate on social media

such as Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube. Here he mentions the same hypocrisy that needs to be
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addressed and that is that those web pages are all blocked in PRC and foreign agencies are forced

to create their account on the Chinese version of these media which is heavily regulated, compared
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to the western social media or are not able to operate there at all. I believe that it is important to
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point out this fact to an ordinary consumer by adding a disclaimer to the various Chinese news
accounts such as CTGN, or CinskyaRozhlas pro Zahranici (Chinese Radio International), etc. on
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these social media, stating that these newshagencies are fully
e n g c h i U or partially funded by the Chinese
government and do not have any editorial freedoms and present the information as the CCP needs

them to. This is already being done on YouTube under the CGTN videos and I believe this is a
good approach to point out the state-funded media. I believe that bluntly not allowing the Chinese

media's profile on the western social media would be a mistake and would be against the interests
of the open society but it has to be managed by the public opinion which can be only done by
providing sufficient knowledge one of which is to inform about the connection between the
Chinese media and the CCP right on their profiles and under their tweets and videos.
In terms of PPF, Home Credit, and Sinoskop I believe that the matter is more complicated than the
one of the Chinese state media. In my view, it would be unthinkable to block Sinoskop as that
would be a serious violation of the freedom of speech and since Sinoskop and acquisition of the
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CEM are private business ventures there is nothing systemic that can be done. In my opinion in
this case the only possible tool how to mitigate the Chinese sharp power that is being exercised
with the help of these private business ventures of PPF in the Czech Republic is to moderate
through the public opinion as the paradox of tolerance suggests. I believe this can be done by other
medial subjects either focusing on the topic of the Czech Chinese relations pointing out the
financial ties of Home Credit, Sinoskop and PPF, or by investigative journalists which are in fact
how the general public learned about it.

This relates to what Mr. Etzler stated that in his opinion the Czech investigative journalism is in a
good state doing a very good job and as an example, he mentioned Lukas Valasek who was the
one who uncovered the ties between Sinoskop and Home Credit. Mr. Etzler also states that another

政 治 大
of academics. From his point of view, they do a good job as its director Martin Hala is approached
立
by a foreign newspaper like Guardian or New York Times which according to Mr. Etzler's

subject focusing on Czech Chinese interaction is the project Sinopsis whose team consists mainly
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expertise pays extreme attention to editorial truth. Therefore, I think that even though none
systemic tools could be implemented to limit the sharp power that is being exercised through the
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activities of PPF in the Czech Republic as that would be against the values of the open society,
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strong actors are mitigating the impact of their activities by informing the public about it and
providing information. In other words, they are keeping the sharp power in check by contributing
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factual information to the debate which creates public opinion. Because of that, the level of defense
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i as I agree with Mr. Etzler that
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against Chinese sharp power in this instance
seems sufficient to
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the level of investigative journalism in the Czech
g c h i and skill to provide factual information
to the general public by other actors focusing on the topic of Czech Chinese relations is high.

5.3 Academia
Academic freedoms are very important for any democratic system as the ability to pursue any topic
deemed necessary serves as a base source of information upon which the public debate about
various topics can be made. If the academic environment is limited, distorted, or influenced than
it alters the outcomes of research and has a direct impact on the public debate within the democratic
regime thus the democratic system as such as well. From data, this thesis gathered through looking
at the Czech Chinese relations and interviews there are instances in which the PRC has exercised
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directly or indirectly sharp power in the academic sphere thus having an impact on democracy in
the Czech Republic.
The universal and long known tactics of the PRC on how to limit academic freedoms abroad is the
usage of visas to PRC. Filip Jirous points out that this concept was very well described by Perry
Link in 2002 in his essay titled China: Anaconda on a Chandelier. There are many cases of
academics who have restricted access to PRC or even are totally banned to enter the country. This
is nothing new even for the Czech academics who in their academic work focused on the topics

deemed by CCP to be sensitive and thus are now not allowed to enter the PRC. That is why
academics self-censor themselves, distorting whole academic spheres. Mr. Jirous adds that the
people who should be providing scientific unbiased data are forced to focus only on the more

政 治 大
problematic as then the whole debate about the potential relations with the PRC is distorted.
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positive aspects of the PRC's regime which leads to publishing only the positives which in itself is
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The best analogy for this phenomenon would be a circle. The PRC is limiting access to academics
focusing on uncomfortable topics for the PRC. For those academics to retain access to PRC, they
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start to practice self-censorship. They focus only on the positive aspects of the PRC. They publish

noncritical works. These are used by the regime to propagate itself abroad and the debate in a
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certain country is lacking the input on problematic issues which would lead to a constructive
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debate. In other words, limiting the critics abroad according to the sharp power concept. Therefore,
the constructive debate cannot be
a exercised and the democratic system then cannot work
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effectively. In order to work effectively, h
the academics would
e n g c h i U have to focus on uncomfortable
topics for the PRC but their access to PRC would be restricted, thus the circle closes.
Filip Jirous states that limiting the access of the academics to the PRC was the initial tool on how
to silence its foreign critics but later on PRC have added capital with which gained the PRC even
bigger leverage. Such instance when the capital from the PRC is flowing to the academic sphere
in the Czech Republic are the Confucius Institutes. There are two CIs in the country and even
though there are not any illegal activities going on like in case of Belgium where the head of the
CI was charged with espionage251, as Filip Jirous points out there are indicators that could hint
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about the CI's influence on academia. The first case is the Olomouc Sinology Department at
Palacky University where the CI has operated since 2007. As was described in detail in the
previous chapter the publication history that Olomouc Sinology produced regarding the Xi Jinping
the Governance of China a noncritical translation of the publication used for the propaganda
reasons. Before it was published the book was sent to PRC for editing the terminology. This book
is known to be propaganda literature putting together the dogmas of the Chinese Communist Party
which is Xi Jinping's Though compared to Mao's Red Book. It was also published without any
foreword or explanation which, at the minimum, is against publishing norms which ought to be
expected by the major university in the country. But I believe it is problematic that the book
translated to the Czech language thus aimed for the Czech readers should be sent to PRC for some
kind of approval. Publishing books like that will again have an impact on the public debate as it

政 治 大

just provides non-critical information about the PRC without any explanation in the foreword
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where would be nature of this literature and the nature of Xi's politics and the governmental system
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of PRC explained to a Czech reader. Olomouc does not talk about this book very often now but
the Chinese embassy in Prague gives this book to guests at receptions or before the Xi's visit in
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2016 it gave one copy to parliament members attending its seminar as a part of the Xi's visit.252
And even though there are not any illegal activities and controversies with the Confucius Institute
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focusing on the history of PRC diminishing the events of 1989 and ignoring the Xinjiang problem,
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Czech public university and consider bigger detachment as other western countries did by
expelling the CIs from their campuses. I do not believe that the Czech Ministry of Education should
expel the CIs from the country as that would be excessive limitation against Czech openness.
In the case of the Confucius Institute in Prague, the matter is more complicated as there are political
ties. According to data the CI at the University of Finance and Administration (Vysoka skola
financni a spravni, VSFS) was established after president Zeman's 4th visit to PRC. The director
of this academic institution is Bohuslava Senkyrova who was financially sponsoring the
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presidential campaign of Milos Zeman. At the board of this private university sits Karel Havlicek
who is currently also the Minister of Transportation and the Minister of Industry and Trade. As he
stated for the media because this CI will have the economic character, its output can be used as a
truly independent source for crafting policies on economic Czech Chinese cooperation. On the
second note, he does not see his position at the board as a conflict of interest. 253 I think that because
VSFS is a private university, therefore, profit-driven and cooperation with the CI is always
“sweetened” with the money from the PRC to the university either in direct payments or indirectly
through Chinese students coming to study and pay tuition at that university. Mr. Havlicek is clearly
in conflict of interest and because of that, he is propagating the CI as an independent entity on the
economic relations of the Czech Republic and PRC. If indeed in the future this CI will have any
parts in crafting the economic policies of the Czech Republic in relations to PRC practically
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sponsored by the Chinese state, then I believe that will give PRC the tools to exercise sharp power
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directly within the Czech politics which will have a direct impact on the Czech interests and
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democracy. Because of that, I do think that in this case activities of the CI in connection to
providing the expertise to the Czech state should be banned as I do not think that an institution as

of the Czech state.
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CI which belongs to the CCP's propaganda sphere should be involved in crafting national policies
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2020 and for its proper output we have to wait due to the Covid-19 situation in the Czech Republic,
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l Chinese state paid for nthei academic activities. In October
there was a second instance when the
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i paying for the conferences organized
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2019 it came to light that the Chinese embassy
g c h was

by the Czech Chinese Centrum at Charles University through a private company that Balaban
established. For the same reasons, Balaban and his activities were explicitly mentioned in the BIS
annual report in 2013 as an example of how the foreign entities can influence public opinion in the
Czech Republic.254 A financial audit conducted found out how much money Charles University
lost through Balaban and others and concluded that the damage was around 5 million CZK
(200,000USD). Instead of depositing the money Balaban and his colleagues sent gifts to the
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university accounts and deposited them into the accounts of their private company and kept some
of the money. Currently, this is still under the police investigation. The Centrum of Security
Politics at Charles University was closed in September 2019 and all the employees except one
have left the University. Balaban remains a defense and security expert for political party CSSD.255
The debates were presented as they would provide information about the PRC and enrich the public
debate. But in fact, it served the opposite purpose. Because the objective debate would incorporate
PRC sensitive topics, being paid by the Chinese state gives the leverage to PRC to exercise the

sharp power by silencing the critics by not inviting them and inviting only the speakers that serve
the Chinese needs. Debates were for example moderated by Vit Vojta who has connections to
Home Credit with his project Sinoskop. Therefore, PRC indeed gained the ability to exercise sharp
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The second even more severe issue
立with this Czech Chinese Centrum was the fact that people
power by providing the capital to Czech individuals who in returned served Chinese needs.
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employed there were crafting policy for the Czech government advising them on how to engage
the PRC and how to defend against foreign interventions from this country. By providing funding
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Chinese state gained useful tools to blunt the possible defensive steps the Czech Republic could

have undertaken which in return gave PRC more space to exercise the sharp power, even more,
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distorts Czech democracy. I believe that in cases like this academic debate should be allowed at
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the university grounds but as the paradox states it should be moderated by the public opinion and
for that the information is necessaryatherefore I believe a public declaration during the events about
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the funding coming from the PRC shouldhhave been madeUso that the attendees can look at the
engchi
presented information accordingly. On the other hand, having an institution paid by the Chinese
government crafting foreign and security policies is unthinkable. In this case and similar cases as
well I am proposing a complete ban on participation of any party having as significant ties to the

PRC as in this case.
The next case is different from previous ones because in this case, the money is not going from
the Chinese state but from the already mentioned private company Home Credit which has a huge
financial interest in the PRC. Even though the whole case took just a mere two days it shows the
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aims of this private company to have a certain influence on the academic sphere as well. In October
2019 Charles University signed the deal with Home Credit which would make it a main partner of
the university. In this contract was this clause: “both sides promise to refrain from anything that
could damage the good name and reputation of the parties or that could adversely affect their
cooperation.” I think that this clause can be seen as absolutely normal in the corporate world but
it has nothing to do in academia as no one can vouch not to do any potentially harmful research. It
was even more problematic that Home Credit had problems with the project Sinopsis in the past
and as many academics from Charles University are also writing for Sinopsis which informs about
the Home Credit's ties to PRC and the Czech Politics it seemed like an effort to silence the
academics as just a week before the public learned about the contract PPF labeled the project
Sinopsis as fake news on their official Twitter account.256 What contributed to this conclusion is
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also the fact that an important contract such as choosing the main partner of the oldest university
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in the Czech Republic was not debated at the academic senate or even with the rectors from certain
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faculties. The whole deal between Charles University and Home Credit was canceled just a mere
two days after this information became public. What adds to this conclusion is also the fact that

‧

two months after this in December 2019 Home Credit has sent a pre-litigation appeal to project
Sinopsis which cooperates with the Department of Sinology under Charles University.257
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Because this contract did not have enough time to be enacted I believe that in this instance there
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was no possibility to exercise sharp power for PRC through Home Credit's interests. The reason
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why is that I think because the potential
intention was successfully
mitigated and eventually
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e n gof ctolerance
h i states as showing that it might be
stopped by the public debate as to the paradox
sufficient strategy in other cases as well. It would be shortsighted to block from sponsoring the
university any corporation even those which have strong ties to PRC's market as that would have
been against the values and norms of the open society.
From this instance, I believe the same approach can be applied to the whole academic sphere in
the Czech Republic and thus making it less susceptible to the Chinese sharp power as the Czech
academia have a big advantage over other democratic countries especially Anglo-Saxon ones. As
HELLNER and DRAGOU. Home Credit si nás nekoupil, jejich peníze ale potřebujeme, tvrdí Karlova univerzita.
[online]. Aktualne.cz, 2019. Retrieved from: https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/home-credit-si-nas-nekoupil-branipartnerskou-smlouvu-kancle/r~5235f21ee9dd11e984c6ac1f6b220ee8/. [visited: 30.4.2020].
257
SINOPSIS. Odpověď Projektu Sinopsis na předžalobní výzvu od společnosti Home Credit. [online]. Sinopsis, 2019.
[visited: 30.4.2020].
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Filip Jirous points out this advantage is that the school and university system in the Czech Republic
is publicly funded and free therefore universities and most of the academic institutions are not
dependent on the Chinese students bringing funds to the university like in West. Of course, the
funding is not ideal and there is a huge space for improvement making it even more independent
but from Mr. Jirous' perspective, the Czech Republic is doing very well comparatively with AngloSaxon academia. An outcome of that is that Czech academics who want to research political topics
in PRC are not being disallowed from universities or other academic institutions and they have a
place and support where they can do their research. On the other hand, he adds that in some cases
they have to accept that they will probably never go to PRC. Mr. Jirous states that the issue is the
lack of information that the Czech universities have therefore the debate about these issues is also
struggling. From his expertise that is something that PRC is relying on when contacting academic

政 治 大

institutions abroad. He calls it “knowledge symmetry”.
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This is an issue that the BIS is warning against in its annual reports. According to BIS Chinese
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people or institutions are trying to get into contact with academics or with academic institutions in
the Czech Republic. Contacted academics or important people within a given institution are then

‧

invited to PRC where they receive the best treatment possible for minimal or no expenses at all
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and at the end of their stay there they are offered cooperation with Chinese actors. BIS is trying to
educate the academic workers about the possible dangers of working with PRC as their goal is to
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acquire mainly intellectual property and technologies which applies mainly to engineering
universities.258
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That is because the engineering universities often do not have the capacity to check their potential
Chinese partner as such universities do not have sinology departments or needed funds to conduct
such research and because of that these institutions are among the most vulnerable. Mr. Jirous

points out that the Czech Ministry of Education keeps a public list of Czech public universities
cooperating with specific Chinese universities. Some of those are known for their connections to
the CCP or PLA. Therefore, I believe there has to be an entity that would provide the much-needed
screening of Chinese counterparts. Mr. Jirous agrees with this but he points out that the current
problem is that there is not even a debate whether the Ministry of Education or a joint effort of all
CTK. Číňané vyzvídají informace od českých vědců a oslovují příslušníky bezpečnostních složek, varuje BIS.
[online]. Seznam Zpravy, 2019. Retrieved from: https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/cinane-vyzvidaji-informaceod-ceskych-vedcu-a-oslovuji-prislusniky-bezpecnostnich-slozek-varuje-bis-82105. [visited: 30.4.2020].
258
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public universities should be responsible for this. Therefore, I believe the debate has to start as
soon as possible and since major universities in the Czech Republic are public it should be initiated
by the Ministry of Education and consult the situation with the universities. As Mr. Jirous stated
project Sinopsis he works for is currently working on the report about this particular matter and he
points out that many universities are indeed looking for capacities to screen and check their
Chinese counterparts but have nowhere to turn for tools for which they are looking for. Thus from
my point of view, the need to start the debate and consequential steps are crucial.

I agree with Mr. Jirous that Czech universities should not terminate all cooperation with the
Chinese counterparts under the notion that all Chinese academics and students are spies. As he, I
do believe that without the debate on this topic and looking on the date the risk management cannot

政 治 大
public opinion, it should be. Thus it can be applied to academic cooperation as well. First, the need
立
to inform Czech academies how the Chinese academic system works is paramount. Mr. Jirous
be done and then act upon it. As the paradox of tolerance states where it can be mitigated by the
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point out that Czech academics do not realize that there is no academic freedom in PRC.
Universities are not self-governments but are run by the Communist Party. They are not run by the
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Rector but by the Secretary of the Communist Committee which operates at that particular
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university. And this overall lack of knowledge gives the Chinese side to exploit the Czech side.
Another tactic is that the Chinese partners deliberately emphasize only the purer partnerships in
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foreign languages and, for example, do not declare partnerships with the Chinese military or

v

i academia can start to act
affiliation with the CCP. Once thisl is addressed then the nCzech

Ch
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c h ithat the Chinese university is cooperating
accordingly. As Mr. Jirous states for exampleeifn
wegknow
with the PLA we will not allow its researches to Czech development of drones, but on the other
hand, we can acknowledge that it is a risky university but it does not necessarily matter if few
students from that university are allowed to study political science. I believe that is the correct way
how to maintain cooperation, safety, and openness of the Czech democratic system.
Because academic freedom is paramount in any democratic society and the Czech Republic is no
exception I believe that limiting the academic cooperation with the PRC should be done only if
those Chinese counterparts have ties to PLA and want to work on strategic technologies with
potential military deployment or security-related technologies. More importantly, I believe that the
first step should be a proper discussion based on data and facts which should be communicated
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and shared among the academic sphere in the Czech Republic. Informing the universities and
academics about the specifics of the Chinese academic system and what potential danger is there
from open and blind cooperation. On the other hand, a national institution should be put in place
which would provide tools to the universities which want to cooperate with the PRC for them to
have the capacities to check on the Chinese counterpart in order to balance the knowledge
asymmetry.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
This thesis was looking and the Czech Chinese relations in which the PRC can exercise the sharp
power, which consequently leads to a distortion of democracy in the Czech Republic. For that
reason, this thesis comes up with possible tools that the Czech Republic can employ to combat
Chinese sharp power activities and still have balanced relations with the PRC. It is apparent that it
is not only the PRC whose activities are helping to distort democracy in the Czech Republic. Such
behavior is exercised from other state actors both authoritarian and democratic, moreover similar
tactics are also undertaken by private actors such as multinational companies. But as stated at the
beginning, due to the limitation and the scope of the thesis as well as research interest, this thesis

政 治 大

is looking solely at the strategies and actions conducted by the PRC in the Czech Chinese relations
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using the definition of sharp power which describes such behavior conducted specifically by
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authoritarian regimes such as Russia or the PRC.

This thesis was looking at the Czech Chinese relations from the 2013 restart until April 2020,

‧

employing interpretive research method which puts the meaning-making actions of individuals or
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groups into the center of the research then analytically disclosing those meaning-making practices,
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while showing how those practices configure to generate observable outcomes. On top of that, this
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thesis interviewed four Czech nationals who have experience dealing with the PRC. Then based

n

on the data gathered from the primary
l and secondary sources asi vwell as from the interviews this

Un

C

h eChinese
thesis provides the empirical evidence of the
h i power in three spheres of political and
n g csharp
economic relations, media and academia, and how that distorts the democracy in the Czech

Republic. Because of that this paper then comes up with the possible tools to fix the issue of the
sharp power and its effect on the Czech Republic.
In the political and economic sphere, the main factor is the Czech president Milos Zeman who
invested his political capital into Czech Chinese economic relations, and in doing so forsook all
other democratic values and norms and together with his behavior took the Chinese side in
occasions like the letter of four or speaking against the BIS's warnings against PRC hindering the
Czech democracy. The reason why the Czech statesman acts in this way is the economic leverage
that PRC has and because of that can exercise sharp power. This economic influence is also
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connected with the lack of knowledge among the Czech statesmen in other words, knowledge
asymmetry. Many of them do not know how the Chinese system works and their advisors might
be ill-chosen like in the case of president Zeman. As the interviews also concluded there is a need
for redefining the approach of the Czech state towards the PRC more confidently so cases of letter
of four or pathetic thanking to PRC for bought supplies will not happen again. Because of that,
this thesis concludes that the first tool that should be implemented to be able to defend better
against the Chinese sharp power is to tackle the issue of the knowledge symmetry in the political
sphere of the Czech Republic. The state is not a private company therefore the Zeman's economic
policy towards PRC should be revised with advice mainly from academia which can provide
broader information about the PRC and how to deal with it. The second and very connected tool
is the newly prepared law limiting foreign investments and purchases in the Czech Republic if it

政 治 大

would be deemed potentially dangerous to national security. Implementing this law would prevent
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future highjacking of foreign policy like was done by Milos Zeman and leaving the country
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vulnerable to the Chinese pressure exactly because of the economic leverage it has.
In the media sphere, this thesis concludes that PRC is indeed influencing the Czech media in which

‧

it has shares and that there are other actors like PFF which also are influencing the media because
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of their business interest in the PRC. Their influence then distorts democracy in the Czech Republic
as they poison the information stream, do not provide the context, or attempt to silence their critics.
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Therefore, this thesis concludes that the first tool that the Czech Republic can employ is again
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l acquisitions in the Czech
passing the legislation concerning foreign
n i Republic which ought to have
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e n gbec moreover
hi
a section dealing with media as well. But it should
encompassing than it is proposed

as the volume limit is only applicable to the two major written media. Another aspect is the proper
information about the PRC which has to be supplied to the public. Again there are Czech actors
serving Chinese sharp power whose limiting would be against the freedom of speech and other
democratic values it is important to point out their connections as well as the hypocrisy of the
Chinese media which enjoy total freedom in the Czech Republic but in PRC they are heavily
censored and foreign journalist as well. Therefore, under the profiles of such media should be
noted that they are sponsored by the Chinese government in order for people to view the
information more critically. Concerning the Czech actors, there is not much that can be done
systematically but only supporting investigative journalists who do not have any financial ties to
the PRC.
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Czech academia is affected by the Chinese sharp power as well. In the sinology departments,
academics have to face possible repercussion in form of denying the entry to the PRC if they would
publish critical works which distort the democracy in the Czech Republic as it should have been
them who would contribute valid information to the debate about the PRC and what would be the
best way to deal with it. In other spheres of the Czech academia, the problem is very similar to the
political one that of the knowledge asymmetry. A lot of universities, mainly engineering ones, do
not have tools to do research regarding their co-operation with the Chinese counterparts which
then gives the PRC ability to exercise sharp power. Therefore, the biggest need is to increase the
general knowledge about how the Chinese academic system works and the lack of its academic
freedoms together with the systemic body which could do a research on behalf of any university
or an academic institution which intends to establish cooperation with the Chinese counterpart. A
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majority of the universities in the Czech Republic are public thus operated by the state. This
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responsible body should be established under the ministry of education.
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In conclusion, this thesis was able to answer the first research question that Chinese sharp power
affects the state of the democracy in the Czech Republic demonstrating on many examples in the

‧

Czech Chinese relations from all three spheres. Concerning the second research question, what
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tools can the Czech Republic employ to combat the Chinese sharp power while maintaining its
openness? This thesis was able to propose some tools that the Czech Republic can employ to
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combat the Chinese sharp power which would help to balance the relationship between these two

v
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l the findings serves asnguidelines
countries. As this is not a policy paper
in which directions the
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i these findings such as exploring the
n gbuild
c hon
policies can be crafted and future researchecan

possibilities of law limiting foreign investments, establishing the central body helping the Czech
universities and other academic institutions doing risk assessment concerning establishing
cooperation with the Chinese counterparts or explore which direction would be the most effective
in pointing out the state of the Chinese media and its work in the Czech Republic.
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Appendix
Appendix A Filip Jirous Skype Interview
A1 English Transcript
Filip Jirous studied sinology at Charles University in Prague. Curently works as a researcher
for project Sinopsis – China in context, focusing on Chinese activities in central and eastern
Europe, Chinese technology and Xinjiang, good morning.
Good Morning.
First I would like to ask. As a Chinese expert how do you find the objectivity and balance of
the debate about Czech Chinese relations in Czech Republic?

政 治 大

To be honest, I think it has improved to a large extent compared to previous years, let's say from

立

2015, 2016 when the debate started. At that time for people here China actually existed as an entity

‧ 國

學

far east. On the one hand it is a country with human rights issues and on the other hand, it's a fairytale land full of wealth that is supposed to just come in here for some reason, so from my point of

‧

view a lot of things have improved, and the debate is much more informed.

y

Nat

To what extent it is objective or not is difficult to judge. But over the last two years when China

io

sit

actually got into the viewfinder of the mainstream media in the West, partly because of the US-

a

er

China trade war and the corona virus pandemic. Therefore, a lot of things which were known about

n

the system, but they were covered by
i v as China is not communist,
l some special phrases, such

n

C

h e political
i Uis not so important, it is mainly about
ideology in China is not important, communist
n g c hparty

capitalism, so these narratives get after a long time under some scrutiny and it turns out that the
reality is much more complicated and quite different than it was presented 4 years ago.

In connection with this debate, In 2018 Annual report from The Security Information
Service (BIS) names PRC as the second biggest threat to Czech Republic in terms of foreign
influence right after the Russian Federation. There are many in Czech society who labels it
as a pure “anti-Chinese hysteria”. The severity of Chinese influence as presented in this
report was disputed by president Milos Zeman as well. Do you think that Chinese presence
in terms of influencing activities in Czech Republic is indeed that severe or is it being
exaggerated?
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So it obviously is a question of how we measure it. When we say that there are two most important
external state threats, so what does that mean? If it means that every citizen has to be afraid that a
Russian or Chinese agent will be after him, then probably not. But at the moment we are talking
about the external threats of the state nature, so it is definitely appropriate to say, yes it is Russia
and it is China.
And that is why in 2015 the activities of institutions and individuals connected to military
intelligence, or rather bodies of its political warfare, as it is called in China, actually developed,

and recently there has been a strong development the international department of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China and where it actually turned out, or rather earlier this
year we revealed that they are still largely behind the organization of the Chinese Investment

政 治 大
leaders, both political and partly academic, and much business.
立

Forum, which is, if it ever happens again, but at least it was an event that brought together top

‧ 國

學

And we can say that almost every post-1989 prime minister, starting with Václav Klaus, continues
with Milos Zeman, Jiri Paroubek, Petr Nečas, if we leave out Topolanek and surely we find other

‧

representatives of those temporary governments, but everyone else became Chinese lobbyists in

some way working for the interests of the China, or at least those close to it,

y

Nat

sit

And of course this Elite Capture of former high politicians is generally considered to be one of the

er

io

biggest problems for the stability of that country, as they do have lots of contacts. Of course,

n

a lof this problem in our country
probably the biggest representative
i v is Jaroslav Tvrdík, who is
n

C

h Füle,
probably the most visible, but so is Stefan
i U legitimized all these activities by
e n gwho
c hactually
coming to CEFC from the previous position of the European Commissioner and so on. So at least
the influence in those elite political circles is visible and we can say to some extent that it strongly
affects the democratic process, the legislative process, and in general I would say that it somehow
undermines the Czech state's ability to have reasonable and balanced relations with the PRC.
Czech Republic is a small country. In your opinion what are the goals in PRC in Czech
Republic using this tactics of Elite Capture?
Of course, this is difficult to estimate, but if we should take it from perspective of state's important
goals, and if we leave out that our politicians are very useful for China's external and internal
propaganda, then the Czech Republic is probably gateway country through which China ca
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portrayed its influence in other primarily international institutions such as the EU, NATO UN. For
example, the proximity of Jan Zahradil and his faction within the ODS to the Chinese influence
organizations, including the previously mentioned International Relations Department, is quite
serious, I would say, a security threat if we are talking about security threats.
But if we look at some economic cooperation, we can say that the goals in our country are primarily
political and, to a certain extent, we are such a gateway for China. When it was repeated over and
over that the Czech Republic would be the gateway to China's investments in Europe, we could

say so much that the Czech Republic is becoming, well now already became long time ago, the
gateway to China's political investment in Europe. Which, by the way, works similarly with
Russia. Russian influential operations and intelligence operations also actually work in a similar

政 治 大
neighboring Germany but it is better for them to start operations here in Czech Republic. (09:07)
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way here in the Czech Republic as it serves as a base but the real target is more important
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In 2017 Christopher Walker introduced new concept so called “Sharp Power” in their report
done under National Endowment for Democracy. This term says that Authoritarian

‧

countries, namely, Russia and PRC are projecting power by using the asymmetry in the

openness, spreading their narratives and views. The most fragile areas being so called CAMP

Nat

sit

y

– culture, academia, media and publishing. Sharp power because it pierces and cut like a

er

io

knife into society creating division, confusion in the information stream with goals of cooptation and coercion. According
a to this concept the goals of PRC are to push for their

n

iv
l C
n
narrative and normalize their authoritarian
of government and pose as a regular
h e n gstyle
hi U
c
member of international community while also silencing any critiques abroad.
Based on we talked about so far would you label any activities conducted by PRC in Czech
Republic as a Sharp power or would you chose a different term for these activities?
Of course, there are a lot of different definitions, but if we're talking about whether China has a
corrosive influence here, or let's say that it disrupts democratic institutions which is something
Sharp power is trying to draw attention to, it could be used.
Our director Martin Hala uses the term Corrosive capital, when the influx of Chinese capital,
whether real or not, leads to disruption of democratic debate and processes. Above all, the political
scene in countries where there is little knowledge of how the Chinese system works or does not
work is very vulnerable.
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Those lower levels are much more prone to vulnerability than those at the central level, which is
actually something we call localization tactics. Nowadays, it is quite well documented on the
example of Scandinavian countries, where the central level may be more critical of China, has
more capacity and resources, for example, from the security point of view to examine those
Chinese partners. While at the regional and local level it is practically impossible to examine and
check therefore the Elite Capture is happening.
Those people who are contacted by China today are not necessary influential, but it is expected

that maybe in 10 years they get to that national level and at that moment China has its horse which
it has been cultivating for 10 years. Which is a common tactic. This is most evident in the Chinese
diaspora and especially in those places where the diaspora is larger, such as Canada or Australia.

政 治 大
them to increasingly higher positions by mobilizing the diaspora. Of course, in countries where
立
the diaspora is not so influential or so numerous, it is more difficult for China but they are still
There, the Chinese influential organs identify specific people and cultivate them and gradually get
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trying. It is primarily the international department and the Chinese People's Association
for Friendship with Foreign Countries. It is an organization that participates in it and is in charge
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of the various agreements by the cities = sister agreements.
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The tools to cultivate useful contacts for China vary. They differ in what organs are involved and
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what are the aims of cultivation. It is definitely a problem that is society-wide and actually recently
it is something we see quite a lot to a
at the academy sphere. Which is, after all, what the BIS pointed

n
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l C
n
out last autumn (2019). This is not only about
infamous Czech-Chinese Center and Dr.
h e nthegnow
hi U
c
Milos Balaban, but many Czech universities have cooperation with China and it does not always
appear that the Czech side is aware of the potential risks of such cooperation, so there is certainly
lack of knowledge and need to educated Czech universities about this topic. In fact, it is something

that China relies on. We call it knowledge asymmetry, when it is expected that the partner abroad
does not know who he is dealing with and how he should behave exactly towards the Chinese
partner in order to maintain his security. Especially the information security because of course it
is not only about obtaining information of the spy character but especially theft of the Intellectual
property. This is a big problem and it is strange that we are still at the time, when scientific
communities are still unaware of this, or perhaps deliberately ignoring it, hard to say, even though
we are talking about it for years now.
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This brings me to topic that the PRC at home is a very restrictive regime that suppresses any
hint of dissident. In recent years, through that Sharp power or coorsive capital has begun to
penetrate the international scene. This leads me to the Paradox of Tolerance, which says:
“Unlimited tolerance must lead to the extinction of tolerance. Do you think that through this
cultivation or other activities, China can destroy tolerance in liberal society by projecting its
method and system?
What do we call the liberal society and how much geographic area do we apply it to?

To Czech Republic.
I do not necessarily think that China is somehow capable or interested in ending liberal society in

政 治 大

Czech Republic. I think that this problem is in this area of international community. The definitions
of what human rights are, which human rights are fundamental and priority. Which, in the end,

立

concerns primarily the Third World countries, which are actually straddling between the
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democratic liberal society and authoritarian tendencies.

I think that in countries that are quite, embedded in some tradition of civil rights and civil although
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sometimes it does not seem so, then it would be quite difficult for China. From my point of view
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if it happened it would, be only partially with the contribution of that Chinese influence. At the
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interest.
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same time, I do not think this is necessarily a Chinese intention, because at the end it is not in its
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However, if I take it a little more thoroughly,
h efrom
i Uof view, it is definitely a side effect
n g cmyhpoint

of those Chinese activities and also China's external propaganda. For example, the selfpresentation of how China handles certain types of crises, which are often based on a very
manipulative, even false, self-presentation, leads to questioning democratic institutions as capable

of dealing with those crises. For example: we built the hospital in 10 days and we took huge
measures in the quarantine. It is true to some extent that it did or did not happen to some extent.
In the case of the hospital it was a clear PR or political campaign. Then all of those activities that
show China only in the best light and push it aggressively into the mainstream perception, and, at
the same time, suppose that China's critics are systematically silenced abroad
Again, it is not necessarily for the liberal societies to become illiberal, but it is that China is at all
costs trying to promote the most positive image abroad, which in turn leads to some damage and
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disruption to the free debate about China, but I don't think that it is necessarily that China simply
wants the Czech Republic to become a dictatorship, but rather that China is trying to preserve its
dictatorship. In the end, this can lead to make many people perceive dictatorship in a better light,
because they see the Chinese dictatorship, which at the same time presents itself as not completely
communist, not entirely ideological, which is, of course, nonsense, but much of the society believes
that. After all, the previously mentioned wing in ODS around Jan Zahradil that the ideology is not
important and it is actually all about capitalism.

The CEVRO Institute, the liberal institute in Czech Republic coincides with this theory. Then all
this leads to the fact that there seems to be an alternative to our system, which actually doesn't look
as unpleasant as we perceive dictatorships anywhere else, because it just shows us how beautiful

政 治 大
So we can definitely say that China立
is strengthening those illiberal tendencies, but I would like to
and functional it is.
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say again that this is not the intention. It is indeed a side effect of its actions in its own legitimacy,
whether inside or out. (20:55)
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Linked to strengthening China's positive image abroad in various spheres, whether politics
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or perhaps an academy. We do know that China was putting pressure on the Camridge
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university press in 2013 to erase articles from their servers in China for China, sensitive
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topics, and if they don't, all of their articles will be banned. At first it was deleted but then it
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a l western community. Professor
re-uploaded under pressure of the
Anee Marie Brady was
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h eyou
harassed while writing her book. How can
n gsuccessfully
c h i U defend against these activities?

These are two different things, because the case of Anne Marie Brady is more of an act of criminal
character, when they were regularly threatening her with death, then robbing her office and the

house, taking her data carriers, and even telling her upfront in Chinese that it will happen. So, there
is the clear criminal act and case of Mary Brady is extreme in the sense that it really went to the
edge of threats and real criminal act.
When we talk just about influence in the academy, the problem is very complex and it is a problem
that has been around for decades. For the first time, Perry Link described it in 2002 in his essay
titled China: Anaconda on a Chandelier. When the text clearly describes the very basic tactics that
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are used also today, when China, as at home and abroad, relies on self-censorship of those
academics.
China achieves this either with some warning examples and also by a very sensitive control who
gets and who does not get access to China, which for a lot of academics for whom access to China
is important leads to them going to China, studying it, but they will not study those sensitive topics.
Which is one of the self-censorship tactics.
Then, over the years, the capital began to add to it, the Chinese investment in education abroad,

either directly, in the form of gifts, or indirectly through Chinese students who, for many,
especially Anglo-Saxon universities, are a source of income so large that today it's basically a
matter of the existence of those universities. These commercial universities have put themselves

政 治 大
which China reinforces by politically
立 mobilizing these student communities through student

in a stalemate where they have to censor themselves the otherwise they would lose a key income,
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associations and unions.

The problem is also at the personnel level in the sense that a lot of academic workers in the field
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of sinology and even the adjacent fields, I had the chance to see something similar in Mongolian
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studies, when people refuse to talk about those sensitive topics, refuse to study them which
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reinforces the distorted notion of China, because it means that a lot of people who should give
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objective and comprehensive information about how China works in different spheres, limiting
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their own research to those spheresa that
i v parts. This is also the case
l point to the less problematic
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with Cambridge and other universities h
where
China
ultimately taking advantage of selfeng
c h isi U
censorship.

It is not such a problem in the Czech Republic, because we have public funding for universities

and the number of Chinese students is limited. We are talking about a few hundred. But indeed, in
those Anglo-Saxon countries, this is a huge problem, because those universities are often
commercial. There are such universities that primarily aim to earn money, and at that moment the
Chinese side can take advantage of the ability to mobilize large human and financial resources and
actually build that university's dependence on Chinese money, whether direct or indirect. This is
then used for political purposes, especially for censorship, for example, debates on the campus of
that university.
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There were many incidents of Uighurs, and other various Chinese dissidents when they were
forbidden to eventually hold lecture, or were for example verbally attacked by Chinese students
on those campuses. The problem is really very extensive, and it is possible to do as much as
possible that universities will systematically try to reduce their dependence on Chinese money so
that when the conflict comes, it is not about that we will be here censoring one small debate group,
but as a result, the university can continue to exist.
We need to think about whether we need to work with China in certain areas and how much. At

the same time, we have to deal with the dependency on those financial relations with China and it
would be worth doing a coordinated effort to lower this dependency. Because when one university
says no and loses those finances, that's a problem for that university. But if more universities say

政 治 大
and possibly middle class, and at the moment Chinese students can't study at those prestigious
立
western universities it becomes China's domestic problem.
no, China will face a problem where it would have to restrict something it guarantees to its upper
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I'm not saying that the cooperation of western universities is simple, but I think it's theoretically
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possible. If I have to think about it, if the universities would systematically cooperate, as was the

case with the US universities towards the Confucius Institutes (CI), it worked. The Chinese
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students kept going to study there, and today it works in some way or another. This shows that
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coordinated action is something can work on China. It is important to realize that we are dependent
on China, but it is largely dependent
a on us as well. We need to focus on where it depends on us
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and how and how we can use that to fix those
that are really very unbalanced in these
h erelationships
ngchi U
spheres at the moment. I apologize for giving such very extensive answers, these are very
complicated questions
It is alright, the more information the better. Regarding those CIs, yes, the coordinated
action took place in America and they were expelled from campuses. On the other hand, it
seems that in Czech Republic CIs are doing very well as a new branch in opening in Prague
and CI at Olomouc operates now for many years. Do you think that how CIs work in the
Czech Republic is without a problem, or should it be approached harder as was done in US?
To be honest, I would definitely be in favor of a more critical, tougher approach because, in some
respects, they are truly influential organizations that actually fall under the propaganda system,
although this is not understandable from English, but in Chinese, the connection is quite clear.
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Frankly, the fact that they have no negative influence in the Czech Republic, I do not believe it is
entirely true. We have rather not completely verifiable reports which are related a bit to the fact,
that when we think about what Olomouc sinology, where is the successful CI, produces and now
I do not want to be so critical here, but on the other hand it was Olomouc sinology that produced
an uncritical translation of Xi Jinping's treatise on how to govern the state. The current director of
the Department of Chinese Studies in Olomouc is a former director of CI, he is a man who has
expressed himself here for Parliamentary Letters against demonstrations for free Tibet and
demonstrations against Xi Jinping's visit. So we can think about to what extent this influence is or
is not at the University of Olomouc and to what extent the influence is not more at the personnel
level.

政 治 大
study, but for example the latest production from this institution where the massacre in Tiananmen
立
Square is questioned to some extent. Now I am talking about a new publication from Olomouc,
Of course it is something that is very difficult to prove. It would require an extensive independent
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which is called History of the PRC 1949 to 2018, which, after all, the director of Chinese studies
Dr. Kučera is one of the three authors of the book, so the book so systematically trying to soften
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the negative narratives around China, for example, does not mention what has happened in the last
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20 years or 25 years in Xinjiang. So we see that at least the production that is more prominent
raises an eyebrow and I think that in the coming months we will have many interesting reviews on
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this publication. Because it really is a scandalous publication. But again the question is, whether it
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l the authors are convinced
is caused by CI or is it really because
n i that this is acceptable based on
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h ivery well argued.
n giscnot
their own initiative and opinion, which in myeview

At the financial administration college where we have CI in Prague is itself scandalous because of
the reputation of the school itself. How is the school connected to the top floors of the Czech

politics, including the double minister Havlíček (transport and industry and trade), who is a
relatively influential person on the board of the university if I am not mistaken. It is largely a
political university. The danger here is perhaps even bigger if we talk about some business,
political elites because there is a connection and that penetration into these spheres for the CI on
VSFS will be easier, although it's a university of dubious reputation so many politicians and
lobbyists have some connection so there is definitely a problem in the first place. However, it is
more complicated in the sense that it is a private university and the steps the state can take against
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it are, of course, more limited than against to what is happening in Olomouc or what could
theoretically happen at the Ostrava Mining University where they are Confucius classes, but where
last year, I suspect that in March, the local rector expressed that he would like to upgrade those
Confucius classes to CI as such.
What choice do Czech academics have to reduce this penetrating Chinese influence in the
Czech Republic? Is there any possibility of cooperation, like those universities in the US have
done with those CIs, or is there another way to tackle this issue here? Of course you and

others working at the Sinopsis do a lot in order to spread the information. Is there another
option?
I think that in our country, when I look at the state of the sinology so when it comes in comparison

政 治 大

with other countries, whether in Europe or outside Europe, the situation is not so tragic, if I can

立

summarize it like this.
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Of course there are a lot of things to do here. For example, strengthening the awareness that when
you write about China it does not automatically mean that you will never go to China again. In
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fact, the students are already confronted with this in some way and are doing self-censorship in
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the early parts of their studies, which in itself is complicated to raise good future generations of
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sinologists. It is a common phenomenon happening all over the world, this is probably not
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necessarily different in Czech Republic. But it really isn't as bad in the Czech Republic as it could
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be. To a certain extent, I think thatathe
i v those people who want to
l situation here is better because
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h ehave
do the political topics and the sensitive ones
i U and place they can turn to, and Ok,
n gthe
c hspace,
they must accept the fact that maybe they never go to China, and some of them really do this and
are not able to go to China anymore, and they have no problem with it.

On the other hand, there are places in the world where no such channels and the possibilities of
institutional help exist. Some places at the moment when you refuse to carry out self-censorship
you have nowhere to turn to. A lot of people generally do not want to do these political topics from
principle, so I think that to a certain extent it can be said that in our country it is more balanced in
this respect.
But the problem in Czech Republic, I think, is at the personal level of scientists who do not study
China or study it but do not really understand it. If we are talking about the risk of stealing
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important information, know-how and patent, then the greatest risk is in the technical fields, which
are more prone in terms of finance and more limited in terms of that knowledge asymmetry.
In those fields where there is no awareness or deeper understanding of how the Chinese regime
works, its priorities, methods and tactics, and what it is in general, these are more prone to ignore
it and do not check the Chinese partners. This is related with the lack of knowledge of the language
and that the Chinese partners deliberately emphasize only the purer partnerships in foreign
languages and, for example, do not declare partnerships with the Chinese military or affiliation

with the Communist Party as such. In my opinion, this is to some extent that the BIS warning was
about and from my point of view what I see as the greatest risk at those Czech universities and in
general in the academic environment. Especially since the circles around Milos Balaban were

政 治 大
awareness of what this collaboration with Chinese partners might entail. This is probably the most
立
problematic issue and probably the only thing that can be done with it is to enlighten this majors
discredited, the biggest risk stays in more technical disciplines where there is really no real
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and increase the capacity of screening processes of the Chinese partners. The very realization that
there is no academic freedom in China and that the universities there are not self-governments, but
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are run by the Communist Party. The universities in China are not run by the Rector but by the
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Secretary of the Communist Committee within that university. So these basic principles, which
should take the debate to a completely different level and therefore change the way they are
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cooperating with Chinese universities which should differ to the way our universities work with
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European universities. That is one of lthose fundamental problems
n i and hence the knowledge is still
lacking.
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Should this be the role of the Ministry of Education to provide this screening, if those Chinese
universities have any contacts with the military, or would you leave it to the universities

themselves?
That is a question. Especially if we talk about the localization tactics, the question is whether the
University of Liberec has the capacity to check its Chinese partners if its financial and linguistic
capacity is sufficient, especially at the moment when it really wants to establish the cooperation.
From the systematic point of view, whether it should be done by the ministry or the universities is
in the debate between the academic community and the ministry and certainly someone should do
it and it really is not happening and that is one of the basic problems.
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By coincidence, perhaps in the coming months, we should publish a report on how our universities
cooperate with Chinese partners or do not cooperate, and so I can't say much about it, but the
situation is really bad. But on the other hand, some universities and even those we did not expect
them to, are willing to talk about it. They welcome this initiative that the debate is coming as they
really do not have the tools but they are really looking for them.
The Ministry of Education keeps a database of at least those public universities and their
cooperation with Chinese partners. So why not commission the ministry to hire someone to check

if those partnerships are okay, if there are any problems that may or may not be with those
particular Chinese partners. After all, there is already a large-scale study published in Australia,
which focuses in depth on the cooperation of Chinese universities with the military and arms

政 治 大
universities operate in our country, which is something that some of our upcoming study focuses
立
on.

sectors. When those high-risk universities are quite clearly described and many of these
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In the case of these Chinese universities, do you think it would be okay to restrict their access
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to the Czech Republic or their academics and ban them from working in the Czech Republic

or would it be too harsh?
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It depends on the type of partner. Even in the above-mentioned database there are universities that
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have long been linked to espionage not only of industrial type for many years now. There is, of
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course, a need to consider very wellaifl it is worth it. But in general
i vI think it is appropriate to think
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U we have from it, and what are the
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about the extent to which these collaborations
h i what
n gallcright,
risks that we take.
For me, the problem is that the risk is not so apparent and because there is a lack of knowledge

about it. If the awareness is low the debate about the risks is almost nonexistent or is conducted in
a very abstract way in the sense that every Chinese person can be a spy and if I look at the it, to
some extent that is really how the debate is conducted today.
At the moment when we don't work with the specific facts, data and partners, we can't actually do
this risk assessment. As long as the risk assessment isn't here, until we know with who we're
signing the co-operation agreement, we're actually going to talk in a very biased way about it. But
actually we say no at all, or we say yes with the consideration of all the risks. Therefore, there is
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no evaluation when we can make a decision for example, if this university cooperates with the
army we probably will not let it into our program developing drones. On the other hand, we can
say it is a risky university, but it does not necessarily matter if we let a few students come here
study the political science.
Certainly it is not appropriate to cancel the whole cooperation, certainly not, it is nonsense. Of
course, this is not only the case of China, but generally authoritarian regimes tend to exploit their
own people for various, even illegal activities, but in the case of China it is very systematic and

organized, so it is simply necessary to approach China as the regime and system works and
approach those risks with some awareness. To look at the facts and threats and set the mechanisms
accordingly. I think it may work, but of course it will be more complicated for Czech universities,

政 治 大
ongoing collaborations would have to stop.
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either because of the limited capabilities and because if it were set up like this now, some of the
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A2 Czech Transcript

Filip Jirouš vystudoval sinologii v Praze na Karlové univerzitě a momentálně pracuje jako
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analytik pro Sinopsis = Čína v kontextu a souvislostech zaměřující se na čínské aktivity

v centrální a východní Evropě, čínskou technologii a Xinjiang, dobrý den.
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Dobrý den.

Nedříve bych se rad zeptal. Jakožto expert na Čínu, jak vnímáte objektivitu a vyváženost

n

a

l C
debaty v české republice ohledně Česko-čínských
vztahů? n i

hengchi U
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Popravdě řečeno myslím si, že se to do značné míry zlepšilo oproti těm létům, dojme tomu od toho
roku 2015 a 2016, kdy ta debata začínala. V té době pro lidi zde v České republice Čína existovala
jenom jakási entita daleko na východě, která but to na jednu stranu je plna útoku na lidská pravá

nebo na druhé straně je to pohádková země plna bohatství které nám má z nějakého důvodu jen
tak přitéct, tak vlastně z mého pohledu se spousta těch věci zlepšilo a je ta debata mnohem
informovanější.
Do jaké míry je objektivní nebo není to se těžko posuzuje, ale rozhodne za ty poslední 2 roky kdy
se Čína dostala do hledáčku i mainstreamových medii na západě, částečně i díky té obchodní válce
i díky té korona virové pandemii, tak se spousta věci, které jsou o tom systému známy, ale
například byly překrývány nějakými zvláštními floskulemi, typu Čína není komunistická, v Číně
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není vůbec důležitá ideologie, komunistická strana není až tak důležitá, jde hlavně o kapitalismus,
takže tyhle ty narativy se dostávají po dlouhé době pod nějaký drobno skop a ukazuje se, že ta
realita skutečně je mnohem komplikovanější a dost jiná než jak to bylo ještě před 4 mi lety
prezentováno
Právě v souvislosti s touto debatou Ve výroční zprávě Bezpečnostní informační služba BIS
za rok 2018 jmenuje čínskou lidovou republiku jako druhou největší hrozbu pro českou
republiku z pohledu zahraničního vlivu, hned po ruské federaci. V české republice je mnoho

lidí, kteří to vidí jako „Anti čínskou hysterii.“ Závažnost čínského vlivu takto popsaného
v této zprávě zpochybňoval i Miloš Zeman. Domníváte se, že čínský vliv v české republice je
opravdu tak závažný nebo je to ta hysterie?

政 治 大
nejdůležitější dejme tomu vnější státní
立 hrozby, tak co to znamená? Jestli to znamená, že každý
Tak ono se samozřejmě je otázka, jak to měříme. V momentě, kdy se řekne, jsou tady dvě
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občan se musí bát, že po něm jde ruský nebo čínský agent, to asi ne. Ale v momentě, kdy se bavíme

o tom, jaké jsou vnější hrozby toho charakteru státního tak je určitě na místě říct, ano je to Rusko
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A i proto potom v roce 2015 se skutečně rozvinuly aktivity institucí a jedinců napojených na
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nejdříve na vojenskou rozvědku nebo spíše její orgány politického boje jak se tomu říká v Číně,
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tak v poslední době se tu silně rozvinula aktivita, které BIS říká zvláštní čínská rozvědka čili
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a l komunistické strany Číny
mezinárodní oddělení ústředního výboru
i v a kde se vlastně ukázalo nebo
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U do značné míry stojí za organizací
h e n gžeconi
kde my jsme teď na začátku tohoto roku odhalili,
h istále

čínského investičního fóra, což vlastně je, jestli se to ještě někdy bude konat, ale minimálně to byla
akce, která sdružovala nejvyšší představitele, jak politických kruhů tak částečně akademických a
hodně také bussinysových.
A dá se říct, že téměř každý polistopadový premiér počínaje Václavem Klausem pokračuje přes
Miloše zemana, Jiřího Paroubka, Petra nečase, když vynecháme Topolánka a určitě bychom našli
další představitele těch dočasných nebo těch úřednických vlád, tak všichni se stali čínskými
lobbisty nějakým způsobem pracující buť to vyloženě pro zájmy čínské nebo aspoň těch kruhů,
kteří jsou na ni blízko napojeny.
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Což samozřejmě když si to vezmeme kolem a kolem tak ten Elite Capture bývalých vysokých
politiku je obecně považován za jeden z největších problému pro stabilitu té země, jelikož to jsou
lidé, kteří mají spoustu kontaktů. Samozřejmě asi největším představitelem tohoto problému u nás
je Jaroslav Tvrdík, který je asi tak nejviditelnější, ale stejně i tak Stefan Füle, který vlastně všechny
tyhle ty aktivity legitimizoval tím, že přisel do CEFC z předchozí pozice eurokomisaře a tak dále.
Takže minimálně ten vliv v těch elitních politických kruzích je viditelny a dá se říct, že do určité
míry to silně ovlivňuje demokraticky proces, legislativní proces a obecně bych řekl, že to nějak
narušuje schopnost českého státu mít s ČLR nějaké rozumné vyrovnané a skutečně partnerské
vtahy.
Česka republika je malým státem, jaké smyslíte, že tedy ČLR má v české republice cíle skrz

政 治 大
To se samozřejmě těžko odhaduje, 立
ale pokud bychom to měli brát z nějakých státu důležitých cílů,
tady tuhle elite capture?

‧ 國

學

a když tedy vynecháme, že čeští politici jsou velmi užiteční pro čínskou jak vnější tak vnitřní
propagandu, tak je Česko pravděpodobně za takovou přestupní zemi přes kterou se dá prosazovat

‧

vliv v dalších především mezinárodních institucích jako je EU, NATO OSN. Například blízkost

Jana Zahradila a jeho frakce uvnitř ODS k čínským vlivovým organizacím včetně již předtím
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hrozbou pokud se tedy budeme bavit o bezpečnostních hrozbách.

sit

y

zmiňovaného oddělení pro mezinárodní styky je poměrně závažnou, bych řekl, bezpečnostní

n

Ale dá se říct, že když se podívámeana
tak se dá říct, že ty cíle u
iv
l nějakou ekonomickou spolupráci

n

C

U
h e nmíry
nás jsou primárně politické a vlastně do určité
vstupní bránou. Když se tady
h i takovou
g cjsme

dokolečka opakovalo, že ČR bude bránou čínských investic do Evropy tak se k tomu se dá tak
maximálně říct že se ČR stává, teď už dávno stala bránou čínských politických investic do Evropy.
Což mimochodem funguje podobně i s tím Ruskem. Ruské vlivové operace a operace i rozvědek
taky vlastně funguji podobným způsobem tady v ČR je nějaká základna ale reálné je třeba
důležitější pro ne sousední Německo ale odtud se jim třeba operuje lépe. (09.07)
Právě roce 2017 Christopher Walker ve své zprávě zpracované pro National Endowment
for Democracy (NED) představil nový koncept zvaný Sharp power (ostrá sila). Tento pojem
hovoří, že autoritativní režimy, jmenovitě Rusko a ČLR, využívají asymetrii v otevřenosti
mezi liberální demokracií a její autoritativních systémů. Skrze tento rozdíl rozšiřují jejich
vliv a pohledy na určitá témata. Nejnáchylnější jsou v tomto ohledu oblasti takzvaného
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CAMP (z angličtiny: Culture, academia, media and publishing) Kultura věda a školství,
média a knižní vydavatelství potažmo i ten politicky systém. Na základě toho o čem jsme
doposud mluvily, označil byste čínské aktivity v české republice jakožto Sharp power nebo
byste zvolil jiný termín?
Tak samozřejmě existuje spoustu různých definic, ale pokud se bavíme o tom, jestli tady má Čína
korozivní vliv nebo ten vliv dejme tomu narušuje demokratické instituce což je něco na co Sharp
power jako koncept se snaží upozorňovat, tak se dá užít.

Náš ředitel Martin Hala spíš používá termín korozivní kapitál (Corrosive capital), kdy příliv
čínského kapitálu ať už je reálný nebo nereálný vede k narušování demokratické debaty a procesů.
Především politická scéna v zemích, kde skutečně je pramalá znalost toho, jak čínský systém

政 治 大

funguje nebo nefunguje, tak je velmi náchylný.

立

Mnohem náchylnější je třeba na těch nižších úrovních než je ta centrální, což je vlastně něco co

‧ 國

學

označujeme za taktiku lokalizace. V dnešní době je to celkem dobře zpracováno na přikladu
skandinávských zemi, kdy ta centrální úroveň může byt vůči Číně kritičtější, má větší kapacity a

‧

zdroje například z bezpečnostního hlediska si prověřovat ty čínské partnery. Kdežto na té
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Nat

regionální a místní úrovni to prakticky nejde zkontrolovat a tudíž se tam děje ten Elite Capture.
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er

Nemusí to být ani o tom, že ty osoby, které Čína kontaktuje dnes, jsou vlivné, ale počítá se s tím,
že třeba za 10 let se dostanou na tu národní úroveň a v ten moment má Čína svého koně kterého si

n

a

v

10 let kultivuje. Což je běžná taktika. lNejvíce
n i diasporách a především v těch
C je to vidět na čínských

i U

he

g c h nebo Austrálii. Tam si ty čínské vlivové
místech kde ty diaspory jsou větší, jako třeba vnKanadě
orgány vytipuji konkrétní osoby a kultivují si je a postupně za pomoci mobilizace té diaspory je
dostávají do stále vyšších pozic. Samozřejmě v zemích, kde ta diaspora není tolik vlivná nebo tak

početná se to samozřejmě dělá hůře ale i tak se o to snaží. Zase je to primárně to mezinárodní
oddělení a i to Sdružení čínského lidu pro přátelství s cizími zeměmi. To je organizace, která se na
tom podílí a třeba má na starosti ty různé dohody mezi městy = sesterské dohody.
Těch nástrojů jak kultivovat užitečné kontakty pro Čínu se liší. Liší se tím, jaké orgány se do toho
zapojují a jaké jsou cíle té kultivace. Je to rozhodně problém, který je celospolečenský a vlastně
v poslední době je to celkem hodně vidět na té akademii. Což je konec konců to na co loni na
podzim upozorňovala BIS (2019). To jenom netyká toho dnes už neslavného Česko čínského
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centra a doktora Miloše Balabána, ale spoustu českých univerzit má s Čínou spolupráce a ne
vždycky se jeví, že ta česká strana si uvědomuje ty potencionální rizika této spolupráce, takže jeto
určitě něco kde ještě chybí spoustu osvěty a vlastně to je něco na co Čína spoléhá a my tomu
říkáme znalostní asymetrie, kdy se očekává, že ten partner v zahraničí netuší s kým má tu čest a
netuší, jak se má přesně chovat vůči tomu čínskému partneru, aby byla zachována bezpečnost.
Informační bezpečnost především, protože samozřejmě ty metody na získávání informací
nejenom, dejme tomu, toho špionážního charakteru, ale především těch věcí typu IP a tohle je
velký problém a je zvláštní, že stále jsme v době, i když se o tom mluví už roky, že spoustu členu
těchto vědeckých komunit si to stále neuvědomuje nebo to možná záměrně ignorují, těžko říct.
(15,10)

政 治 大
jakýkoliv náznak disidentu. V posledních letech skrz ten Sharp power nebo tím coorsive
立
capital začíná pronikat na mezinárodni scénu. Toto mě přivádí k Paradoxu Tolerance, který

To mě přivádí k tomu, že ČLR na domácí půdě je velmi restriktivní režim, který potlačuje

‧ 國

學

hovoří:“ Neomezená tolerance musí vést k zániku tolerance. Myslíte si, že Čína skrz tuhle tu
kultivaci popřípadě další aktivity muže zničit toleranci v liberální společnosti s tím že bude

‧

projektovat svoji metodu a systém?
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Na českou republiku

io

aplikujeme?

y

Jde o to, co nazýváme tou liberální společností a na jak moc velkou geografickou plochu to

Ch
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e
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U
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n g c hschopna nebo má zájem na tom aby tedy
Já si nutně nemyslím, že Čína je nějakým způsobem
skončila liberální společnost. Ten problém v této oblasti bych spíš viděl na poli mezinárodním. Na
definicích, co jsou to lidská práva, jaká lidská práva jsou ta základní a prioritní. Což pak ve finále

se týká především zemí třetího světa, které vlastně jsou rozkročeny mezi tou demokratickou
liberální společnostní a autoritářskými tendencemi.
Myslím si, že v zemích, které jsou poměrně silně zakotveny v nějaké tradici občanských práv a
občanské společnosti, ačkoliv to občas tak nevypadá, tak tam by to bylo poměrně těžké pro Čínu.
Pokud by se to stalo tak by to z mého pohledu, bylo jen s částečným přispěním toho čínského
vlivu. Zároveň si nemyslím, že je to nutně čínský záměr, protože to ve finále to není v jejím zájmu.
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Nicméně, když se to vezme trochu zevrubněji, tak z mého pohledu, rozhodně je to spíše vedlejší
důsledek těch čínských aktivit a zároveň i čínské vnější propagandy. Například ta sebeprezentace
v tom jak Čína zvládá určitě typy krizi, které jsou často založeny na velmi manipulativním až
přímo lživém vystupovaní a vyjadřování tak vedou ke zpochybňování demokratických institucí
jako schopných řešit ty krize což se teď hodně projevuje na korona virové pandemii, kdy všechny
ty aktivity typu: postavili jsme nemocnici za 10 dni a udělali jsme obrovská opatření v rámci té
karantény. To je do určité míry pravda, že se to do určité míry stalo nebo nestalo tak třeba v případě
té nemocnice to byla jasná PR nebo politická kampaň. Potom všechny tyhle ty aktivity, které
ukazují tu Čínu jenom v tom nejlepším světle a poměrně agresivně potom protlačují i do
mainstreamového vnímání a zároveň dejme tomu posilněno o to, že kritici Číny jsou systematicky
umlčováni v zahraničí.

政 治 大
A znovu není to nutně proto, aby se ty liberální společnosti staly neliberálními, ale je to o tom, že
立
Čína se snaží za každou cenu prosazovat co nejpozitivnější image i v zahraničí což pak vede

‧ 國

學

k nějakému poškození a narušení té svobodné debaty o Číně, ale nemyslím, že je to nutně o tom,
že Čína chce aby zkrátka se Česká republika stala diktaturou, ale spíš je to o tom, že se Čína snaží
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si svou diktaturu zachovat. To může ve finále vést k tomu že mnoho lidi bude vnímat diktaturu,
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protože vidí tu čínskou diktaturu, v lepším světle, která zároveň se prezentuje, že není úplně
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komunistická, není úplně ideologická, což jsou samozřejmě nesmysli, ale značná část společnosti
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tomu věří. Koneckonců věří tomu i již zmiňované křídlo v ODS kolem Jana Zahradila, kteří trvají
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na tom, že ta ideologie není důležitá,lže je to vlastně kapitalismus.
ni

Ch

engchi U

CEVRO institut, liberální institut u nás tuto teorii taktéž razí. Tak tohle všechno vede k tomu, že
se tady jeví nějaká alternativa k tomu našemu systému, která vlastně nevypadá dejme tomu tak
nepřívětivě jako vnímáme diktatury třeba kdekoliv jinde, protože zkrátka tady se nám ukazuje jak

je to krásná a funkční země.
Takže rozhodně se dá říct, že ty neliberální tendence Čína posiluje, ale znovu bych rád chtěl říct,
že to není záměr. Je to skutečně vedlejší důsledek jejího počínání v rámci vlastní legitimizace ať
už dovnitř nebo ven. (20,55)
Spojené s posilováním pozitivního čínského obrazu v zahraničí v jednotlivých sférách ať už
politiky nebo třeba akademie. Třeba víme, že Čína v 2013 vyvíjela tlak na Camridge
University Press, aby z jejich servů v Číně smazali články na, pro Čínu, citlivá témata a když
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to neudělají, budou zakázány všechny jejich články. Nejdříve byly smazány ale následně
znovu nahrány pod tlakem západní komunity. Profesorka Anee Marie Brady byla
obtěžována, když psala svou knihu. Jak se dá úspěšně bránit tady těmto aktivitám,?
To jsou dvě odlišné věci, protože v případě Anne Marie Brady jde spíš o akt kriminálního
charakteru, kdy ji pravidelně vyhrožovali smrtí, potom ji vykradli jak kancelář, tak dům, kdy šli
po jejich datových nosičích a kdy ji to i oznámili předtím čínský, že se to stane. Takže, tam je ten
pachatel jasný a ten případ té Marie Brady je extrémní v tom smyslu, že skutečně už to šlo na

hranu vyhrožování a skutečných kriminálních zločinů.
Když se budeme bavit čistě o vlivu v akademii, tak ten problém je hodně komplexní a je to problém
který tu je už několik desítek let. Poprvé ho nějak jasněji pospal Perry Link už v roce 2002 v eseji

政 治 大
dnes používány kdy Čína, stejně立
jako doma, tak i v zahraničí spoléhá na autocenzuru těch

nazvané Čína: anakonda na lustru. Kdy ta esej jasně popisuje velmi základní taktiky, které jsou do
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akademiků.

Té dosahuje ať už nějakými výstražnými příklady tak i tím že Čína velmi citlivě kontroluje, komu
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dává a komu nedává přístup do Číny, což pro spoustu akademiku, kteří se Číně věnují, je ten
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přístup do Číny pro ně důležitý, což vede k tomu, že oni budou jezdit do Číny, budou ji studovat,
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ale nebudou studovat ta citlivá témata. Což je jedna z taktik té autocenzury.
Potom postupně během těch let se k tomu začal přidávat ten kapitál, ty čínské investice do
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vzdělávání v zahraničí, ať už přímé, lformou
n i skrze čínské studenty, kteří pro
C darů, tak i nepřímé

i U

he

n zdrojem
g c h příjmů natolik velkých, že dneska už je
spoustu, především anglosaských univerzit, jsou

to v podstatě záležitostí existence těch univerzit. Tyhle ty komerční univerzity sami sebe dostali
do patové situace, kdy ony sami se musí auto cenzurovat, jinak by přišly o klíčový příjem, což

Čína posiluje tím, že tyhle ty studentské komunity politicky mobilizuje skrze studentské asociace
a svazy.
Ten problém je také na té personální úrovní v tom smyslu, že spoustu akademiku v oboru sinologie
a dokonce i těch přilehlých oboru, měl jsem tu čest vidět něco podobného i v mongolských
studiích, kdy lide odmítají se o těch citlivých tématech bavit, odmítají je studovat, což posiluje tu
zkreslenou představu o Číně, protože zkrátka spoustu lidí, kteří by měli podávat objektivní a
ucelené informace o tom, jak Čína funguje v různých sférách, tak omezují svůj vlastní výzkum na
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ty sféry, které poukazují na ty méně problematické části. To je zároveň ten příklad s tou Cambridge
a dalšími universitami kdy ve finále Čína využívá toho, že my sami sebe, nebo naše akademická
obec se takto sebe-cenzuruje.
V české republice to třeba takový problém není, protože máme veřejné financování universit a
zároveň počet čínských studentů je tu omezený. To se bavíme o pár stovkách. Ale skutečně v těch
anglosaských zemích je to obrovský problém, protože tím jak ty univerzity jsou často komerční
tak skutečně se z toho stává problém. Existují takové univerzity, které si primárně dávají za cíl

vydělávat peníze a v ten moment toho muže využít ta čínská strana, která je schopná mobilizovat
velké lidské i finanční zdroje a vlastně postupně budovat tu závislost té dané univerzity na čínských
penězích ať už přímých nebo nepřímých. Tohle to následně využívá pro politické účely především

政 治 大
Bylo spoustu incidentů, kdy Ujgurům
立 a různým čínským disidentům bylo zakázáno přednášet na
pro cenzuru například debat na akademické půdě té dané univerzity.

nebo byli například verbálně napadáni čínskými studenty, v těch daných

‧ 國
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citlivá témata

kampusech. Ten problém je skutečně velmi rozsáhlý a dá se s tím tak maximálně dělat to, že

‧

univerzity budou systematicky se snažit snižovat tu závislost na čínských penězích, aby

v momentě, kdy dojde na ten konflikt tak to nebylo o tom, že ano my tady sice budeme cenzurovat
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jeden malý debatní kroužek ale díky tomu univerzita muže dál pokračovat.
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Je potřeba se zamyslet nad tím, zda je potřeba s Čínou v určitých oblastech spolupracovat a jak

n

a lvypořádat s tím, že nemůžeme
moc. Zároveň se nějakým způsobem
i v na těch finančních styku s tou
n

C

h enějakou
Čínou byt takto závislí a stálo by za to udělat
snahu. Protože v momentě,
i U
n g c hkoordinovanou
kdy jedna univerzita řekne ne a přijde o ty finance tak to je problém pro tu univerzitu. Ale
v momentě, kdy řekne ne více univerzit, tak Čína se do situace, kdy ona by musela omezit něco,
co ona garantuje té své vyšší a možná střední třídě. V momentě, kdy čínští studenti by nemohli
studovat na těch prestižních západních univerzitách tak má Čína zase problém domácí.
Neříkám, že je ta kooperace jednoduchá ale podle mě, se to teoreticky dá. Když se nad tím mam
zamyslet tak pokud by se univerzity systematicky dohodli, což se tak stalo v případě amerických
univerzit vůči Konfuciovým institutům (KI), a fungovalo to. Ti čínští studenti nepřestali jezdit a
dál to pokračuje nějakým způsobem. To ukazuje, že koordinovaná akce je něco na Čínu může
fungovat. Je důležité si uvědomit, že my jsme závislí na Číně, ale ona je do značné míry závislá i
na nás. Zaměřit se na to kde je závislá jak a jak toho využít pro narovnání těch vztahu, které
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skutečně v současnosti především v těchto sférách jsou velmi nevyrovnané. Omlouvám se, že
dávám tak velmi rozsáhlé odpovědi, to jsou velmi komplikované otázky (30,08)
Vůbec nic se neděje čím více informací tím lépe. Co se týče těch KI, tak ano v Americe
proběhla ta koordinace a byly vyhoštěny z kampusů, na druhou stranu v ČR to vypadá, že
se KI daří, vzhledem k tomu, že se otvírá nová pobočka v Praze a v Olomouci KI působí už
dlouhodobě. Myslíte si, že to jak funguji KI v ČR je bez problému nebo popřípadě by se
k nim mělo začít přistupovat tvrději po vzoru USA?

Popravdě řečeno, rozhodně byl bych pro ten kritičtější, tvrdší přístup i proto že v určitých
aspektech to jsou skutečně organizace vlivové, které vlastně spadají do toho systému propagandy,
ačkoliv z angličtiny to není úplně jasné, ale v čínštině je to napojení celkem zřejmé.

政 治 大

Upřímně řečeno, to že v ČR nemají žádný negativní vliv, si úplně myslím, že je pravda. My máme

立

spíše ne úplně ověřitelné zkazky, což trochu souvisí,, tak když se zamyslíme, co tady produkuje
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olomoucká sinologie, kde úspěšný KI působí, a teď tu nechci byt až tak kritický, ale na druhou
stranu to byla to olomoucká sinologie, která vyprodukovala nekritický překlad Xi Jinpingovi

‧

pojednání o tom jak spravovat stát. Současný ředitel katedry čínských studií v Olomouci je bývalý
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ředitel Konfuciova Institutu. Je to člověk, který se tady poměrně vyjadřoval pro parlamentní listy
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Samozřejmě je to něco co se velmi těžko dokazuje.
by to rozsáhlou nezávislou studii,
ale například ta poslední produkce z této instituce kde do určité míry je zpochybňován masakr na
Náměstí nebeského klidu. Teď mluvím o nové publikace z Olomouce, která se jmenuje Dějiny

ČLR 1949 až 2018, kde konec konců ten ředil čínských studií Dr. Kučera je jeden ze tří autorů té
knihy, tak kniha tak celkem systematicky se snaží nabourávat negativní narativy okolo Číny
například se vůbec nezmiňuje co se za posledních 20 let nebo 25 let dělo v Xinjiangu. Takže
vidíme, že ta produkce aspoň ta která je prominentnější je skutečně pochybná a myslím, že nás
v následujících měsících čeká mnoho zajímavých recenzi na tuto publikaci. Protože skutečně je to
publikace skandální. Ale zase se můžeme bavit, jestli je to způsobeno tím KI nebo je to skutečně
tím, žeautoři jsou přesvědčeni, že takhle je to v pořádku na základě vlastní iniciativy a názoru,
který z mého pohledu není moc dobře vyargumentovaný.
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Na té vysoké škole finančně správní (VSFS), kde máme KI v Praze je samo o sobě skandální
z principu jakou má reputaci ta škola samotná. Jak je ta škola napojená na nejvyšší patra české
polity včetně dvoj ministra Havlíčka (doprava a průmysl a obchodu), který je poměrně vlivnou
osobou ve správní radě té univerzity jestli se nepletu. Je to do značné míry univerzita politická.
Tady to nebezpeční je možná ještě větší pokud se budeme bavit o nějakých podnikatelských,
politických elitách protože tam to napojení a to pronikání do těchto sfér pro ten KI na VSFS bude
snazší ačkoliv je to univerzita pochybné reputace tak spoustu politiků a lobbistů úředníku na ní má
nějaké napojení, takže tam je to určitě problém. Je to ovšem komplikovanější v tom smyslu, že je
to univerzita soukromá a ty kroky, které proti ní může vést stát, jsou samozřejmě omezenější než
oproti tomu co se děje v Olomouci nebo co by se teoreticky mohlo dít na té ostravské vysoké škole
Báňské, kde jsou Konfuciovi třídy, ale kde se loni, tuším, že v březnu, vyjádřil tamní rektor, že by

政 治 大

rád povýšil ty Konfuciovi třídy na KI jako takový. (36,22)
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Jakou možnost mají, čeští akademici ve zmenšování tohoto pronikajícího čínského vlivu
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v ČR? Je tu možnost nějaké kooperace, jako udělali ty univerzity v US jako s těmi KI nebo
je tady nějaká jiná možnost řešící tento problém? Samozřejmě vy ze Sinopsisu děláte pro

‧

informovanost, co můžete, je tu další možnost?
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Samozřejmě je spoustu věci, které se tady dají
posilování toho vědomi, že když
e ndělat.
hi
g c Například
napíšete něco o Číně tak to automaticky neznamená, že se do Číny už nikdy nepodíváte. Už vlastně
studenti jsou s tímto nějakým způsobem konfrontováni a provádí autocenzuru už v těch raných
částech toho studia což samo o sobě je komplikované pro budování nějakých budoucích generací
sinologů. Je to běžný fenomén různě ve světě, v tomto se asi nutně nelišíme. Ale opravdu to není
tak hrozné v české republice, jak by to mohlo být. Do určité míry si myslím, že u nás je ta situace
narovnanější v tom syslu, že ti lidé, kteří ty politické chtějí dělat i ty senzitivní, tak mají ten prostor,
mají se kam obrátit a Ok asi se musí smířit s tím, že se možná do Číny nikdy nepodívají a někteří
z nich to skutečně dělají a nemají s tím problém.
Kdežto jsou místa ve světě, kde žádné takové kanály a možnost se někam institucionálně zařadit
neexistují a v momentě, kdy odmítnout provádět tu autocenzuru zůstanou sami. Spoustu lidí
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obecně ty polická témata nechtějí dělat i z principu takže si myslím, že do určité míry se dá říct,
že u nás je to narovnanější v tomto ohledu.
Ale ten problém u nás si myslím je u nás na té úrovni personální osobní u vědců, kteří se Čínou
nezabývají nebo se jí zabývají a vlastně ji úplně nerozumějí. Pokud se budeme bavit o materiálním
nebo riziku krádeže důležitých informací, know how a patentu, tak to největší riziko je v oborech
technických a které jsou náchylnější z pohledu financí tak i limitovanější z pohledu té znalostní
asymetrie.

V těch oborech kde neexistuje povědomí nebo hlubší poznání toho jak ten čínský režim funguje,
jaké má priority, metody a taktiky a o co mu jde, tak jsou to obory, které jsou náchylnější si na to
nedají pozor a neprověří si ty čínské partnery. To souvisí s absencí znalosti čínštiny a souvisí to

政 治 大
například nedeklarují partnerství s 立
čínskou armádou nebo napojení na komunistickou stranu jako

s tím, že ti čínští partneři v cizích jazycích záměrně zdůrazňují jenom ty čistší partnerství a
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takovou. Podle mě tam do určité míry by tam směřovalo to varování BIS a z mého pohledu to co
vidím na těch českých univerzitách a obecně v akademickém prostředí tak to největší riziko
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především od toho momentu, kdy tu byl zdiskreditován ten okruh okolo Miloše Balabána, tak

zůstává v těch techničtějších oborech, kde skutečně chybí to povědomí o tom co ta spolupráce
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muže nést za rizika s čínskými partnery. Tam je to asi nejproblematičtější a asi jediné co se s tím
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dá dělat je dejme tomu nějaké osvěta, zvýšení kapacit obecně prověřování si čínských partnerů.
Samotné povědomí o tom že v a
Číně není akademická svoboda a tamní univerzity nejsou
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samosprávy, ale jsou řízeny komunistickou
stranou. Univerzitu
v Číně neřídí rektor ale tajemník
he
ngchi U
komunistického výboru uvnitř té univerzity. Tak tyhle ty základní principy, které tu debatu by měli
posunout na úplně jinou úroveň a tím pádem změnit přístup k čínským univerzitám, který by sem
měl lišit k tomu, jakým způsobem naše univerzity spolupracuji s evropskými univerzity a to je ten

jeden z těch základních problému a i tedy ta znalost stále chybí. (42,10)
Měla by tohle být třeba role ministerstva školství poskytovat tady tohle prověřování, pokud
ty čínské univerzity mají nějaké kontakty na tu armádu nebo byste to nechal na těch
univerzitách samotných?
To je otázka. Především pokud se budeme bavit o té taktice lokalizace, jde o to, jestli třeba
liberecká univerzita má kapacitu na tu, aby si sama prověřovala čínské partnery, jestli na to má
finanční a jazykovou kapacity, obzvlášť v momentě kdy tu spolupráci chce budovat. Z toho
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systematického pohledu jestli by to mělo dělat ministerstvo nebo univerzity je na debatu mezi
akademickou obci a ministerstvem a určitě by to měl někdo dělat a reálně se to neděje a to je jeden
z těch základních problému.
My teda shodou okolnosti snad brzo v nejbližších měsících bychom měli publikovat report, jak
naše univerzity spolupracují s čínskými partnery nebo nespolupracují a nemůžu teda k tomu tím
pádem moc říct, ale skutečně ta situace je velmi tristní. Ale na druhou stranu je vidět že některé
univerzity i ty, od kterých jsme to nečekali, tak jsou ochotny o tom bavit a skoro až vyložené vítají

tuhle tu iniciativu, že ta debata přichází, jelikož sami skutečně nemají ty nástroje a hledají je.
Ministerstvo školství tu databázi aspoň o těch veřejných univerzitách a jejich spolupráci
s čínskými partnery vede. Takže proč nepověřit to ministerstvo aby si někoho najalo, kdo se bude

政 治 大
s těmi konkrétními čínskými partnery
立být nebo nebýt. Koneckonců dneska už existuje už poměrně
dívat, jestli ta partnerství jsou v pořádku, jestli jsou tam vyřešeny všechny problémy, kterou mohou
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rozsáhlá studie publikovaná v Austrálii, která se docela do hloubky zaměřuje na spolupráci
čínských civilních univerzit s vojenským a zbrojním sektorem. Kdy ty rizikové univerzity jsou

‧

celkem jasně popsány a mnoho z těchto univerzit u nás operuje, což je něco, na co se do určité

míry zaměřuje ta naše připravovaná studie. (45,28)
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g c h jsou univerzity, které jsou dlouhodobě
Záleží na typu toho partnera. I v té zmiňovanéndatabázi
z mnoha uhlů pohledu napojeny i na špionáž ne jenom toho průmyslového typu. Tam je to
samozřejmě na místě se velmi zamyslet jestli nám to za to stojí. Ale obecně si myslím je na místě

se zamyslet nad tím, do jaké míry jsou tyhle ty spolupráce v pořádku, co z toho máme a co je to
riziko které tím přijímáme.
Pro mě ten problém je v tom že to riziko není tolik vidět a i proto že tu zase chybí ta znalost a to
povědomí a tím pádem ta debata o tom riziku tu není téměř vůbec žádná nebo je vedena velmi
abstraktně ve smyslu že každý Číňan muže být špion, když se podívám z toho pohledu té debaty,
která tady do určité míry tady probíhá.
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V momentě kdy tady nemáme tu práci s těmi konkrétními fakty, údaji a partnery tak vlastně ani
nemůžeme tenhle risk assesment provést. Dokud tu ten risk assesment nebude, dokud nebudeme
vědět, s kým podepisujeme tu smlouvu o té spolupráci tak vlastně se pořád budeme bavit o tom
velmi neobjektivně. But to si řekneme vůbec ne a nebo ano se vším všudy. Tudíž tady chybí to
zhodnocení, kdy si můžeme říct, ano pokud tato univerzita spolupracuje s armádou tak ji asi
nebudeme pouštět k našemu vývoji dronů. Na druhou stranu můžeme říct, dobře je to riziková
univerzita, ale nutně nevadí, když sem pustíme pár studentů na politologii.

Určitě není na místě zrušit celou tu spolupráci, to určitě ne, to je nesmysl. Samozřejmě to není
případ jen Číny, obecně autoritativní režimy tuhle tu tendenci mají, že zneužívají vlastních
obyvatel k různým až ilegálním aktivitám ale v případě Číny je to velmi systematizované a

政 治 大
přistupovat k těm rizikům s nějakým povědomím. Podívat se na to jaká jsou fakta a co nám muže
立
hrozit a podle toho to nastavit. Myslím si, že to může fungovat ale samozřejmě to potom
organizované, tudíž je zkrátka k Číně potřeba přistupovat tak jak ten režim a systém funguje a
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komplikovanější pro české univerzity ať už kvůli těm limitovaným kapacitám tak i proto že kdyby
se to takhle nastavilo tak některé z dnes probíhajících spoluprací by musela přestat
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Appendix B Tomas Etzler Skype Interview
B1 English Transcript
As a journalist who worked in China and participated in creation of information the Czech
viewer learns about China, how do you perceive the objectivity and balance of the Czech
Republic's debate on Czech-Chinese relations?
There are and it is absolutely subjective opinion, two or three directions of how the news about
China is processed in our country. One is the critical direction in which the Sinopsis group would

be a typical representative. But I absolutely believe in their work. I know personally those people
who work for Sinopsis. They are really knowledgeable experts and read materials in Chinese, study
Chinese documents, and I believe the information they provide is true. Or if they do not create the

政 治 大
they will say so. I read them I think it's a very reliable source of information. And of course, there
立
information themselves, and perhaps take it from the Chinese press, such as Kai Xin magazine,
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are many media that I trust, such as Aktualne.cz, Respekt.

Then there is a group that I think does soft pro-Chinese propaganda as the people around Vit Vojta

‧

and him like who are even paid for it. It has just been discovered by Aktualne.cz that PPF has
ordered some kind of pro-China propaganda in the Czech Republic in order to soften the view of
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China and soften the criticism of China. Vít Vojta and his project Synoskop played a huge role in
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And then, in my opinion, there is a little
n i although I think, and I do not
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h i Television, which operates between
n g cNational
want to say completely toothless, and that iseCzech

the two, I do not want to say extremes, but these two opinion counterparts. So I do not watch Czech
TV much, but what I saw or heard is like that… I find it…. I'm looking for a word. It's soft. It is
very cautious news on China. It's not pro-Chinese propaganda, but there's not much objective
criticism, so I'd say it's too soft. Not very decisive reporting from China. Is that enough?
Yes, thank you. I would like to ask how you perceive the Chinese presence in our country?
In its annual report, the Security Information Service BIS warns about the People's Republic
of China as the second biggest threat to the Czech Republic from the perspective of foreign
influence, after the Russian Federation. There are many people in the Czech Republic who
see it as “Anti-Chinese Hysteria.” Milos Zeman also questioned the seriousness of the Chinese
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influence described in this report. Do you think that Chinese influence in the Czech Republic
is really so serious or somewhat exaggerated?
I trust to BIS because BIS has found the same as other intelligence services in other countries like
Germany, Austria, USA and Australia. I consider China today a very dangerous country, an
expansive country.
The situation, of course, got much worse and escalated after Xi Jinping came to power in 2012,
when he consolidated and increased his power first in China and now he does the same abroad.

China has ideological ambitions. It has territorial ambitions. Let's see what is happening in the
South China Sea, the territorial disputes with Japan. There are disputes with India, which are still
dormant, and I expect border disputes with Russia in the future. China has become very assertive,

政 治 大
to some experts I have spoken to,
立whether people advise the US Congress or the German

and a huge role is played by the ideological expansion of China. I believe that China and, according
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Bundestag, China is expansive and it infiltrates organizations, infiltrates government organizations
and educational organizations. I do not think it is absolutely realistic assessment and that there is

‧

no hysteria.
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totally subtle, undignified behavior of an independent country. But I do not believe that the Czech
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government, in particular President
of China. I believe that
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President Zeman, in particular, representshthe
a huge company called PPF. It is no
e ninterests
g c h iof U

coincidence that since the first Zeman's visit in China there has always been present PPF owner,
Petr Kellner. If we look at the steps that China is doing or what the Czech Republic is doing
towards China, be it the shameful Letter of Four. The Letter from four top representatives, signed
by Zeman and Hamacek. Whether it is an apology letter from Zeman or a pleading letter from
Zeman last October. This is not how the representatives of an independent country behave, this is
the way of the people who make an emissary for the interests of some industrial societies. There,
adultery is common and perhaps even necessary, but not for state diplomacy.
Look what this brought us. Nothing. Nothing at all. That China invested in Slavia (football club)
to whom it helped in the Czech Republic, except Miroslav Tvrdik (current president of the club)
and a few people who have their money in Slavia. No investments were made. The disgraceful
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acceptance of those face masks is a complete scandal. This has not happened in any other country
in the world. It may have happened somewhere in Zimbabwe, but this has not happened in any
developed European Union country. What does it lead to? This leads to the ambassador of the PRC
complaining or being upset that we are receiving FREE assistance from Taiwan.
So, I consider China a threat and I consider the approach of the Czech government and the Czech
presidency to be totally unacceptable and utterly scandalous.
People from Sinopsis use the term Elite Capture when it comes to the Czech political scene

and people around Jaroslav Tvrdík, Miloš Zeman and Petr Kellner. Another term is
Corrosive Capital, which means that Chinese capital flowing into the Czech Republic serves
to create dependency or another term refers to it as Sharp Power. This term suggests that

政 治 大
difference in the openness of systems
立 where they can expand their version and views on
authoritarian regimes, namely Russia and the PRC, project their strength through the
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certain topics. So if the people around Petr Kelner and Jaroslav Tvrdik have business
interests in China, what, on the other hand, do you think the PRC's goals are in the Czech
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Republic?
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The fact that President Zeman, as the only representative
summits in China, gives China some legitimacy. I don't understand what it is, the Silk Road. To
me, no sinologist or no Chinese has explained exactly what the definition of a Silk Road is, what

its purpose is and what its goals are. This is Xi Jinping's project, and when a head of state from the
European Union appears there, of course, Chinese propaganda will take advantage of it, giving it
some legitimacy to these programs and the Chinese government.
China is trying to change the world view of itself. China, of course, is trying to undermine EU's
unity for economic reasons, just as Russia does. China makes it a little more sophisticated, smarter,
and not as rough as Russia. I believe that China wants the world-domination, that momentary
action is currently about ideological dominance, the spread of Chinese communist values, the
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spread of Chinese communist propaganda, and I think that is one of the main goals. Because the
Czech Republic has little or no economic value to China. And if the Chinese here decided to set
up a center or base for their work, the spy kind one or ideological in the EU, we have offered it
and China is using it.
Speaking of it being about China's ideological dominance and improving the world view of
itself thus undermining the system of liberal democracy, as for the Czech Republic, what do
you perceive as the strength of the Czech liberal system? On the other hand, what do you

consider to be the weakness of the Czech democratic system in the possibility of defending
itself against the activities of China that are trying to undermine this system?
That is a good question. I think that the Czech Republic has enough talented people and thinking

政 治 大
just talking about sinologists and 立
experts on China and journalists who are doing this. But I'm

people who can see it, the intentions of China and are able to see it and recognize it. And I'm not
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talking about people reading about it, who are able to think independently and make their own
opinions, and I think they see it.
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I also think that this corona virus is absolutely a disaster for Chinese PR. Whatever China does,
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also silenced the doctors who warned that this was a completely different and extremely dangerous
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virus that caused pneumonia that they
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these doctors and then forcing the doctor to
e n agstatement
c h i Uthat they had spread rumors and that

they would no longer do so. Some of those whistleblowers are still missing. Several studies by
foreign experts and universities have been published, saying that if China announced it two weeks
before or three weeks before, the epidemic would be 80% to 90% less severe than it is now.
It now turns out that China has systematically purchased all protective equipment in the world in
January and February. This has just been discovered by Sinopsis from some customs declarations
that are apparently public regarding imports into China. When over 2 billion masks were delivered
to PRC during those two months. Now there have been reports in the American press, and other
media took it over that China received tons, tons of aid from Italy in January, and then sold it back
to Italy for money. Today, I spoke with acquaintances in the Netherlands, where an investigative
report came out that a large part of the factories that manufacture masks in China and are not
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authorized to do so are not certified to produce medical supplies. They made handkerchiefs and
began to make masks. They are not certified.
So I think the world sees this. I believe that people in the Czech Republic see and read this. People
see it in the US, they see it in Italy, they see it in Spain, they see it in Holland, they see it in
Germany. This is absolutely a PR disaster for China and I think we will learn more about things
what happened in Wuhan in January or December. Virtually no one, no government in the world
believes in the figures published by China that 3,000 people died and 80,000 were infected. No

one believes these numbers, nor does the Chinese believe them. So I think that China exposed
itself to the world as a totally unreliable, lying, deceitful country that cannot be trusted and with
which it is impossible to cooperate on the principle of some trust or on the principle of international

政 治 大
CCP domestically is a restrictive立
regime that suppresses any hint of dissidence. This has led
agreements, because China does not respect any.
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me to the so-called Paradox of Tolerance, which says: “Unlimited tolerance must lead to the

extinction of tolerance.” Do you think this concept is applicable to the Czech Republic?
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Should China stop tolerating to some extent?
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I think it all relates to everything. Yes, they should stop tolerating Chinese lies. China's brutality
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towards its own population should no longer be tolerated. I think another thing will play a big role
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n g supplies
c h should be a strategic industry of the
The retired Czech general Pavel said that medical
Czech Republic and that they should not be outsourced, somewhere abroad to a country that BIS
warns us against. One of the reasons why I think Taiwan is one of the best, if not the best, country

able to deal with the corona virus, yet the WHO predicted that Taiwan, which lies just over 100km
from PRC, would be the second most hit country in the world. It is the least affected when you
look at the recalculation of infected people per capita. One of the reasons is, of course, that Taiwan
is completely self-sufficient in many ways. Because of China, they are also in isolation, and for
decades they have been recognized by only a few countries in the world and that they are able to
make the face masks themselves and make their own living, and have had tremendous experience
with SARS. I think a lot of people realize that the dependence on China in some strategic sectors
is a problem. It does not matter in the production of T-shirts, but the medical supplies on which
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the lives of ten thousand, hundreds of thousands in EU or US countries may depend is a very bad
idea.
I have always said that we must talk with China, trade with China, negotiate with China. Every
fifth person in the world is Chinese. It is an economic force, political as well and it is slowly
becoming a military force, so they need to be interacted with. But interact as with an equal. Not to
tolerate, not to close our eyes to some of the things that are happening in China and which are in
complete contradiction with our values or with democratic values, with the values of the

democratic world.
As for not tolerating the PRC and the need to stop closing our eyes on those things that are
not within the values of the Western liberal world..Chinese media are censored by the state

政 治 大
Czech Republic, the EU and the 立
USA. On the other hand, the Western media and you know
in China and are forced to self-censor. On the other hand, these media have access to the
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it from your own experience, which you mentioned for DVTV that if you operate in China
you do not have the freedom. Should this asymmetry of this approach to the media be

‧

addressed?
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Of course. China behaves in a terrible way to foreign journalists. Even though China allows them
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to enter, it makes the working environment uncomfortable and not only unpleasant but also makes
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it impossible to work. I personally experienced it and I heard that today the conditions are far
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of America's
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In addition, China has now fired many

journalists, and the

Americans have returned it to them by firing Chinese people as well. I think that reciprocity is
necessary. The Chinese have hundreds and hundreds of so-called journalists in the US. I am talking

about Chinese journalists, but the people who work for the Chinese CCTV media or Xinhua news
agency, they are propaganda workers and the Chinese admit it or boast about it and call it like this
themselves.
Yes, when Chinese journalists work in the Czech Republic, the USA or Germany, they have the
same conditions as we have here, which is total freedom of movement and a complete opportunity
to talk to anyone who wants to talk to them and say what they want in the Chinese newspaper and
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Chinese media for foreign audiences as well. What they say, however, is not journalism, but it is
really propaganda, and the propaganda twist is always there.
I think it should be addressed. I am not for kicking out journalists, but limit the broadcasts of those
stations for example because it is broadcasting propaganda of the Chinese Communist Party. There
is a need for a solution because they really do not behave fairly, and they abuse the freedoms of
our system, which they claim they want to destroy, and that the Chinese regime is better. They
abuse it, but if I wanted to do something like that and publish my views on China in Chinese I

would end up in a concentration camp or in front of a firing squad. This should be addressed.
Chinese media are very active on social networks (Twitter, Youtube Facebook). Should the
activities of the Chinese media on these networks be regulated, as foreign media are blocked

政 治 大
greater coordination, within government
立 structures, for example?

in China? Or should this possibly be left to those platforms themselves or should there be
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I do not think so. In this case, I don't think so. Although it is propaganda, propaganda is made by
countries other than China too. But I think it should be reminiscent of the hypocrisy of the Chinese
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Communist Party, because all the platforms you have listed are banned in China. In China, you
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can't get to Twitter, Youtube, or Gmail. Again, they are abusing Western technology and freedom
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of speech in the West, abusing platforms that are strictly forbidden in China to spread their
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propaganda elsewhere. I would not forbid them, but I would point it out. I think that 90% or 80%
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n g cthehCGTN videos a disclaimer to point out
For example, the way that YouTube puts under
that CGTN is partially or fully funded by Chinese government sources and there is also a
link to Wikipedia seems to be the right approach?

I am not a technical expert on this, but yes point out that CGTN is funded by the Communist Party
of China. And it is not only partially, it is fully, in my opinion. I remember when a new CCTV
director was appointed in 2013, he went through parts of CCTV, serials, music sections and more
and then stopped in the news and said, “Don't have any illusions. You're not journalists. You are
propaganda workers.” This was also published by the Chinese media. There, several times since
2012, I think that two or three times when Xi Jinping has appeared directly at the news HQ to
explain and remind them of their role in helping to consolidate the support for Communist Party
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and support party ideals. They don't even hide it. So I think it should be pointed out. I do not know
that YouTube put a link to Wikipedia under CGTN videos. I think it's good way, to make some
comment that it's a state-sponsored channel that many people consider propaganda. The same RT
for Russia and TRT for Turkish Television. These are all organizations that have no editorial
freedom and who are really owned by the state and are very strictly watched what they say or what
can be said there.
In the case of Czech journalists, do you feel that Czech journalists, when studying or starting

journalism, or in established media houses, are aware of how China works or would there
be room for some education?
I think it depends on every medium. I think that in some newsrooms, including Czech Television,

政 治 大
There, I think everyone knows exactly
立 what is going on and what is happening in China. There are
there is the awareness. Whether it is Hospodářské Noviny or other news reports under Economia.
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a lot of young and talented people, for example Lukáš Valášek. He is not even 30 and he cannons
extremely high quality and well-sourced, honest truthful journalism in Aktualne.cz. That
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awareness and the honor and respect for that craft are there. Journalism is a craft. There's respect

from those people. There is another group of young journalists, which I am very pleased about, it
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is a group of investigative journalists, around Pavla Holcová, who has a Czech center of
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investigative journalism. She's a world-renowned investigative journalist today.
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But then there are others, of course,aand
l I will not talk about suchi vgarbage, such as Parliamentary
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U are stations such as Prima, Mlada
h e n gbutc then
Letters and others, I do not consider it journalism,
h i there
Fronta or Lidove noviny. There is the degradation of some journalists. Editor-in-chief for Mlada
Fronta Jaroslav Plesl or István Leko, who is editor-in-chief for Lidové Noviny, I believe that they
are talented journalists, but they have completely sold out themselves for propaganda for Andrej
Babiš and his Mafra. They write on purpose, they do not do honest journalism. They gave it up for
money many years ago and today serve only as a PR for Babiš, for Agrofert and for their interests.
I don't read the paper at all.
I see the Seznam zpravy as a very independent news platform. You know, I'm doing my own
research about it. I'm talking to those people. I know people in Respekt, Hospodářské noviny,
Aktualně.cz and Seznam, not just as journalists and whom I respect, but I know them as people. I
asked how much Lukačevič in Seznam or Bakala or Economia might interfere with the news. They
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do not interfere at all. They don't need it. Neither Lukačevic nor Bakala have political intentions
in the Czech Republic. They want to make money. I was told that Bakal saw himself at CNN and
Ted Turner. I worked for CNN and Ted Turner appeared in the newsroom, but rather just to top
up his coffee and ask how the stock markets were doing somewhere in the world. He never, never
interfered with what we were supposed to do, and I think Bakala had a similar approach.
The Czech Republic has advanced journalism school. There are a lot of great journalists and we
have access to information and who does the job honestly will find the necessary materials about

China. There's a lot to find out even when you're not there. The information can be found on social
networks, the Internet, talk directly with the Chinese and Czech journalists do it fairly from my
perspective, people who are there for reasons other than journalists do not do the journalism the

政 治 大
So self-censorship initiated by Chinese
立 interests is not here in Czech Republic, from your
quality of those news look accordingly.
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point of view?

I think so. I think there is a little bit on Czech Television. I don't watch it. I don't even have a TV.
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I have registered a few reports from my successor in China Barbora Šámalová. People wrote me.
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Even a student from Purkinje University who studied Chinese linguistics and journalism told me
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that she was writing her thesis and her topic was comparing my news and my reports with those
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of Barbora Šámalová. And she said that when she looked at it, she did not understand the enormous
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a l that I chose, and which Barbora
shift, editorial, in the choice of topics
i v Šámalová chose. She does
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U Television has no editorial line
h e n gsuch
not understand that such a respected organization
c hasi Czech
and vision for the future. She didn't understand what an incredible change there had been. Then
she asked me: "I don't want to be insolent, but somehow your disappearance from CT does not
relates to Miloš Zeman becoming a president?"
This is another debate, but she wrote a master thesis on it and many other people, friends or other
strangers texted me on Facebook or Twitter, that they do not understand why CT so softened and
began to do absolutely toothless news about China. I don't want to judge it. I'm just saying what
I've heard. At DTVT, they asked Jakub Szánto exactly that. At the very end, they asked him about
this master thesis and he was supposed to reject the question because he didn't know much about
it, but he said, "I didn't read it, but I think it's unfair to Barbora." then I wrote him, if you didn't
read it, don't talk about it. That master thesis was a normal academic work. She doesn't attack
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Barbora there, she doesn't attack me. She compares the facts there. Then Jakub said there was a
need to understand that during my time in China and since Barbora Šámalová is there, the relations
between the Czech Republic and China have changed so much, and of course this is reflected in
the news. I wrote to him that it is crap too, that news is news and who is in power and what relations
we have with this or that country should not affect how we process the news on that country. News
are just about the events and how they happened.
So I think there is definitely some censorship. But then there are 2 questions. I don't blame CT.

They are not in easy position. Not even politically because they are under huge political pressure,
but then there are 2 things. One thing is censorship itself and the other is the intentional ignorance
and publication of misleading news and half-truths, as Vít Vojta and his project Synoskop does. I

政 治 大
that Vít Vojta really repeats Chinese propaganda and makes it understandable to the Central
立
European reader. So self-censorship exists, but there is also the ignorance, the fact that the

read some of his stuff and it is something that Ondřej Klimeš, an important Czech sinologist, says,
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journalists intentionally do not talk about something it at all and are not interested in getting to the
heart of the matter. It depends on what you read.
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Recently, the sale of Central European Media Enterprises (CME), which includes Czech TV
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Hundred percent. I wouldn't believe a secondethat
n gKellner
c h i would not influence news about China.
Not directly Petr Kellner personally, but he entrusts other people. It was Lukáš Valášek who was
the first to launch the bomb, sometime in December 2019, that PPF was in a campaign to improve
the Chinese image in the Czech Republic. PPF paid to Vít Vojta and his project Synoskop, and
also paid to PR agency C&B. The person working in Info.cz works there. When, for example,
Xaver Veselý was interviewing Vít Vojta about China, this PR agency wrote to the thug Veselý
instruction on what to ask Vit Vojta. And that was at a time when Kellner did not own any media
and now he will own the most watched evening news in the Czech Republic. It is absolutely clear
that China will promoted there or painted in a better light.
Now the question is why. I don't think Kellner is a spy or that he works for Chinese intelligence.
But Kellner has a huge business in China, and it is the most important country for him. There they
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earn billions. But he will not stay there without the support of the Chinese government, because it
is financial business and it is strictly regulated in China. The regulation is great for Chinese
operators in the Chinese market and Kellner is a foreigner. He would not have stayed there without
the support at the highest levels, which President Zeman helps him to do. And when he would
become disliked by the Chinese government, he is finished there within 24 hours. They are able to
kick his business out in one day. So, of course, for economic, not political reasons, he will try to
satisfy China in the way he can. Absolutely brief answer, yes I believe Kellner will influence Nova
news in favor of China.
Now that we have mentioned the Synoscope project, Vít Vojta recently published a study
there, commissioned by an independent analysis on the number of appearances of experts on

政 治 大

China on Czech television. Did you see this article?
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Maybe yes, I do not recall.
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More or less it says that in 60% of all Chinese experts' appearances on CT, there were five
same people associated with the Sinopsis project. Do you think that Czech television is
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objective, considering what people are inviting? Or was it a legitimate finding by Vít Vojta?
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I personally consider people like Marina Hála and others from the Sinopsis project, yes there is
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also Kateřina Procházková who is not a sinologist but who has lived in China for some time, and
I do not agree with all opinions, but she does some great things, but people like Professor Lomová
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best experts in China. Martin Hala is cited by world
such as the Guardian and the New
York Times, and these are newspapers that very closely guard the editorial truth. I don't care who

CT invites and I think it shouldn't matter if they know or believe the person is telling the truth. I

am not a supporter of the school that if one space is given space the opposition must be given one
too. This is utter nonsense, because then we end up with such bullshit as when the Czech radio
debates whether the Earth is round or flat. Did you register it?
No, I did not.
People make fun of it today. In the Czech Radio, they had Professor Grygar, one of the most
respected astrophysicists in the Czech Republic, and against him they had some idiot who claims
the Earth is flat. This in the extreme which shows where it can lead. One minute for a Jew and one
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minute for Hitler. This is total crap. I believe that it is not the job of journalists to balance it in this
way, because there is no balance. The task of journalists is to seek the truth. I'd do it the same way
in Czech Television as well. I, if I suspect, and not only suspect him. Vít Vojta lied, repeatedly
lied to the public. He cheated. I wonder if the police or Hithit noticed. He was campaigning on
HitHit, collecting 500,000 CZK for his project. He presented the campaign as an independent
campaign, saying it was his personal project. At the same time, the campaign was paid by PPF and
the PR company C&B even wrote statuses on HitHit. Someone bought a price for 240 000kč, I
would not be surprised if the money came from PPF. I don’t see Vit Vojta as a solid person who I
knew would speak truthfully about China. I really think that especially Martin Hála relies on real
facts, figures and events. I've had such discussions many times about people criticizing me for
being biased and still throwing dirt on China, and I told them, you know what? “You will tell me

政 治 大

when the government discovers that 400,000 children are poisoned by melanin in milk, but it
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covers it because it has an Olympics and does not want to spoil it, and as a result, thousands more
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children are infected. How do I make a good report from this?” Okay, those reports are negative,
but it's the content, I'm not putting any negative spin on it. I am just saying what is going on over
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there. 70% of China's surface water being completely polluted, if you don't like it don't complain
to me but complain to the Chinese government. You know what I mean? I will always seek the
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truth, and when I have a question about China I do not call Vojta, I call Hala.
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Jakožto novinář, který působil v Číně a podílel jste se na tom, jaké informace se český divák
dozví o Číně, jak vnímáte objektivitu a vyváženost debaty v české republice momentálně
ohledně Česko-čínských vztahů?
U nás jsou a je to naprosto subjektivní názor, takové dva možná tři směry toho jak se u nás
zpravodajství zpracovává. Jeden je takový ten kritický směr, kterým typickým představitelem by
byla skupina Sinopsis. Já ale v jejich práci naprosto věřím. Znám se osobně s těmi lidmi, kteří pro
Sinopsis pracují. Jsou to opravdu fundovaní odborníci a čtou materiály v čínštině, studují čínské
dokumenty a já věřím, že ty informace, které podávají. jsou pravdivé. Nebo když ty samotné
informace nevytvoří a třeba je přebírají z čínského tisku, například z časopisu Kai Xin, tak to
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uvedou. Čili já je čtu myslím si, že je to velmi spolehlivý zdroj informací. A kolem nich se
pochopitelně nabaluje celá řada medií, kterým já věřím, jako je Aktualně.cz, Respekt.
Pak je tady skupina, která podle mě dělá nebo dělá takovou měkkou pro čínskou propagandu, jako
jsou lidé kolem Víta Vojty a jemu podobným, kteří jsou dokonce za to placeni. To právě objevilo
Aktualně.cz, že skupina PPF si v české republice objednala jakousi propagandu Číny, v tom
smyslu aby se změkčil ten pohled na Čínu a změkčit tu kritiku té Číny a Vít Vojta v tom hrál
obrovskou roli a jeho projekt Synoskop, ale i jiní jako Expres.cz a Babišův bulvár.

A pak je tady podle mě, taková trošku vyváženější platforma, i když si myslím, a nechci říct
bezzubá úplně a to je Česká Televize, která se pohybuje mezi těmito dvěma, nechci říct extrémy,
ale těmito dvě názorovými protipóly. Já teda českou televizi moc nesleduji, ale to co jsem viděl

政 治 大
zpravodajství na Čínu. Není to pro立
čínská propaganda, ale není tam ani mnoho objektivní kritiky,
nebo slyšel, je to takové… Mě to připadá …. Hledám slovo. Je to měkké. Je to velice opatrné
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takže bych řekl, že je to takové měkké. Nepříliš rozhodné reportování z té Číny. Stačí takto?

Ano děkuji. Dál bych se rád zeptal, jak vnímáte čínskou přítomnost u nás? Ve výroční zprávě
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největší hrozbu pro českou republiku z pohledu zahraničního vlivu, hned po ruské federaci.
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vlivu takto popsaného v této zprávě zpochybňoval i Miloš Zeman. Domníváte se, že čínský
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Já věřím BISu protože co nachází BIS nacházejí igdalší
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je Německo, Rakousko, USA a Austrálie. Já považuji Čínu dneska za velmi nebezpečnou zemi,
rozpínavou zemi. Ta situace se pochopitelně daleko zhoršila a eskalovala po nástupu Xi Jinpinga

k moci v roce 2012, kdy on konsolidoval a zvýší svou moc napřed v Číně a teď se přelívá do
zahraničí. Má ambice ideologické, má ambice teritoriální. Podívejme se co se děje v jihočínském
moři, na teritoriální spory s Japonskem. Existují i spory s Indií, které jsou zatím dormant spící, ale
očekávám pohraniční spory i s Ruskem v budoucnosti. Ta Čína se stala velice asertivní a
obrovskou roli tam hraje ideologická expanze Číny. Já věřím, že ta Čína a podle některých
expertu, se kterýma jsem hovořil ať už lidí co radí americkému kongresu nebo německému
bundestagu, že Čína je rozpínavá, a infiltruje organizace, infiltruje vládní organizace, vzdělávací
organizace. Já si myslím, že to nezpáčí je naprosto realistické a že tady o žádnou hysterii nejde.
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Naopak se domnívám, že bychom měli být velice obezřetní. To jak se česká vláda a český prezident
chovají k Číně, považuji naprosto za skandální, protože je to naprosto lokajské, nedůstojné chování
nezávislé země. Já ale nevěřím, že česká vláda zejména prezident Zeman, reprezentují zájmy Číny.
Já věřím, že prezident Zeman zejména reprezentuje zájmy jedné obrovské společnosti, která se
jmenuje PPF. Ono není náhoda, že od první návštěvy Zemana v Číně tam byl vždycky přítomen
majitel PPF, Petr Kelner. Když se podíváme na ty kroky, jaké Čína dělá nebo jaké ČR dělá vůči
Číně, ať už to jde o ten ostudný dopis čtyř. Dopis čtyř nejvyšších představitelů, který podepsal
mimo jiné Zeman i Hamáček. Ať už jde o omluvný dopis Zemana nebo prosebný dopis Zeman
z října loňského roku. Tak se nechovají představitelé nezávislé země, tak se chovají lidé, kteří
dělají emisara, pro zájmy nějakých industriálních společností. Tam to patolízalství je běžné a
možná i potřebné, ale ne určitě pro státní diplomacii.

政 治 大
Podívejte se, co nám tohle to přineslo. Vůbec nic. Ale vůbec nic. To že Čína investovala do Slavie
立
(fotbalový klub) komu to v české republice pomohlo, kromě Miroslava Tvrdíka a pár lidem, kteří
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mají peníze ve Slavii. Žádné investice se nerealizovaly. To ostudné přijetí těch roušek je naprostý
skandál. To se nestalo v žádné jiné zemi na světě. Možná se to stane někde v Zimbabwe, ale
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Čili, já považuji Čínu za hrozbu a považuju přístup české vlády a českého prezidentského úřadu
za naprosto nepřijatelný a naprostoaskandální.

n

iv
l C
n
U české politické scény a lidé kolem
Lide ze Sinopsisu používají termín Eliteh
Capture
e n g ccohsei týče
Jaroslava Tvrdíka a Miloše Zemana a Petra Kellnera. Další termín je Koroznivní kapitál, to
znamená, že čínský kapitál proudící do ČR slouží k vytvoření závislosti nebo další termín to
označuje jako Sharp Power. Tento pojem hovoří, že autoritativní režimy, jmenovitě Rusko
a ČLR projektují svou silu skrze rozdíl v otevřenosti systémů, kdy mohou rozšiřovat jejich
verzi a pohledy na určitá témata. Když tedy lidé kolem Petra Kelnera a Jaroslava Tvrdíka
mají obchodní zájmy v Číně, jaké na druhou stranu, se domníváte, že jsou cíle ČLR v české
republice?
Já přesně nevím, jak tyto mechanizmy fungují, ale domnívám se, že ČR svým způsobem otevřela
bránu do EU tím, že si tady pustila CEFC, kterou předloni přebrala státní komunistická firma
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CITIC, jejichž ředitel banky CITIC, což je jedna ze společností, nebo pod společnosti byl zatčen
kvůli korupci včera nebo předevčírem.
To že prezident Zeman jako jediný představitel evropské země byl na některých obchodních
summitech v Číně, dává té Číně jistou legitimitu. Já do dneška nechápu co to je, Hedvábná stezka.
Mě to žádný sinolog ani žádný Číňan ještě přesně nevysvětlil, co přesně je definice hedvábné
stezky, jaký je její účel a jaký je její záměr. To je takový projekt Xi Jinpinga a to když se tam
objeví hlava státu z evropské unie tak samozřejmě toho využije čínská propaganda a dává to

jakousi legitimitu těmto programům a té čínské vládě.
Čína se snaží změnit názor světa na sebe. Čína se snaží pochopitelně z hospodářských důvodů
podemlít jednotu EU, stejně jako to dělá Rusko. Čína to dělá trochu více sofistikovaněji, chytřeji

政 治 大
ideologickou dominanci, šíření čínských
立 komunistických hodnot, šíření čínské komunistické
a ne tak hrubě jako Rusko. Já věřím, že Číně jde o světovou dominanci, že čině jde momentálně o

‧ 國

學

propagandy a já si myslím, že to je jeden z hlavních cílů. Protože ČR nemá pro Čínu valnou nebo

žádnou ekonomickou hodnotu. A pokud se tady Číňani rozhodli zřídit jakési centrum nebo

to využívá.

‧

základnu pro jejich práci, špionážní. At už ideologickou v EU, tak my jsme jim to nabídli a Čína

y

Nat

sit

Když se tady bavíme, že té Číně jde o tu ideologickou dominanci a zlepšení názoru světa na

er

io

sebe a tím pádem podrývá ten systém liberální demokracie. Co se týče české republiky, co

n

vnímáte jakožto silnou stránkua l českého liberálního systému?
Na druhou stranu co
iv

n

C

hengchi U
považujete za slabou stránku českého demokratického
systému v rámci možnosti se bránit
proti aktivitám Číny, které se tento systém snaží podkopat? (13,50)

To je dobrá otázka. Já si myslím, že ČR má dostatek talentovaných lidí a myslících lidí, kteří to

vidí, ty záměry Číny a jsou schopni to prokouknout a rozeznat. A to nemluvím jenom o sinolozích
a odbornících na Čínu a novinářích, kteří se tomu věnují. Ale mluvím o lidech, co o tom čtou, kteří
jsou schopni nezávisle uvažovat a tvořit si i svůj vlastní názor a já se domnívám, že to vidí.
Ten hlas, já si navíc myslím, že tento korona virus je naprosto katastrofou pro čínské PR. Ať si
Čína dělá co chce, ale to že ten virus vznikl v Číně je nepopiratelný fakt. To, že vznikla světová
pandemii, kvůli tomu, že to Čína tutlala a že trvalo dlouhé 4 týdny, než reagovala. Nejenže to
tutlala ale i umlčovala lékaře, kteří před tím varovali, že je toto naprosto jiný a nesmírně
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nebezpečný virus, který způsobuje zápal plic, který předtím v životě neviděli. Na několik dní tyto
doktory zavírala a pak nutila lékaře podepsat prohlášení, že šířili pomluvy a že to dělat už nebudou.
Někteří z těch wistleblowers jsou stále nezvěstní. Vyšlo několik studií od zahraničních expertů a
univerzit, říkající, že kdyby to Čína oznámila 2 týdny předtím nebo 3 týdny předtím, ta epidemie
by byla o 80% až 90% méně závažná než je teď. Teď se ukazuje, že Čína systematicky skupovala
v lednu a únoru veškeré ochranné pomůcky na světě. Tohle právě zjistil Sinopsis z nějakých
celních prohlášeních, která jsou zřejmě veřejná ohledně dovozu do Číny. Kdy bylo přivezeno přes
2 miliardy roušek. Teď se objevily zprávy v americkém tisku a následně to přebrala další media,
že Čína dostala v lednu tuny, tuny pomoci od Italie a pak to Italii zpětně prodávala tu darovanou
pomoc za drahé peníze. Dneska jsem hovořil se známými v Holandsku, kde vyšel investigativní
report, že velká část továren, která vyrábí roušky v Číně a na to nemá povolení, nejsou

政 治 大

certifikovány na to, aby mohli vyrábět zdravotnický materiál. Oni vyráběli kapesníky a začali

立

vyrábět roušky. Nemají certifikaci.

‧ 國

學

Čili já si myslím, že svět tohle vidí. Já věřím, že lidé v ČR tohle vidí a čtou. Vidí to i v USA, vidí
to v Italii, vidí to ve Španělsku, vidí to v Holandsku, vidí to v Německu. Tohle je naprosto PR

‧

katastrofa pro Čínu a myslím si, že se budeme dozvídat ještě další věci, jako co všechno se stalo

y

Nat

v tom Wuhanu v lednu nebo v prosinci. Prakticky nikdo, žádná vláda na světě nevěří číslům, která

io

sit

Čína publikovala, že tam zemřelo na 3000 lidí a 80 000 bylo nakaženo. Nikdo těmto číslům nevěří

n

a

er

ani Číňané jim nevěří. Takže já si myslím, že Čína se zase obnaží před světem jako naprosto

v

i
l není možno věřit a sen kterou
nespolehlivá, lživá podvodná země, které
není možno spolupracovat

Ch

U

e n g c h i dohod, protože Čína žádné nedodržuje.
na zásadě nějaké důvěry nebo na zásadě mezinárodních
(18,15)
V ČLR na domácí půdě je velmi restriktivní režim, který potlačuje jakýkoliv náznak

disidentu. V posledních letech stejnou taktiku potlačování kritiky začala praktikovat i mimo
své hranice To mě přivádí k tak zvanému Paradoxu Tolerance, který hovoří:“ Neomezená
tolerance musí vést k zániku tolerance.“Domníváte se, že tento koncept je aplikovatelný na
Česko Čínskou interakci? Měla by se Čína přestat do určité míry tolerovat?
Já si myslím, že ono to souvisí všechno se vším. Ano měli by se přestat tolerovat čínské lži. Měli
by se přestat tolerovat čínská brutalita vůči vlastnímu obyvatelstvu. Já si myslím, že tady bude hrát
velkou roli další věc a to, že nejen ČR ale i USA, Francie a jiné země, si uvědomují to obrovské
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nebezpečí té závislosti na Číně v některých produktech. Vysloužilí český generál Pavel říkal, že
zdravotnické pomůcky a potřeby by měli patřit mezi strategické odvětví české republiky a že by
neměla být outsorsouvána, někde v zahraničí a ještě k tomu v zemi, proti které varuje BIS. Jeden
z důvodů si myslím, proč Tchaj-wan je jednou z nejlepších, ne-li nejlepší zemí, která se vyrovnala
s korona virem i přesto ze WHO předvídala, že Tchaj-wan, který leží něco přes 100km, bude
druhou nejvíce poškozenou zemí na světě. A prakticky je nejméně postiženou, když se podíváte
na přepočet nakažených na počet obyvatel. Jeden z důvodů je pochopitelně je že Tchaj-wan je
v mnoha věcech naprosto soběstačný. Kvůli Číně jsou i v izolaci a dlouhá desetiletí je uznává jen
pár zemi na světě a že jsou schopni si ty roušky vyrobit sami a sami se uživit a navíc měli obrovské
zkušenosti se SARSem. Já si myslím, že si to uvědomuje hodně lidí, že ta závislost na Číně
v některých strategických odvětvích je problém. Ve výrobě triček to je jedno, ale ve

政 治 大

zdravotnických potřebách, na kterých můžou záviset životy deseti tisíců, statisíců v zemích EU
nebo USA, je velice špatný nápad.

立

‧ 國

學

Já to tvrdil vždycky, že s Čínou je třeba vycházet, s Čínou je třeba obchodovat, s Čínou je třeba
jednat. Každý pátý člověk na světě je Číňan. Je to ekonomická síla, politická pomalu se stává i

‧

silou vojenskou, čili je s nimi třeba jednat. Ale jednat jako rovný s rovným. Ne tolerovat, ne

y

Nat

přimhuřovat oči k některým věcem, které se v Číně dějí a které jsou v naprostém rozporu s našimi

er

io

sit

hodnotami nebo s hodnotami demokratickými, s hodnotami demokratického světa.
Co se týče toho netolerování a přestat
zavírat oči před těmi věcmi které nejsou v rámci
a

n

iv
l C
n
hodnot západního liberálního světa. Tak
rád zeptal z vašeho pohledu novináře.
h bych
e n gsecvás
hi U
Čínská media media jsou v Číně cenzurována ze strany státu a jsou nuceny provádět
autocenzuru. Na druhou stranu tyto media mají přístup do ČR, EU a USA. Na druhou stranu
západní media a vy to víte z vlastní zkušenosti, což jste zmiňoval pro DVTV že pokud

působíte v Číně tak nemáte tu svobodu. Měla by tato asymetrie toho přístupu k tem mediím
adresována?
Samozřejmě. Čína se chová úplně strašným způsobem k zahraničním novinářům. I když jim
umožnila vstup, tak tu práci jim znepříjemňuje a ne jenom znepříjemňuje ale i opravdu
znemožňuje. Já jsem to osobně zažil a to jsem slyšel, že dneska jsou ty podmínky daleko horší než
byli v těch letech kdy jsem tam působil já. (2006 – 2014).
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Navíc Čína teď vyhodila řadu nejlepších amerických investigativních novinářů a Američani jim to
vrátili s tím, že vyhodili též lidi. Já se domnívám, že ta reciprocita je nutná. Číňani mají v USA
stovky a stovky takzvaných novinářů. Sice mluvím o čínských novinářích ale lidé co pracují pro
čínská media CCTV nebo Xinhua tisková agentura, tak to jsou dělníci propagandy a Číňani to
sami přiznávají nebo se tím sami chlubí a sami tomu tak říkají.
Ano když pracují čínští novináři v ČR, USA nebo v Německu tak mají stejné podmínky, jaké
máme my tady, což je naprostá volnost pohybu a naprostá možnost hovořit s kýmkoliv, kdo se

chce s nimi bavit a říkat si co chtějí v těch novinách pro čínské i zahraniční publikum. To co však
říkají, není novinařina, ale je to opravdu propaganda a ten nějaký propagandistický twist vždycky
tam je.

政 治 大
těch stanic protože je to vysílaní propagandistických
kanálů čínské komunistické strany. Je potřeba
立
Já si myslím, že to by mělo být adresováno. Já nejsem pro vyhazování novinářů, ale omezil vysílání

‧ 國

學

nějakého řešení protože oni se opravdu nechovají férově a naopak potom zneužívají těch volností
našeho systému, o kterém tvrdí, že jej chtějí zničit a tvrdí ještě, že čínský režim je lepší. Zneužívají

‧

to, ale kdybych já chtěl něco dělat a publikovat svoje názory na Čínu v čínštině tak skončím

v koncentračním táboře nebo před popravčí četou. Tohle by se adresovat mělo

y

Nat

sit

Čínské media jsou velmi aktivní na sociálních sítích (Twitter, youtube Facebok). Měli by se

er

io

regulovat příspěvky čínských medií na těchto sítích, vzhledem k tomu, že zahraniční média

n

jsou v Číně blokována. Mělo by a
tol být popřípadě necháno na
i v těch platformách samotných

n

C

nebo by tam měla být větší koordinace, h
v rámci
e n gvládních
c h i Ustruktur například.

Já si myslím, že ne. V tomto případě si myslím, že ne. Sice je to propaganda, ale propagandu dělají
jiné země než Čína. Ale myslím si, že by se mělo připomínat to pokrytectví čínské komunistické

strany, protože všechny ty platformy, které jste vyjmenoval, jsou v Číně zakázány. V Číně se
nedostanete na Twitter, Youtube nebo Gmail. Znovu opakuji, oni zneužívají západní technologii
a svobodu slova na západě, zneužívají platformy, které jsou v Číně přísně zakázány, na to aby šířili
svoji propagandu jinde. Já bych jim to nezakázal, ale upozorňoval bych na to. Já si myslím, že
90% nebo 80% světové populace si tohle to neuvědomuje.
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Třeba způsob co praktikuje Youtube, kdy pod videi CGTN upozorňuje na to, že CGTN je
částečně nebo úplně financován s čínských vládních zdrojů a je tam i navíc odkaz na
wikipedii, se Vám jeví jako správný přístup?
Já nejsem technik na toto, ale ano upozorňovat na to, že CGTN je financována komunistickou
stranou Číny. A to není jenom částečně, to je plně, podle mého názoru. Já si pamatuju, když
nastupoval nový ředitel CCTV někdy v roce 2013, tak jel po částech CCTV, seriály, hudební
redakce a další a pak se zastavil do zpravodajství a řekl:“ Nedělejte si iluze. Vy nejste novináři.

Vy jste dělníci propagandy.“ To publikovala i čínský média. Tam se několikrát od roku 2012,
myslím, že dvakrát nebo třikrát přímo objevil Xi Jinping, na tom ředitelství zpravodajství, aby jim
vysvětlil a připomněl jejich roli, která je pomáhat upevnění KSČ a podporovat stranické ideály.

政 治 大
toho CGTN dávají nějaký odkaz na Wikipedii. Já si myslím, že je to dobrý dávat, tam dávat
立
nějakou poznámku, že jde o státem sponzorovaný kanál, který řada lidí považuje za

Oni to ani neskrývají. Já si tedy myslím, že by se na to mělo upozorňovat. Já to ani nevím, že u

‧ 國

學

propagandistických. To samý RT v případě Ruska a TRT v případě Turecké televize. To jsou
všechno organizace, které nemají editoriální svobodu a které opravdu vlastní ten stát a velice přísně

‧

hlídá, co se říká nebo co se tam může říkat.

Nat

sit

y

V případě českých novinářů máte pocit, že čeští novináři, když studují nebo začínají
funguje nebo by tam byl prostor a
pro nějakou osvětu?

er

io

s žurnalistikou, popřípadě v zaběhlých mediálních domech, mají povědomí o tom jak ta Čína

n

iv
l C
n
h eJán sig myslím,
Já si myslím, že to záleží na každém médiu.
c h i Uže v některých redakcí, třeba včetně
České Televize, tam to povědomí je. At už to jsou Hospodářské Noviny, nebo další zpravodajství,
které vydává Economia. Tam se domnívám, že všichni přesně vědí, o co tam jde a co se v té Číně
děje. Tam je spousta mladých a talentovaných lidí, například Lukáš Valášek. Jemu není ještě ani
30 a on děla nesmírně kvalitní a dobře zdrojovanou, poctivou pravdivou novinařinu v Aktuálně.cz.
To povědomí a ta čest a úcta k tomu řemeslu tam je. Novinařina je řemeslo. Tam ta úcta u těch lidí
je. Je tu další skupina mladých novinářů, což mě strašně těší, je to skupina investigativních
novinářů, kolem Pavli Holcové, která má to české centrum investigativní novinařiny. To je dneska
ve světě uznávaná investigativní novinářka.
Ale pak jsou tady pochopitelně, a já se nebudu bavit o takovém smetí, jako jsou třeba Parlamentní
listy a další, to já nepovažuji za novinařinu, ale pak jsou tady stanice, jako je třeba Prima, Mladá
188
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Fronta nebo Lidové noviny. Tam je vidět ta degradace některých novinářů. Šéfredaktor pro
Mladou Frontu Jaroslav Plesl nebo István Leko, který je šéfredaktor pro Lidové Noviny, věřím, že
to jsou talentováni novináři, ale naprosto se zaprodali propagandě pro Andreje Babiše a jeho
Mafru. Píšou účelově, nedělají poctivou novinářů. Oni to vzdali asi kvůli penězům před mnoha
lety a dnes slouží pouze jako PR pro Babiše, pro Agrofert a pro jejich zájmy. Já ty noviny už vůbec
nečtu.
Seznam Zprávy beru jako velmi nezávislou platformu pro zpravodajství. Víte, já si o tom dělám

svůj vlastní průzkum. Já se bavím s těmi lidmi. Já znám lidi v Respektu, Hospodářských Novinách,
Aktualně.cz a v Seznamu, ne jen jako novináře a kterých si vážím, ale znám je jako lidi. Já jsem
se ptal do jaké míry třeba Lukačevič v Seznamu nebo Bakala nebo Economii, zasahují do toho

政 治 大
Bakala nemají v ČR politické záměry. Oni chtějí vydělávat peníze. O Bakalovi jsem slušel, že se
立
shlédl v CNN a v Tedu Turnerovi. Já jsem pracoval pro CNN a Ted Turner se objevoval
zpravodajství. Oni do toho nezasahují vůbec nijak. Oni to nemají zapotřebí. Ani Lukačevič ani

‧ 國

學

v newsroomu, ale spíš aby si jen dolil kávu a zeptal se jak se daří burzám někde ve světe. Nikdy,
nikdy nezasahoval do toho, co máme dělat a myslím si, že Bakala má podobný přístup.

‧

Česká republika mý vyspělou novinářskou školu. Je tu spousta výborných novinářů a máme

Nat
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y

přístup k informacím a kdo tu práci dělá poctivě tak si o té Číně najde potřebné materiály. Ono se

er

io

dá hodně zjistit, i když tam nejste. Ty informace lze si najít na sociálních sítích, internetu, bavit se
přímo s Číňani a čeští novináři toaz mého pohledu poctivě dělají, lidé, kteří jsou tam z jiných

n

iv
l C
n
důvodů, než novinářských tu novinařinu nedělají
toho taky ty noviny pak vypadají.
h e n ga podle
chi U
Takže autocenzura iniciována čínskými zájmy tady z vašeho pohledu není?

Podle mě ano. Myslím si, že existuje trošku i v České Televizi. Já to nesleduji, já nemám ani

televizi. Zaregistroval jsem pár reportáží od své nástupkyně v Číně Barbory Šámalové. Mě psali
lidi. Dokonce i jedna studentka z Purkyňovy univerzity, která studovala čínskou lingvistiku a
žurnalistiku, se mi ozvala, že píše diplomovou práci a její téma bylo, že porovnávala mé
zpravodajství a mé reportáže s reportážemi Barbory Šámalové. A říkala, že když se na to dívala,
tak vůbec nechápala obrovitý posun, editoriální, ve výběru témat, které jsem vybíral já a které
vybírá Barbora Šámalová. Nechápe, že taková respektovaná organizace jako je ČT nemá nějakou
editoriální linii a vizi do budoucna. Nechápala, k jaké neuvěřitelné změně tam došlo. Potom se mě
ptala:“ Prosím vás já nechci být drzá, ale nesouvysí váš zmizení z ČT nějak s nástupem Milošem
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Zemana do funkce prezidenta.“ To je debata zase jiná, ale o tom na to napsala diplomku a i řada
jiných lidí, přátel nebo další cizí před Facebook nebo Twitter, že nechápou proč ČT tak změkčila
a začala dělat naprosto bezzubé zpravodajství o Číně. Já to nechci posuzovat, já jen říkám to, co
jsem slyšel. V DTVT se na tohle přesně ptali Jakuba Szánta. Úplně na konci se ho zeptali na tu
diplomovou práci a on tu otázku měl odmítnout, jelikož o tom neví moc, ale on tam řekl:“ já jsem
si sice nečetl, ale myslím si, že je to nespravedlivé vůči Barboře.“ Já jsem mu potom psal, když si
to nečel tak o tom nemluv. To byla normální akademická práce. Ona tam neútočí na Barboru, ona
tam neutočí na mě. Ona tam porovnává fakta. Pak tam Jakub řekl, že je třeba pochopil, že během
mého působení v Číně a od té doby co je tam Barbora Šámalová tak se strašně změnili vztahy mezi
ČR a Čínou a to se samozřejmě odráží na tom zpravodajství. Já jsem mu na to napsal, že je to taky
blbost, že zpravodajství je zpravodajství a na to kdo je u moci a jaké máme vztahy s tou či onou

政 治 大

zemí tak by nemělo mít vliv na to, jakým způsobem budeme zpracovávat to zpravodajství na tu

立

zemi. Ty události jsou takové, jaké se stanou.

‧ 國

學

Takže si myslím, že jistá sebe cenzura určitě existuje. Ale potom jsou tady 2 otázky. Já ČT nic
nevytýkám. Oni nejsou v lehké pozici. Ani politicky protože jsou pod obrovskými politickými

‧

tlaky, ale pak jsou tady 2 věci. Jedno slovo je sebe cenzura a druhé slovo úmyslná ignorace a

y

Nat

publikování zavádějících zpráv a polopravd jako to dělá třeba Vít Vojta a jeho projekt Synoskop.

io

sit

Já jsem četl některé jeho věci a to je opravdu něco, co říká i Ondřej Klimeš, významný český

n

a

er

sinolog, že ten Vít Vojta opravdu papouškuje čínskou propagandu a dává jí do řeči srozumitelné

v

pro středo-evropského čtenáře. Takžel autocenzura existuje, alenjei tu i ta ignorace, ten fakt, že to ti

Ch

U

i věci. Záleží podle toho, co čtete.
e ndostat
novináři vůbec neřeší a nemají zájem o tom se
g ckhjádru

Nedávno byl schválen prodeje Central European Media Enterprises (CME), kam spadá
česká televize Nova, od americké společnosti AT&T do rukou Petra Kellnera a jeho skupiny

PPF. Očekáváte tam nějakou změnu v přístupu k Číně, ve smyslu, že to bude využito
k ovlivňování pohledu na Čínu?
Stoprocentně. Já bych nevěřil ani vteřinu, že Kellner nebude ovlivňovat zpravodajství o Číně. Ne
tedy přímo Petr Kellner osobně, ale pověří jiné lidi. Právě ten Lukáš Valášek jako první spustil tu
bombu, někdy v prosinci 2019, že PPF platila kampaň na zlepšení čínského obrazu v české
republice. Platila to Vítu Vojtovi a jeho projektu Synoskop, dále platila PR agentuře C&B. V ní
pracuje ten člověk, co dělal v Info.cz. Když třeba Xaver Veselý dělal rozhovory o Číně s Vítem
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Vojtou, tak tahle PR agentura tomu gaunerovi Veselému psala dotazy na co se Vojty ptát. A to
bylo v době, kdy Kellner nevlastnil žádné media a teď bude vlastnit nejsledovanější večerní relaci
v české republice. Tam je naprosto jasné, že tu Čínu tam bude propagovat nebo malovat ji v lepším
světle.
Teď je otázka proč. Já si nemyslím, že Kellner je špehem nebo že pracuje pro čínské zpravodajské
čínské služby. Ale Kellner má v Číně obrovský bussiness, co se týče společnosti Home Credit, tak
ta Čína je pro ně nejdůležitější zemí. Tam oni vydělávají miliardy. On tam ale nevydrží bez

podpory čínské vlády, protože to je finanční bussiness a ten je v Číně přísně regulován. Ta regulace
je velká pro čínské provozovatele na čínském trhu a Kellner je cizinec. On by tam bez podpory na
nejvyšších místech, kterou mu pomáhá zařizovat prezident Zeman, nevydržel. A když on se znelíbí

政 治 大
Takže on pochopitelně, hlavně z ekonomických, ne politických důvodů bude se tu snažit čínu
立
uspokojit, jakým způsobem to půjde. Úplně stručná odpověď, ano věřím, že Kellner bude
čínské vládě tak on tam skončí během 24 hodin. Oni jsou schopni ho vyhodit během jednoho dne.

‧ 國

學

ovlivňovat zpravodajství Novi ve prospěch Číny.

‧

Když jsme teď zmiňovali ten projekt Synoskop tak nedávno Vít Vojta tam publikovat studii,

kterou si nechal zpracovat nezávislou analýzu na výstupu expertu na Čínu v české televizi.
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Možná že jo, teď si to nevybavuju.
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Zaznamenal jste tento článek?
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Více méně se v něm píše, že v 60%
všech výstupů expertů
n ina Čínu v ČT se jednalo o pět

i U

he

n gSinopsis.
ch
stejných lidí, kteří jsou spojeni s projektem
Myslíte si, že česká televize je
objektivní, vzhledem k tomu jaké si tam zve lidi? Nebo se jednalo o legitimní poznatek ze
strany Víta Vojty?

Já osobně považuji lidi jako Marina Hálu a další z projektu Sinopsis, ano je tam ta Kateřina
Procházková, která není sinoložka, ale žila v té Číně nějakou dobu, tak já nesouhlasím se všemi
názory, ale některé věci dělá naprosto skvěle a navíc s nimi spolupracuje profesorka Lomová a
Ondřej Klimeš. To jsou lidé, kteří patří mezi naše nejlepší odborníky na Čínu. Mrtina Hálu citují
světové noviny jako je Guardian a New York Times a to jsou noviny, které si velmi hlídají
editoriální pravdu. Mě je úplně jedno koho tam ČT pozve a myslím si, že by to mělo být jedno,
pokud ví nebo věří, že ten člověk mluví pravdu. Já nejsem zastáncem té školy, že když se dá
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prostor jednomu názoru tak se musí dát prostor opozičnímu názoru. To je naprostý nesmysl,
protože pak skončíme u takových hovadin, jako když se v českém rozhlase debatuje o tom jestli
země kulatá nebo placatá. Zaregistroval jste to?
Ne, nezaregistroval.
Z toho si lidi dělají srandu do dnes. V českém veřejnoprávním mediu měli profesora Grygara, což
je jeden z českých nejuznávanějších astrofyziků a proti němu měli nějakého idiota, který tvrdí, že
země je placatá. To v extrému ukazuje to, kam to může vést. Jedna minuta pro žida a jedna minuta

pro Hitlera. To je úplná blbost. Já se domnívám, že úkolem novinářů není to balancovat tímhle tím
způsobem, protože takhle žádný balanc nevznikne. Úkolem novinářů je hledat pravdu. Já bych to
v té ČT udělal stejně. Já jestli mám o někom podezření, a nejen podezření, Vít Vojta lhal,

政 治 大
Hithit. On dělal kampaň na HitHitu,
立 kde sbíral 500 000kč na ten svůj projekt. Tu kampaň

opakovaně lhal na veřejnosti. On podváděl. Mě by zajímalo, jestli si toho všimla policie nebo

‧ 國

學

prezentoval, jako nezávislou kampaň, s tím že je to jeho osobní počin. Přitom mu tu kampaň platilo
PPF a ta PR společnost C&B mu dokonce psala příspěvky na ten HitHit. Tam si někde koupil cenu

‧

za 240 000kč, já bych se vůbec nedivil, kdyby ty peníze přišli z PPF. Já bych Víta Vojtu bych

nepovažoval za solidního člověka o kterým bych věděl, že bude mluvit pravdivě o Číně. Já si

Nat
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opravdu myslím, že zejména Martin Hála se opírá o skutečné fakty, čísla a události. Já jsem

er

io

takových diskuzí měl mnohokrát o tom, že mi lidi vytýkali, že jsem neobjektivní a pořád hážu
špínu na Čínu a já jsem jim říkal, a
víte co? „tak mi řeknete, když vláda zjistí, že 400 000 dětí je

n

iv
l C
n
otráveno melaninem v mléce, ale tutlá to, protože
a nechce si ji zkazit a kvůli tomu
h e n gmácolympiádu
hi U
se nakazí další tisíce dětí. Jak z tohohle mám udělat dobrou reportáž? Dobře, ty reportáže jsou
negativní, ale je to tím obsahem, já na to neházím žádný negativní spin. Akorát říkám, co jsem
děje. Jestli se vám nelíbí, že 70% povrchové vody v Číně jsou naprosto znečištěné tak si nestěžujte

mě, ale stěžujete si čínské vládě. Víte co myslím? Já vždycky bude shánět pravdu a hledat pravdu,
a když mám dotaz o Číně tak nevolám Vojtovi, volám Hálovi.
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Appendix C Bao Do Written Interview
In 2018 Annual report from The Security Information Service (BIS) names PRC as the
second biggest threat to Czech Republic in terms of foreign influence right after the Russian
Federation. There are many people in Czech society who labels it as a pure “anti-Chinese
hysteria”. The severity of Chinese influence as presented in this report was disputed by
president Milos Zeman as well. Do you think that Chinese presence in terms of influencing
activities in Czech Republic is indeed that severe or is it being exaggerated?

In this matter I trust our Security Information Service. Also, many other western countries’
intelligence services report this, so I believed we definitely should be cautious in this matter.
What has changed in Chinese activities in Czech Republic since 2013 to the present day?
In what way?

‧ 國

學

Why?

立

政 治 大

As far as I know, some Chinese companies such as Citic (previously CEFC) have engaged in

‧

acquiring Czech companies and real estate. A regular direct airline connection between Prague and
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Beijing as well as direct cargo railway connection between PRC and the Czech Republic has been
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diplomatic sovereignty occurred.

sit

established. But also several diplomatic disputes which seemed to be interfering with Czechia’s

Can you name some of them?
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For example, the Chinese Embassy reacted very strongly in matters of the visit of the Czech
Republic’s statesmen to Taiwan.
Following the previous question, would you interpret this Chinese presence in Czech
Republic, through its previous activities in Czech Republic as a threat to Czech liberal
democratic system as a whole?
What do you see as a threat?
What do you not consider a threat?
I am not an expert on diplomacy or politics, therefore it is hard for me to judge whether Chinese
activities in the Czech Republic post a threat or not. But in my opinion, dealing with the PRC
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representatives without previous consulting with experts on Chinese culture and society, usually
professional sinologist, who not only have a lot of personal experience dealing with the Chinese
people, but more importantly have also studied Chinese culture and society on the academic level,
which provides them with theoretical knowledge accumulated by many generations of experts on
China, is unwise. Unfortunately, this seems to be a common practice of many of the Czech
diplomats and businessmen.
What do you think that are the goals of Chinese activities in Czech Republic?

Well, it is hard to imagine that of all other European countries PRC has chosen the Czech Republic
as the business partner number one. I do not think that PRC representatives really believe that we
have that much to offer them. Many sinologists believe that PRC is using the Czech Republic as

政 治 大

an easy “entering point” how to get to other bigger players in the EU.

立

Where the Czech elites responsible for the restart of the Czech Chinese relations naïve then?

‧ 國

學

In some points I believe they were.

fools” to PRC?

‧

Do you think then that the Czech Republic and its representatives therefore played as “useful
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“Useful fools” is probably a very strong statement. I believe we can say that some Czech statesmen

a
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who dealt with representatives of the PRC were naïve and created in themselves an illusion
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iv
concerning the outcomes of the cooperation
between the Czech Republic
and the PRC.
l
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n
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In 2017 Christopher Walker introduced new concept so called “Sharp Power” in their report
done under National Endowment for Democracy. This term says that Authoritarian
countries, namely, Russia and PRC are projecting power by using the asymmetry in the

openness, spreading their narratives and views. The most fragile areas being so called CAMP
– culture, academia, media and publishing. Sharp power because it pierces and cuts like a
knife into society creating division, confusion in the information stream with goals of cooptation and coercion. According to this concept the goals of PRC are to push for their
narrative and normalize their authoritarian style of government and pose as a regular
member of international community while also silencing any critiques abroad.
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Based on we talked about so far would you label any activities conducted by PRC in Czech
Republic as a Sharp power or would you chose a different term for these activities?
Why yes, why not?
This is not really my field of expertise. But if you just take a look at the speeches made by man
PRC government representatives, you can definitely sense their intention to normalize PRC’s way
of governing.
Now I would like to move to the topic of: How can liberal democracy defend itself without
losing its openness against foreign actors who are aiming to undermine democratic systems.
What do you view as a strong side of Czech Republic's liberal democracy? On contrary what

政 治 大

do you view as a weak aspect of Czech democratic system in terms of its capability to defend
itself against coercive actions of foreign actors such as Russian and Chinese?

立

Deciding together is a democratic system’s strong point, but on the other hand also a weak point,

‧ 國

學

because it takes time to get through all the processes which ensure the transparency and fairness.
Also you have to listen to every opinion before you act. Again, on one side it is a good thing, but

‧

on the other side it has its price.
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PRC domestically is a highly oppressive regime that suppresses any signs of dissent. In recent
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years the same tactics started to be applied outside their borders as well. This brings me to

n

a philosopher Karl Popper whoaintroduced so called “Paradox
v of Tolerance”. It states:

l

ni

C hdisappearance ofUtolerance. If we extend unlimited
“Unlimited tolerance must lead to the
i
e
ngch

tolerance even to those who are intolerant, if we are not prepared to defend a tolerant society
against the onslaught of the intolerant, then the tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance with
them. We should claim the RIGHT to suppress them if necessary even by force, if they are not

ready to meet us on the level of rational argument.”
Would you say this concept is applicable on Czech Chinese relations today?
If not, why?
If yes, why?
Do we have a right?
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Very hard question. Many people tried and are trying to solve this puzzle. But basically it makes
sense to me.
Now I would like to ask you about possible defensive mechanism and their consequences
regarding your field of work in particular.
You have been visiting PRC many years now, either as a student or more recently as a tour
guide. Talking about your profession as a tour guide, you have naturally came in contact
with lot of Chinese people. Was there any big change in China/Chinese people towards you

or your tour groups in recent years compare to the past?
Not really. I first came to China in 2011. Technologically China has changed a lot since then.
But people seem to be the same. In the cities they may have got more used to the “laowai” or

政 治 大

“foreigners”, but in the countryside people still stare at you. But usually in a good curious way.

立

As a translator have you noticed a change in the approach of Chinese counterparts towards

‧ 國
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their dealings in Czech Republic?

‧

Not really. They have always been very pragmatic. In my opinion, it is still possible to see very

clearly, what is the goal of the PRC representatives. The rules of their game is not that hard to
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figure out actually. But I think Czech representatives’ approach has changed – we are showing too
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to haggle on the daily basis.
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much obviously that we need them, which is never good when dealing with people who are used
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i the debate about Czech Chinese
e do
As an independent expert on China how
n gyou
c hview
relations in Czech Republic and its objectivity?
At the moment, there is not really an entity which provides an objective point of view on China

related topics. Many groups claim this objectivity, but to me none of them have really managed to
achieve it.
Can you name some of the groups you talk about?
I had particularly Sinopsis and Sinoskop in mind.
Do you feel there is a need to set up any defense mechanism in Czech Republic against the
Chinese influence?
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Yes, like I said, key government personnel should first listen to opinions of the experts in the many
fields including Chinese studies before they take any important action.
As you stated before, you do not find any group providing objective point of view on China.
Many of those people providing different opinions on China are academics and sinologists,
on the other hand people from other fields having experience with PRC like doing business
in PRC might not be into politics and related issues. Where to recruit these experts? Would
a focus group made of people representing all streams of thoughts on PRC be better?

(Academics from Charles, Masaryk and Palacky University and representatives those
groups you mentioned before).
Yes, I believe there is no harm to have a discussion group consisted of experts from varieties of
fields.

立

政 治 大

In terms of threats we talked about. Where would be the most strict countermeasures but

‧ 國
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still align with our democratic values that you as a person whose job is depended on
interaction with China can imagine?

‧

Well, firstly, we must be more cautious when dealing with PRC representatives. Like they say:
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better safe than sorry. Secondly, I believe we should rather align ourselves with the countries which
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share our core values with, such as democracy and freedom and prosperity of an individual. At the
moment, this is not the case of the PRC.
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There are talks about establishing a parliamentary
investigating the Chinese
U
h e n g c h i committee

influence in the Czech Republic. Some MPs argue that BIS and NUKIB and other
informational services are enough. Since the debate in the Czech Republic is highly
politicized as well, what are your thoughts about this committee? Is it redundant or not?
Yes, I believe that is needed.
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Appendix D Hana Do Written Interview
D1 English Transcript
In 2018 Annual report from The Security Information Service (BIS) names PRC as the
second biggest threat to Czech Republic in terms of foreign influence right after the Russian
Federation. There are many people in Czech society who labels it as a pure “anti-Chinese
hysteria”. The severity of Chinese influence as presented in this report was disputed by
president Milos Zeman as well. Do you think that Chinese presence in terms of influencing
activities in Czech Republic is indeed that severe or is it being exaggerated?
Sadly, I am not an expert on this topic and in general I do not have an access to information, based
on which I could provide a more relevant answer. On the other hand, I would not take lightly the

政 治 大
they did. Moreover, project Sinopsis is providing similar conclusion.
立

warnings from BIS as I believe they do have relevant information why they came to the conclusion
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What has changed in Chinese activities in Czech Republic since 2013 to present day?
In what way?

‧

Why?
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Since president Zeman was elected in 2013 he focused on strengthening Czech Chinese relations.
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Czech Republic joined the 16+1 initiative and a lot of Czech business men had a huge expectation
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from this. From my point of view a
this
i v the Czech Chinese relations
l had a mixed result and today
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even grow cold and at the moment it escalated
h i Uside criticizing
g cChinese

Following the previous question, would you interpret this Chinese presence in Czech
Republic, through its previous activities in Czech Republic as a threat to Czech liberal

democratic system as a whole?
What do you see as a threat?
What do you not consider a threat?
I do not think that PRC have any significant influence on the democratic system in Czech Republic.
So far the sides praising China and the side warning against its activities are in balance. An effort
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of some Czech people trying to suppress the warning voices could be taken as a threat but it seems
so far that this is not possible in Czech Republic
What do you think that are the goals of Chinese activities in Czech Republic?
I would like to write that the goal of PRC is equaly beneficial cooperation with Czech Republic
but, to my regret, there are no signs of it, as far as I know.
Do you think there is a need to redefine the Czech Chinese relations in a way that they would
lead to mutually beneficial cooperation?
Probably that would be the best solution, but sadly it is a topic about which I do not have enough
information.

政 治 大

In 2017 Christopher Walker introduced new concept so called “Sharp Power” in their report

立

done under National Endowment for Democracy. This term says that Authoritarian

‧ 國
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countries, namely, Russia and PRC are projecting power by using the asymmetry in the
openness, spreading their narratives and views. The most fragile areas being so called CAMP

‧

– culture, academia, media and publishing. Sharp power because it pierces and cut like a

knife into society creating division, confusion in the information stream with goals of co-
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optation and coercion. According to this concept the goals of PRC are to push for their
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narrative and normalize their authoritarian style of government and pose as a regular
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member of international community
while also silencing
v any critiques abroad.
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C hyou label any activities
Based on we talked about so far would
i U conducted by PRC in Czech
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Republic as a Sharp power or would you chose a different term for these activities?
Why yes, why not?

The term sharp power could be used for some Chinese activities in Czech Republic and in general
abroad as well. For example, the critique by Chinese side of planned trip to Taiwan by Jaroslav
Kubera.
Now I would like to move to the topic of: How can liberal democracy defend itself without
losing its openness against foreign actors who are aiming to undermine democratic systems.
What do you view as a strong side of Czech Republic's liberal democracy? On contrary what
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do you view as a weak aspect of Czech democratic system in terms of its capability to defend
itself against coercive actions of foreign actors such as Russian and Chinese?
I will answer this question propably very non-technically and non-academically. From my point
of view Czech people are very sensitive to their freedom and democracy and taking into
consideration their historical experience they are protective of it. On the other hand, often we
wrongfully suffer from the complex of small nation and we feel that we should somehow please
and give way to the larger states.

PRC domestically is a highly oppressive regime that suppresses any signs of dissent. In recent

政 治 大

years the same tactics started to be applied outside their borders as well. This brings me to
a philosopher Karl Popper who introduced so called “Paradox of Tolerance”. It states:

立

“Unlimited tolerance must lead to the disappearance of tolerance. If we extend unlimited
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tolerance even to those who are intolerant, if we are not prepared to defend a tolerant society
against the onslaught of the intolerant, then the tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance with
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them. We should claim the RIGHT to suppress them if necessary even by force, if they are not
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ready to meet us on the level of rational argument.”
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If not, why?
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Would you say this concept is applicable on Czech Chinese relations today?

If yes, why?

Ch

engchi
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Do we have a right?
I cannot think of specific examples at the moment but I tie into my previous answer that Czech
Republic should not give in to PRC or any other foreign country and let them go beyond what is
acceptable to it as a democratic country.
Now I would like to ask you about possible defensive mechanism and their consequences
regarding your field of work in particular. Literature serves as a great tool to increase ones'
image. Have you noticed any change in the translating and publishing world for example in
titles that are coming out now compare to few years back?
Change in the message or narrative, funding or backing institution?
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I am fortunate to translate for publishers that do not need to apply for grants from the Chinese side.
In addition to the internationally popular fiction I have translated in recent years. The major say in
publishing Chinese authors has edition Xin of Verzone publishing and I think the selection of
authors are very varied and show various aspects of Chinese literature, from old well-known
classics such as Lu Xun authors (Ning Ken, Yu Hua, Yan Lianke).
(in connection to previous question) Do you think that a greater spread of Chinese literature,
whether modern or classical, could lead to less emotional debate, as awareness of China

would spread to the general public? Or how could the literature help to even the debate
about Czech Chinese relations?
This is a question we will probably never get an answer to - the book market is so large that only

政 治 大
addition, to get a more comprehensive
立 impression of China, it would be necessary to read a
a small proportion of readers reach for Chinese literature, although it is undoubtedly a pity. In

‧ 國

學

relatively large amount of literature, various authors of different periods, plus ideally scientific
studies that would provide further guidance on how to read Chinese literature - otherwise it may

‧

seem utterly bland or illogical.
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relations in Czech Republic and its objectivity?
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As an independent expert on China how do you view the debate about Czech Chinese

I would not call myself an expert but I have to say that I found the Czech Chinese relations debate
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i is particularly true in the topic
l Cis black and white andnthat
often very fiery and emotional. Nothing
of Czech Chinese relations

hengchi U

Do you feel there is a need to set up any defense mechanism in Czech Republic?
If I can speak for myself, I think it will be enough if we treat China as any other country - that is,
as an equal partner. And as in any such relationship, of course, the motto "trust, but check" applies.
There was talk of setting up a parliamentary commission to examine Chinese influence in
the Czech Republic. Some politicians argue that the BIS and other security forces are
enough. What is your opinion?
I answer again, although I don't really know. However, I believe that if we would listen to the BIS
and other existing bodies, that should be enough.
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Where would be the most strict countermeasures but still align with our democratic values
that you as a person whose job is depended on interaction with China can imagine?
I would resist excessive hysteria, but I would definitely recommend not taking all the
recommendations of our security and intelligence services lightly. As far as concrete measures are
concerned, I admit that I probably do not think of any, so I can only - perhaps overly optimistic say that if we treat China in the same way as we treat other states, that is sovereignly and with
regard to our national interests, and in our rhetoric, we will not retreat from our democratic values,

any excessive countermeasures could not be needed.
From whom should this confident rhetoric flow?

政 治 大

Ideally, of course, from the Czech Republic as a whole - from the president, starting with the
businessman going to China for business.

立

D2 Czech Transcript

‧ 國
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Ve výroční zprávě Bezpečnostní informační služba BIS jmenuje čínskou lidovou republiku
jako druhou největší hrozbu pro českou republiku z pohledu zahraničního vlivu, hned po
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ruské federaci. V české republice je mnoho lidí, kteří to vidí jako „Anti čínskou
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hysterii.“ Závažnost čínského vlivu takto popsaného v této zprávě zpochybňoval i Miloš
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poněkud přehnaný?
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Zeman. Domníváte se, že čínský vliv v české republice je opravdu tak závažný nebo je
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Nejsem bohužel odborník na toto téma a vhzásadě
přístup k materiálům, na jejichž základě
e n gnemám
chi U

bych mohla poskytnout relevantnější odpověď, ale varování BIS bych v žádném případě
nezlehčovala, věřím totiž, že ke svým závěrům mají podložené důvody, ostatně v podobném duchu
se vyjadřuje například web Sinopsis.
Co vnímáte jako změnu v čínských aktivitách v české republice od roku 2013 do dneška?
Jak?
Proč?
Prezident Miloš Zeman se po svém nástupu do funkce v roce 2013 zaměřil na prohloubení vztahů
s ČLR, Česká republika se zapojila do iniciativy 16+1 a řada českých podnikatelů měla od těchto
aktivit velká očekávání. Z mého pohledu však měly tyto snahy pouze smíšený výsledek a
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v současné době dokonce vztahy mezi ČR a ČLR ochladly – a vše prozatím vyvrcholilo tím, že
čínská strana kritizovala plánovanou cestu Jaroslava Kubery na Taiwan.
V návaznosti na předchozí otázku, považujete čínskou přítomnost v české republice, skrz její
aktivity z předcházejících let, jako hrozbu pro český liberální systém jakožto celku?
Co vidíte jako hrozbu?
Co naopak ne?

Nemyslím si, že by ČLR měla nějaký zásadní vliv na demokratický systém ČR, prozatím jsou
hlasy, které Čínu vychvalují, i hlasy, které před některými jejími aktivitami varují, v rovnováze.
Jako hrozba by se snad mohla jevit snaha některých českých osobností o potlačení varovných

政 治 大

hlasů, ale zatím se ukazuje, že v ČR to naštěstí možné není.

立

Jaké se domníváte, že jsou cíle ČLR v české republice?
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Ráda bych napsala, že cílem ČLR je vzájemná oboustranně výhodná spolupráce s ČR, ale zatím
tomu – k mé lítosti – nic moc nenasvědčuje, alespoň pokud vím...
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Myslite si, že je potřeba redefinovat Čínsko české vztahy, aby vedly k vetší míře oboustranně
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výhodné spolupráci?
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vůbec nevidím.
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Bylo by to pravděpodobně to nejideálnější řešení, ale přece jen je to problematika, do které bohužel
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V roce 2017 Christopher Walker ve své e
zprávě
pro National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) představil nový koncept zvaný Sharp power (ostrá sila). Tento pojem
hovoří, že autoritativní režimy, jmenovitě Rusko a ČLR projektují svou silu skrze rozdíl
v otevřenosti systémů, kdy mohou rozšiřovat jejich verzi a pohledy na určitá témata.
Nejnáchylnější jsou v tomto ohledu oblasti takzvaného CAMP (z angličtiny: Culture,
academia, media and publishing) Kultura věda a školství, media a knižní vydavatelství.
Název Sharp power potom je tudíž odvozen právě proto, že propichuje a řeže jako nůž do
společnosti a vytváří rozdělení zmatení v informačním kanále s cílem kooptovat a donucovat
jedince či skupiny k jednání v souladu s čínským pohledem na věc. Podle tohoto konceptu je
cílem ČLR rozšiřovat její pohled na pro ni citlivé témata a normalizovat autoritativní styl
vlády a působit jako normální člen mezinárodni komunity a zároveň umlčovat její kritiky
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v zahraničí.
Na základě toho o čem jsme doposud mluvily, označila byste čínské aktivity v české republice
jakožto Sharp power nebo byste zvolila jiný termín?
Proč ano?
Proč ne?
Jaký jiný termín?

Termín sharp power by zřejmě šlo pro některé aktivity ČLR v ČR a obecně v zahraničí použít –
viz například ona kritika plánované cesty pana Jaroslava Kubery na Taiwan.
Ted bych se rad přesunul k tématu jak se liberální demokracie muže bránit proti

政 治 大

zahraničním aktérům, kteří se snaží podkopat tento systém, ale aniž by nedošlo ke ztrátě

立

otevřenosti tohoto liberálního systému.
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Co vnímáte jakožto silnou stránku českého liberálního systému? Na druhou stranu co
považujete za slabou stránku českého demokratického systému v rámci možnosti se bránit

‧

proti aktivitám Číny nebo Ruska které se tento systém snaží podkopat?
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Na tuto otázku odpovím pravděpodobně velmi neodborně a neakademicky. Z mého pohledu jsou
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Češi jako národ na svou svobodu a demokracii velmi citliví a vzhledem k historickým
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zkušenostem si je poměrně střeží. a
Na druhou stranu často neprávem trpíme komplexem malého
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iv

n
Cvětším státům jaksiUzavděčit
národa a máme pocit, že bychom se měli
a ustupovat jim.
hengchi

V ČLR na domáci půdě je velmi restriktivní režim, který potlačuje jakýkoliv náznak
disidentu. V posledních letech stejnou taktiku potlačování kritiky začala praktikovati mimo
své hranice. Toto mě přivádí k filozofovi Karl Popper, který představil tak zvaný Paradox
Tolerance, který hovoří:“ Neomezená tolerance musí vést k zániku tolerance. Pokud rozšíříme
neomezenou toleranci i na ty, kteří jsou netolerantní, pokud nejsme připraveni bránit tolerantní
společnost před náporem netolerantních, potom tolerantní budou zničeni a tolerance s nimi.
Měli bychom si nárokovat PRÁVO je potlačit, je-li to nutné, i násilím pokud nejsou připraveni
se s námi setkat na úrovni racionálního argumentu. “
Domníváte se, že tento koncept je aplikovatelný na Česko Čínskou interakci?
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Pokud ano, proč?
Pokud ne, proč?
Máme právo?
Nenapadají mě teď žádné konkrétní příklady, ale navážu na svou předchozí odpověď – Česká
republika by neměla ČLR – a ani žádné jiné zemi – ustupovat za hranice, které jsou pro ni jako
pro demokratický stát přijatelné.

Teď bych se rád zeptal na možné obranné mechanizmy a jejich možné dopady, ve vztahu
k vaší profesy.
Literatura je účinný nástroj jak zlepšit image národa. Všimla jste si nějakých změn v čínské

政 治 大

literatuře, která se u nás vydává dnes oproti letům minulým?

立

Změna narativu, financi nebo nakladatelství z čínské strany
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Mám to štěstí, že překládám pro nakladatelství, která o granty z čínské strany z finančního hlediska

‧

žádat nepotřebují. Kromě mezinárodně oblíbené beletrie, kterou jsem v posledních letech

překládala já, má hlavní slovo v uvádění čínských autorů edice Xin nakladatelství Verzone a
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myslím, že výběr autorů mají velmi pestrý a ukazují různé aspekty čínské literatury, od staré známé
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klasiky typu Lu Xun až po současné autory (Ning Ken, Yu Hua, Yan Lianke).
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a l Domníváte se, že většíi vrozšíření čínské literatury ať
(v návaznosti na nasledující odpověď)
C

n

h eknméněc emociální
už moderní nebo té klasické by mohlo vést
h i U debatě, jelikož by se povědomí
g

o Číně rozšířilo mezi širší veřejnost? Popřípadě jak by literatura mohla pomoci k narovnání
debaty popřípadě i Česko čínským vztahům?
To je otázka, na kterou pravděpodobně odpověď nikdy nezískáme – knižní trh je tak velký, že po
čínské literatuře sáhne jen malá část čtenářů, ačkoliv je to bezesporu škoda. Navíc pro získání
jakéhosi ucelenějšího dojmu z Číny by bylo zapotřebí přečíst poměrně velké množství literatury,
různé autory různých období plus ideálně i studie, které by poskytly další návod, jak čínskou
literaturu číst – jinak se může jevit jako naprosto nevýrazná nebo nelogická.
Vy jako nezávislá odbornice na Čínu, jak vnímáte objektivitu a vyváženost debaty v české
republice ohledně Česko-čínských vztahů?
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Za odbornici bych se neoznačila, ale musím říci, že debata na téma česko-čínských vztahů mi
mnohdy přijde zbytečně ohnivá a emocionální. Nic není černobílé a pro náhled na česko-čínské
vztahy to platí především.
Vnímáte potřebu pro tvorbu nějakých obranných mechanizmů v české republice proti
čínskému vlivu?
Pokud mohu mluvit sama za sebe, myslím, že bude úplně stačit, pokud budeme k Číně přistupovat
jako k jakékoliv jiné zemi – totiž jako k rovnocennému partnerovi. A jako v každém takovém

vztahu samozřejmě platí heslo „důvěřuj, ale prověřuj“.
Hovořilo se o ustanovení parlamentní komise na zkoumání čínského vlivu v ČR. Někteří
politici argumentují, že BIS a další bezpečnostní složky stačí. Jaký je Váš názor?

政 治 大
Opět odpovídám, ačkoliv vlastně sama nevím. Domnívám se však, že pokud bychom BIS a dalším
立
již existujícím složkám naslouchali, mělo by to být dostačující.
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S ohledem na hrozby, o kterých jsme mluvili. Jaké nejzazší možné opatření, které by ale

‧

z vašeho pohledu bylo v souladu s našimi demokratickými hodnotami, si dovedete

představit, jakožto člověk, jehož profesní život je postaven na kontaktu s Čínou? Ať už s vaší
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profesí nebo obecně?
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Bránila bych se přílišné hysterii, ale rozhodně bych doporučila nebrat veškerá doporučení našich

n

i v konkrétních opatření, přiznám
bezpečnostních a zpravodajských služeb
l na lehkou váhu. Co se týká

Un
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se, že mne asi zrovna žádné nenapadá, aetak
n gmohu
c h ijen – možná přehnaně optimisticky –
konstatovat, že pokud budeme k Číně přistupovat stejně jako k ostatním státům, tedy suverénně a
s ohledem na naše národní zájmy, a pokud nebudeme v naší rétorice k ní ustupovat z našich
demokratických hodnot, nemusela by být žádná přehnaná opatření zapotřebí.
Od koho by měla plynout tato sebevědomá rétorika?
Ideálně samozřejmě od České republiky jakožto celku – tedy od prezidenta počínaje po
podnikatele jezdící do Číny za obchodem konče.
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